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Burris. Where Good Ideas Are Borne and Raised. 
Burris innovations and quality have provided sportsmen dependability, accuracy, and crisp, clear, glare-free 
optical performance for nearly 30 years. At the start of this new millennium Burris celebrates several of it's 
technological accomplishments and brings several additional milestones to the world of sporting optics. 
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BURRIS TITANIUMn' 

The World's First and Only 
Fully Titanium Riflescope 
Titanium is an incredible material for a 
scope's foundation. Beyond the whole scope 
tube and eyepiece being made of solid 
titanium, each scope is coated with 
titanium nitride, aluminum titanium 
nitride, or chrome nitride, depending on 
the color. These nitrides are molecularly 
bonded to the titanium through high 

intensity physical vapor depo
sition for maximum adhesion that will 
not blister, flake, or chip. The result is an 
ultra-hard, abrasion resistant and corrosion 
proof surface. 

The World's 
First and Only 
Scratch-Proof 

We call them T-Plated™ 
Lenses on the Mr. T 
Titanium scope. These lenses 

do not come with the warning of other 
"scratch-resistant" coatings about removing 
all dust before cleaning. T-plated lenses do 
not require a "soft clean lens cloth." 
Ordinary dirt, dust, and grit won't bother 
them a bit. 

A World's Favorite Just 
Got Better 
The new Fullfield II™ riflescopes feature 
a difficult:to-obtain optical improvement 
with an updated lens system design and 
even more advanced light management 
measures. Like all Burris scopes, the new 
Fullfield ll's incorporate one-piece main 
tubes, our accurate steel-on-steel precision 
adjustment systems, and HiLume® multi
coatings on every lens surface. Meticulous 
engineering has vastly improved the 
Non-Critical Eye Relief, adding 
more latitude of eye positioning both fore 
and aft, and vertically and horizontally. 
This makes it easier and faster to get on 
target. Fullfield ll's are also much 
Lighter weight. Using modern metallic 
alloys, optical systems, and machining 
techniques, a weight savings of around 
20%-25% has been realized, and overall 
scope length is reduced. Even so, Fullfield ll's 
are even stronger, more accurate, and 
more bullet-proof. Each scope is even 
better sealed from the elements than 
before. Most scopes have three or four 
leak paths to seal the eyepiece/power ring 
area. The Fullfield II has but two. Unlike 
other scopes, special quad seals double 
the sealing surfaces . The eyepiece and 

~G 

power ring have been integrated into a 
single durable unit. To change magnification, 
simply turn the entire eyepiece assembly. 
And they are easier t o mount. 
We've moved the adjustment system to a 
more central location to better accommodate 
nearly all mounting situations. 

The World's Simplest Trajectory 
Compensating Reticle. 
The 3X-9X-40mm Fullfield II is available 
with the new Ballist ic Plex™ reticle. 
It is a very clean and simple way to improve 
long range marksmanship. The lower crosshair 
incorporates small ballistic lines that com
pensate for bullet drop from I 00 yards to 
500 yards for most hunting cartridges. 

BURRIS® 
SAVVY OPTICS'." 

For a free catalog, call 970-356-1670. 
331 East 8th Street, Greeley, CO 80631 

www.burrisoptics.com 
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An Open Letter to President 
Stipe Mesic of Croatia 

T he following letter has been widely circulat
ed in Europe and among Croatian expats in 
North America and Australia. It was written 

by Ni ch Dodich, the catalyst responsible for SOF 

sending training teams, life-saving equipment 
and other support to those fightingf or democracy 
in the Balhans during the past decade. 

Since your election to the Presidency of 
Croatia your actions have shown your true 

colors, and those colors are red. 

ln actions and words you have revealed your 
undying love for Communism, Tito and the 

Yugo Partisans. It escapes the civilized mind 

how you as a Croatian can adore Communism, 
a system that for 70 years cut a swath of social 
and economic destruction and was responsible 
for 60 million deaths - including hundreds of 
thousands of your innocent fellow Croatians. 

Your recent speech to the Communist Yugo 

Partisan Veterans, delivered beneath a large 
picture of Tito, was an open act of betrayal to 
our beloved homeland. In your speech you 

stated, "Without you, there would not be a 

Croatia." Hundreds of years before there was 
a Tito, before there were Yugo Communist 

Partisans, there was a Croatia. And in spite of 
those of your ilk, there will always be a 

Croatia, long after Communism is but a broken 
relic at the bottom of the dustbin of history. 

The Communist Yugo Partisans, embraced 

by you in such a brotherly fashion, conquered 

Croatia, took away her freedom, stole her 
sovereignty and enslaved her freedom-loving 

people. How insulting, how arrogant, how 
despicable, what a betrayal those deeds were. 
And your embrace of them is worse. 

It appears that your loyalties lie some
where other than a democratic Croatia. At a 
time when enlightened countries are abandon

ing Communism, you appear to be prolonging 

its tyranny and expounding its supposed 
virtues, even though it has been thoroughly 
discredited and judged by history to have 
been an evil force that robbed many nations of 

several generations. You appear to be set in 
opposition to the progressive, democratic new 

course of Croatia. You appear to fear liberty 
and democracy, as only a tyrant can. 

Why do you coddle the Communists, the 

same people who killed hundreds of thou

sands of innocent Croatians, most of whom 

were killed after World War II? The Partisan 
Tito has been credited with killing a total of 

1.5 million people of all types. There is no 
statute of limitations for war crimes - why 
has no Communist Partisan been tried for war 

crimes against Croatians? Instead, you have 
been most energetic and enthusiastic to send 
many possibly innocent Croatian soldiers to 

The Hague. Why don't you do the same to the 

criminal Partisan Communists? 
If you abuse one innocent Croatian soldier

veteran, you abuse all innocent Croatian soldiers

veterans. If need be, we will go to the streets 

again, as we have already done. We were not 
afraid during the war, and we certainly are not 
afraid now. Your actions have convinced us that 

you are more interested in power than in princi
ple, but in principle lies the ultimate power. 

ln a time when formerly Communist coun

tTies are stTiving for democracy and fTeedom, 

you are still practicing and implementing the 
Communists' principles. In Bulgaria today, for

mer Communists are distrusted to the extent 
there is a law precluding them from gover111llent. 

They have had such a negative influence on life 
there that they are considered a criminal organi
zation. But you, Sir, fail to acknowledge the mas-

Continued on page 71 
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Set Your S gh s on base OOrnW Tllles Ir m 
PALADIN PA ESS® 

SURGICAL SPEED SHOOTING 
How to Achieve High-Speed 
Marksmanship in a Gunfight 

by Andy Stanford 
Learn the secrets of shooting a 
handgun quickly and accurately 
under the extreme stress of a gun
fight. These cutting-edge tech
niques for managing recoil in rapid 
fire, high-speed trigger control and 
more are used by today's hostage 
rescue teams and competitive 

grandmasters. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, sottcover, photos, 152 pp. 
#10014157 $15.00 

TACTICAL MEDICINE 
An Introduction to 

Law Enforcement Emergency Care 
by Ian McDevitt 

An experienced street paramedic gives 
a crash course In emergency care 
under the most life-threatening condi
tions. Learn the vital priorities of admin
istering first aid while under hostile 
gunfire; the realities of efficient triage; 
the must-have equipment and supplies 
for a tactical medical kit; and more. 5 

-

* 1/2 x 8 1/2, sottcover, photos, 112 pp. #10014215 $15.00 

THE CLASSIC Ml GARAND 
An Ongoing Legacy for 
Shooters and Collectors 

by Jim Thompson 
This sequel to The Complete Ml 
Garand is an updated guide to 
shooting and collecting this classic 
battle rifle. Features data detailing 
the Ml 's WWII and postwar delivery 
chronology, examines the rifle's per
ceived flaws, otters advice on buying 
parts and kits in today's market-

place, presents tips on matintenance and more. 8 1/2 x 11, sott-
cover, photos, illus., 112 pp #100141 40 $20.00 

OVERSEAS AMERICANS 
The Essential Guide to Living and 

Working Abroad 
by William Beaver 

This essential guide contains vital infor
mation and actual documents from the 
federal agencies that U.S. citizens 
abroad have lo deal with, iincluding 
IRS, Customs and the Passport Office. 
Get answers to all your questions on 
taxes, travel documents, employment, 
health insurance, Social Security and 
voting rights before you leave home. 8 112 x 11, sottcover, 168 pp. 
#10014207 $25.00 

lnc: Cloe~ ho tic \'lcauons Slstem 1n 
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THE GLOCK EXOTIC 
WEAPONS SYSTEM 

With a few scraps of metal 
and simple hand tools, the 
properly licensed amateur 
tinkerer can convert any 
semiautomatic Glock to full 
automatic without altering 
the major components of 

the gun. Step-by-step instructions, technical illustrations and 
high-quality photos allow the reader to understand how the 
whole system works. For academic study only. 11 x 8 1/2, sott
cover, photos, illus., 64 pp. #10014165 $16.00 

COMBATIVES 
U.S. Army 

When soldiers become so entangled 
with enemy forces that firearms and 
grenades are not practical, hand-to
hand combat skills become vital. 
Learn the U.S. Army's most current 
techniques for basic and advanced 
unarmed fighting, field-expedient 
weapons, combat-speed training, 
transition techniques, sentry 
removal and much more. 8 1/2 x 
11, sottcover, illus., 248 pp. #10014264 

IM21-150 

$30.00 

These &est-Sellersl 

THE QUICK AND DIRTY 
GUIDE TO LEARNING 
LANGUAGES FAST 

by A.G. Hawke 
This workbook was designed for 
people who need to learn a for
eign language fast and who 
don't want to learn complicated 
grammar rules. The author, a 
Green Beret who is military-cer
tified in seven languages, prom
ises that his unique method can 
help anyone become functional 
in any language in seven days 
and proficient in 30! This book 
contains no flutt - it's all action. 
8 112 x 11, sottcover, 176 pp. 
#10011922 $20.00 

THE REVENGE 
ENCYCLOPEDIA 

This is the mother of all revenge 
books! You'd have to buy more 
than 25 books to get all the wit 
and wisdom contained in this 
compilation from the best of 
Paladin's revenge books. Don't 
be fooled by cheap imitators that 
claim to know how to get even. 
Paladin is still your revenge 
source when you need to even 
the score with nosy neighbors, 
bungling bureaucrats, snarty 
clerks or other pests. For enter
tainment purposes only. 8 112 x 
11, sottcover, 120 pp. 
#10001675 $25.00 

THE MODERN 
IDENTITY CHANGER 

How to Create a New 
Identity for Privacy and 

Personal Freedom 
by Sheldon Charrett 

Finally, here is an all-new 
instruction book on how to 
obtain a new identity, produce . 
supporting documents for it, 
obtain credit, employment and 
banking privileges and use your 
new identity safely in today's 
society. For academic study 
only. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, sottcover, 
illus., 152 pp. 
#10008712 $20.00 

GET 
EVEN: 

GET EVEN 
The Complete Book 

of Dirty Tricks 
by George Hayduke 

A hilarious overview of the 
methods people use to get 
even with big business, govern
ment and enemies. These dirty 
tricks range lrom the simple to 
the elaborate, including more 
sophisticated schemes devised 
by CIA and Mafia members and 
political dirty tricksters. For 
entertainment purposes only. 5 
112 x 8 1/2, hardcover, 208 pp. 
#10002400 $19.95 

SOG: A PHOTO HISTORY 
OF THE SECRET WARS 

by John L. Plaster 
This is the book that the U.S. govemment never intended for anyone 
to see! A companion photo history to SOG: The Secret Wam of 

America's Commandos in 
Vietnam, it was compiled from the 
personal collections of SOG men 
themse~es. It contains 700 photos -
most never seen or published belore. 
See for yourself what SOG was all 

about. 8 112 x 11, hardcov
er, photos, illus., 496 pp. 
#10011187 $79.95 

BOWIES, BIG KNIVES, 
AND THE BEST OF 
BATTLE BLADES 
By Bil/Bagwell 

This book hinds the out-
-- - ' _, 1 observations and 
expert advice of master 
bladesmith and blade com
bat expert Bill Bagwell 
under one cover for the 

first time. Study the design and use of Bowies and other big knives 
and learn which blade designs and combat techniques stand up to 
the rigors of battle and the test of time. 8 1/2 x 11 , sottcover, pho
tos, illus., 184 pp. #10012078 $30.00 
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Hill llibe Refugees Taking A Beating 
Atrocities by the government of the Socialist Republic of 

Vietnam against hill tribe refugees fleeing to Cambodia con
tinue. Published and first-person reports from Cambodia and 
inside Vietnam paint a grisly picture of the treatment 
received by Mnong and Jarai Montagnards attempting to flee 
to Cambodia in the wake of clashes last March over religious 
and land issues. In April, Cambodian Prime Minister Hun 
Sen set-off the Vietnamese by forwarding some 30 refugees 
on to the United States for resettlement in North Carolina. 
They were accepted by the United States after the UN office 
of the High Commissioner for Refugees granted them refugee 
status. Others were not so fortunate: refugees interviewed 
state some 1,100 refugees are attempting to flee, and those 
who are captured and repatriated and killed. Reports indicate 
that Mondolkiri police, working hand in glove with 
Vietnamese security forces in Mondolkiri, have been posing 
as UNHCR workers to get information on refugee hiding 
places. It is knc;n~n t~;:i.t:i wie ! family of seven - family 
includes women and children - were executed in early May, 

and that 31 other refugee families captured in Cambodia and 
repatriated to Vietnam met a similar fate. Further details and 
updates are available on the web at: www.montagnards.org. 

Long Wall: China Tu Pearl Harbor 
According to Bill Gertz in the Washington Times, China is 

going through a new series of tests of its DF-31 nuclear-capa
ble ICBM, at the Wuzhai Space and Missile Center. Road
portable, the DF-31 has a range of 6,000 miles and is believed 
to be the first Chinese missile developed to incorporate 
stolen U.S. weapons technology. Gertz also reports that 
China is preparing for an underground nuke test at its Lop 
Ngor nuclear test facility for a developmental small warhead 
based on the design - obtained through espionage - of the 
American W-88 nuclear warhead. 

Meanwhile, in an article 'The Aircraft Carrier Formation 
is Not an Unbreakable Barrier" in the Beijing Gunagming 
Ribao, Maj, .Gen. Guo Zilin, director of the PLA Air Force 
Radar 'Acad~riiy, outlines how China could defeat a U.S. Navy 
carrier battle group using nukes. 
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Army Retires Cobra 
Introduced during the Vietnam War, the Huey Cobra was 

the Army's first attack helicopter, and the mainstay of air cav 
units until the AH-64 Apache was introduced into service in 
1990, but it is being officially retired from Army service. In a 
recent ceremony at Ft. Eustis, Va., group of National 
Guardsmen was the last class to graduate from the Cobra 
armament technician course conducted by the regular Army. 

Federal Suit Challenges DoD Anthrax 
Immunization Program 

A federal lawsuit filed in early May challenges the DoD 
anthrax vaccination immunization program, in an action 
against the Pentagon, FDA and vaccine manufacturer that 
seeks to have the vaccine experimental and therefore illegal 
by it current use. 

Former USAF Major Sonnie Bates - the highest-ranking 
military officer - and Captain John Buck - the first G.I. 
physician to refuse the controversial anthrax vaccine - filed 
the suit in the U.S. District Court for the District of 
Columbia, claiming that the vaccine as it is being utilized by 
the DoD is an experimental drug, and as such cannot legally 
be administered to troops without their informed consent. 

An lnvestigational New Drug (IND) application was filed 
in 1996 by the DoD and the vaccine manufacturer, requesting 
FDA approval for the vaccine: This IND application remains 
pending., even though more than half a million troops have 
received the inoculations. 

While assigned to Dover AFB Maj. Bates refused the 
anthrax vaccination in November, 1999, and received a gener
al discharge under honorable conditions; Capt. Buck is facing 
formal court-martial proceedings for his refusal last January. 

The anthrax inoculation program has a nearly 10-year his
tory of controversy based on health violations and scientific 
concerns over the drug's efficacy against aerosol anthrax and 
the conditions under which it has been produced, procured, 
and dispensed. In December of 1997 DoD ordered the inoc
ulation of 2.5 million active-duty personnel, regardless of 
duty station of MOS. The regimen consists of six injections 
over a period of 18 months, plus annual booster shots. The 
vaccinations began in March 1998, but Phase II and Ill of the 
program was delayed in December, 1999 for at least a year 
due to continuing FDA violations at the sole plant which pro
duced the vaccine. 

A report issued by the House Committee on Government 
Reform in February 2000 recommended termination of the 
AVIP. Nearly 500 active-duty service members have refused 
the vaccine, and of them 60 have been court-martialed. 
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Approximately 600-800 pilots and flight crew from Air 
Guard or reserve units have quit or resigned rather than take 
the controversial vaccine. 

Hanoi Jane Hoax 
It sometimes used to take a decade or more to get a new 

urban legend firmly established, but through the wonders of 
the Internet, bad information can now be forwarded (or 
embellished and forwarded) to dozens of contacts with the 
click of a mouse and the speed of an electron. The base of 
believers in a given bogus story, report, or idea can grow in 
geometric proportion long before the first recipient takes the 
time to check it out. And if it's a story that's so appropriate 
that even if it's not true it should have been, even normally 
responsible parties can fall victim to the "forward first , check 
it out later" syndrome. 

A typical case may well be this Hanoi Jane report hoax, 
which surfaced in 1999, even made some usually reliable 
internet news services - and is still mal<ing the rounds. 

Sometimes the context will vary as it morphs from hand 
to hand, but this is the gist of it: 

The first part of this is from an F-4E pilot. The pilot's name 
is Jerry Driscoll, a River Rat. The former Commandant of the 
USAF Survival School was a POW in Ho Lo Prison - the 
"Hanoi Hilton." Dragged from a stinhing cesspit of a cell, 
cleaned,fed and dressed in clean PJs, he was ordered to describe 
for a visiting American "Peace Activist" the "lenient and 
humane treatment" he'd received. He spat at Ms. Fonda, was 
clubbed, and dragged away. 

During the subsequent beating, he fell forward upon the 

• Exclusive "SHARK-BITE," 
an ultra-secure closure that 
has no Velcro, buckles or "'-. 
snaps to wear out (or make 
noise). 

camp commander's feet, which sent the officer berserk. In 1978, 
the AF Col. Still suffered from double vision (which pennanen t
Iy ended his flying clays) from the Vietnamese Col. 's frenz ied 
application of a wooden baton. 

From 1963-75 Col. Larry Carrigan was in the 47FWIDO 
(F4Es). He spent 6 years in the "Hilton" - the first three of 
which he was "missing in action." His wife lived on faith that he 
was still alive. His group, too, got the cleanecVfed!clothed rou
tine in preparation for a "peace delegation" visit. 

They, however, had time and devised a plan to get word to 
the world that they still survived. Each man secreted a tiny piece 
of paper, with his SSN on it, in the palm of his hand. When 
paraded before Ms. Fonda and a cameraman, she walked the 
line, shaking each man's hand and asking little encouraging 
snippets like: "Aren't you sorry you bombed babies?" and "Are 
you grateful for the humane treatment from your benevolent 
captors." 

Believing this HAD to be an act, they each palmed her their 
slivers of paper. She took them all without missing a beat. At the 
end of the line and once the camera stopped rolling, to the 
shocked disbelief of the POWs, she turned to the officer in 
charge and handed him the little pile of papers. 

Three men died from the subsequent beatings. Col. Carrigan 
was almost number four but he survived, which is the only rea
son we know about her actions that day. 

I was a civilian economic development advisor in 
Vietnam, was captured by the North Vietnamese communists 
in South Vietnam in 1968, and held for over fiv e years. I 
spent 2 7 months in solitaiy confinement, one year in a cage 
in Cambodia, and one year in a Blach Box in Hanoi. When 
Jane Fonda was in Hanoi, I was ashed by the camp commu
nist political officer if I would lihe to meet with Jane Fonda. 

The Ultimate Military and Law Enforcement Wallet. 
.. 3 carrying options: around the neck, on belts, and in pockets. .,,. 

• Super-durable! Made from 
Cordura@ and 420 D. Nylon pack 

(double stitched and bar 
t critical stress points). 

• Inside and outside 
ID windows (with 
non-glare finish). 
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I said yes, for I would like to tell her 
about the real treatment we POWs 
were receiving Because of this I spent 
three days on a rocky floor on my knees 
with outstretched arms with a large 
amount of steel placed on my hands, 
and beaten with a bamboo cane till my 
arms dipped. 

I had the opportunity to meet with 
Jane Fonda for a couple of hours after I 
was released I asked her if she would be 
willing to debate me on TV. She did not 
answer me. This does not exemplify 
someone who should be honored as part 
of "100 years of great women." Lest we 
forget: "100 Years of Great Women" 
should never include a traitor whose 
hands are covered with the blood of so 
many patriots. 

And of course it closes with a plea to 
"take the time to forward this to as 
many people as you possibly can. " 

The signature at the bottom of the 
message varies, but usually has a legiti
mate name and address (those contact
ed have disavowed the hoax). 

Now, if there's one person whose dis
gusting record vis-a-vis American 
POWs does not need any embellish
ment, it's Ms. Fonda. Worse, demon
strably false stories, when proven to be 
false, work to discredit the truth. 

More detailed information is avail
able on http://vikingphoenix.com/ 
Ce lebrityF il es /Turnerand Fonda/ 
]aneFonda.htm . 

- Richard Rongstad 

Aderholt Receives Order Of Tue 
Sword 

As any ticket puncher can tell you, 
there are lots of military awards: some 
for just being there, some for just not 
screwing up too badly, some for really 
extraordinary service, some for genuine 
heroism and self-sacrifice. Some really 
mean something, and some just poke 
holes in your Class-As. One award that 
really means a lot is the USAF Order of 
the Sword, one of the highest honors an 
officer can receive as it is presented by 
the NCOs of a command on their own 
behalf and of their own initiative. In 
this instance, it was the NCOs of the 
USAF Special Operations Command 
who, for only the third time in their his
tory, awarded the Order of the Sword to 
Brigadier General Harry ("Heinie") 
Aderholt. This award to honor "a 
leader among leaders" entails a ceremo
ny founded in Sweden in 1522. The for
mal ceremony took place at Hurlburt 
Field. ~ 

I 

We crawled under barbed wire to get these. 
(All you have to do is call us toll-free!) 

Titanium crowbar - lightweight and rustproof. 
Titanium - stronger than steel, yet 30% lighter. 
Non-magnetic and chemically inert, so they're 
ideal for marine environments (they'll never rust). 
Whopping 22" long and built like a tank! But, at just 
1.4 lbs., they're perfect fo r those "go light, move 
l'ast" tactica l ops I Brand new. Lifetime warranty. 
#206272 Only $39!* 

Rhino-tough 
binoculars. 
8x30 mil-spec 
binocs built for 
Soviet tank corps 
commanders but never 
issued. Multi-coated optics. 
Wide field of view (S'or 420 ft. 
at 1,000 yds.) Our top selling 
binoculars, but when they're 
gone, they're gone forever. 
1\vo-year warranty. 
#203830 Originally $11,9, How $99!* Includes a hancl

stitched, leather case. 

Special forces spotting scope/rangefinder. 
Variable ( 4 to 20) power scope originally made 
for eli te Special Forces. Ideal for long-range 
hunter/shooters. Includes two reticles, dual 
r-----:,,...----.--.,,.....-.......,,,..,..ri mounting 

You don't have to join the KGB to own this watch. 
Self-winding, precision 31-jewel movement. Sturdy, 
chrome over brass case, rotating bezel for timing, 
screw-down crown, inset date window. KGB insignia 
on dial. Illuminated hands and hour markings for 

brackets, amber 
filter and 
carrying case. 
1\vo-year 
warranty. 
#203605 
How, just $1Z9!" 

those covert night 
missions. Water
resistant to 660'. 
Keeps accurate time 
without winding if 
worn daily. 
Lea ther strap. 
#200215 Just$59!* 
~ .. i!iii!ii 

STEINER MILITARY/MARINE 

Battle Tested & Ready For Action. 
They've stood up to some of the toughest conditions in 

the world. That's what makes these rugged, lightweight 
Steiner binoculars the free world's leading military 
binoculars. So whatever action you have in 
mind-whatever environment you challenge
Steiner stands ready with optics that deliver 
sharp. crisp images with German precision. ~~l!!:c--·-.!..,.t 

The Steiner 8 x 30 Military/Marine. Once focused, it's 
sharp from 20 yards out for fast recognition of your 

target. Also available in 6x 30, 7 x 50, 
9 x 40 and 10 x 50 models. 

Pioneer Research 
97 Foster Rd., Moorestown, NJ 08057-1118 
(856) 866-9191, (800)257-7742. Fax: (856) 866-8615 
Steiner Optlk Canada, Inc. 
52 Chatham St., West. Suite 300. 
Windsor. Ontario N9A 5M6 Canada (519)258-7263 

STEINER~ 
GERMANY 
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Give Your Body Unsurpassed 
Super-Human Ass-Kicking Lethal 

Fighfi.ng Power Today! 
100% Money Back Guarantee! 

In just 24 hours you can be tapping into the Stage 1 Weight Training Program developed exclusively for the Elite 
U.S. COMBAT FIGHTER! Where Losing Is Not An Option! 

For a limited time the world's most exclusive institute in lethal military combat sciences is releasing its secrets in 
physical conditioning of the body for advanced Hand-to-Weapon fighting skills, including shooting. Only men of the 

Special Forces have been priJ!ileged to use these secrets. 

Due to 21st Century advanced bio.,mechanics 
of weight training you can now double your 
strength and most likely triple rit with modern 
equipment and lifting techniques that until now 
were simply not available to the public. 

The SICS Institute has tested and evaluated 
the most powerful weight training programs in 
the world to discover the correct power building 
process for training advanced hand-to-weapon 
fighting skills for real world action. 

From the famed Bulgarians of the former 
Soviet Union, the powerful Ukrainians , the most 
elite Special Forces of the U.S., NATO and UN, 
and of course the powerful NFL conditioning 
programs just to name a few. 

The Results Read Like 
Ripley's Believe .It Or Not! 

Here's what was found . Not one of these 
modem systems could effectively maximize the 
human potential in either strength or advanced 
coordination skills necessary for fighting. In fact, 
we found while the body did develop, it only 
achieved 50 percent in strength, leaving 50% 
untapped. 

We also found that when they got stronger 
they lost speed, fle~bility and their higher co
ordination skills were simply nonexistent. Any 
real world fighting soldier cannot tolerate this 
breakdown in the body's system. Think of it this 
way; if you're a serious body builder that is into 
operating in the field, or just a civilian wondering 
why your strength is just not there but you train 
every day, well frank'.ly, you're most likely using 
only 50 percent of your total abilities because of 
incorrect weight training. What could you do at 
100 percent? Mind blowing isn't it? 

Weight training with our SCARS® Stage J 
Weight Training Program will open up your full 
potential. Look, if you're into training wit~ 

weights why settle for 50 oercent of your strength 
and a loss in speed and flexibility, and nwst of all 
a total drop in advanced coordbuition skill~? As 
a soldier or Law Enforcement Officer, that 
could get you killed! 

With The SCARS® Stage 1 Weight 
Training Program ... 

You cau have 100 percent of your total body's 
potential .in just 45 minutes, a few times a week. 

No this is no miracle fairy tale 5- or l 0-
minute bull-shit workout. It will bust your butt, 
get you into shape for whatever you do in life. 
OK, so you're not a warrior anymore, you just 
want to get in shape because it will: 
• Give you confidence 
• Increase your sex drive and appeal 
• Increase your chances in the business world 
• Decrease your chances of heart problems 
• Decrease you chances of fat-related diseases, 

like diabetes. 
Hell people tlult's just what happens when 

you're in shape with any program. 

So Why Start With This 
Revolutionary Training Program? 

Because with the Stage 1 Weight Training 
Program you can immediately increase your 
total body's ability to perform like it never has 
before. 

We guar·antee you will increase your power, 
balance, flexibility and endurance. You see by 
starting the SCARS Stage l Weight Training 
program you will: 
• Stop Destroying Your Muscle Memory 

With our system you will immediately open 
up the cellular level of function, unknown to the 
rest of. the. power building world. Allowing you 
to develop maximum muscle function for the 
complex reactions of highly skilled combat or 
law enforcement officer that must use hand-to
har1d or hand-to-weapon combat to survive! 
Having trouble shooting on the run? It's your 
muscle memory. 
• Stop Developing Muscles That Are Slowing 
You Down 

Using simple techniques you can get as big 
and powerful as you like with absolutely NO loss 
in speed. And you can forget the process of 
bursting lifts, that destroys both muscle memory 
and micro muscle response, the two most 
necessary processes in body performance. 
lncorrectlv alter these two cellular structures 

and you will never reach your ma.ximwn 
potential in mastering vow· fighting or shooting 
skills. 
• Stop HOW'S Of Painful Stretching Just To 
Get Your Flexibility 

With our unique proven syste:c;n you will 
learn the secrets of RESETS; we guarantee 
you'll never spend one more minute wasting 
your valuable time stretching, taking hours off 
perfecting your fighting and shooting skills. Jost 
think of it, with the SCARS Stage l Weight 
Training Program you will have maximum 
range-of-motion without hours of painful 
stretching, giving you more time to perfect skills 
that will save your ass in combat or on the streets. 
• Stop Training Bad Micro Muscle Move
ments That Destroy Your Combat or Martial 
Arts Skills. A mistake that could get you ki lied 
in real conflict. 

Micro muscle movement in layman terms is 
how your mind and muscle memory work 
together under unknown variable conditions that 
are demanding the body's speed and agility to 
perforn1 at the maximum. (i.e. Responding to 
any threat will put this action to test. Even a basic 
reaction that is needed to avoid a potential 
accident will enact this process.) 

For you martial artist bad boys, have you 
ever tried your martial arts in a real conflict and 
found that you just could not think of all of those 
moves until after the conflict? The major 
problem is your condition in strength building. 
You see weight training is just not getting big or 
strong. Traditional body buMing or sports 
training really affects the micro muscle 
movement process 100-fold the wrong way. 
• Stop Spending Time And Money Going To 
The Chiropractor 

Using the secret of the SCARS Stage l 
RESETS will not only produce flexibility but 
also align your joints and c01Tect your spinal 
alignment. Giving you: Less joint pain! 
- Better posture! - Less muscle tearing! 
- Longer lifting cycles! 

It will allow you the ability to maintain 
maximum potential for your full life cycle. That 
means you'll still be in condition at age 70. 



Start now with the amazing new Stage l 
Weight Training Program so you '11 keep those 
costly doctor visits down. Need I say more? 

One thing you must not forget. This system is 
made specifically for men that will kill and have 
killed in band-to-hand combat. Not some tri
athlete or spans doctor or three-time world body 
builder. It comes from men of combat. 

SCARS® Stage 1 Weight Training 
Program's Sole Purpose Is To 

Enhance The Real World Combat 
Soldier ... 

The SCARS Institute of Combat Sciences 
(SICS) believes that anyone willing to go through 
the pain and dedication of learning survival skills 
must not go one more day without trying this 
system. lt is a must for the professional soldier, 
police officer, martial aitist or individual who is 
serious about his or her conditioning training. 

Give your chosen profession or sport the 
respect it deserves by conditioning your body to 
pe1fection. 

The SCARS Stage 1 Weight Training 
Program allows you to fine tune your body's 
untapped power. lf you 're up to the challenge, then 
stait today by using the FIRST and ONLY system 
that is specifically designed for the human body to 
pe1f01m the complicated task of combat fighting. 

Men and women both will excel after just a 
few weeks. Jn fact strength building is a must for 
the female Law Enforcement professional or 
sports enthusiast, so START the SCARS Stage l 
Weight Training Program TODAY. 

Here's What You Get In The SCARS 
Stage 1 Weight Training Program ... 

• First, the moment you start the video, you will 
see real militai)' footage of SCARS in action, then 
you will hear from the founder of SCARS on the 
reason this program bad to come out to the public. 
Then the nwnber l conditioning expert of the 
SCARS Institute immediately staits giving out 
valuable infonnation on body conditioning. This is 
no "love me, hug me, see me move my butt video." 
• IL is knowledge that will make you an expert 
and give you the tools to train for life. 
• lt is not an aerobic feel-good tape, in fact 
you'll learn why aerobics is absolutely not the 
way to go. 
• You'll get two full volumes of instructional 
videos that carefully ai1d completely cover the 
step-by-step instruction of proper lifting fom1, 
speed and correct bio-mechanical techniques that 
will build your body to three times your 
current strength! 
• Plus you'll get a personal workout manual to 
keep track of your improvement at the gym. 
Every exercise is illustrated so you don 't get 
confused when you get to the gym. 

This information is worth thousands of 
dollars because it would easily take a personal 
trainer 30 hours of training to correctly assess 
your personal needs. That doesn't come cheap; 

it's anywhere between $100 to $500 a session for 
this type of information. 

Of course, these aren't your typical gym 
workout trainers. Like your friends that give their 
advice for free , you get what you pay for -right? 

Absolutely no one can come close to the 
professional experience and testing that Blake 
Peterson has.Here's just a short run-down on his 
background. 

At age 24, Blake is the youngest SCARS 
Certified Master Instructor. He is also the 
youngest man ever to officially train with the U.S. 
Navy SEALs in the SCARS/CFC Level 1 and 2 
Combat Fighting Schools. 

Just think , if you were 16 years old and had to 
spend 30 days and nights learning the deadly 
skills of war with some of the best men in the 
world , all on a restricted Navy island just off the 
coast of California. Man, what would your ego be 
like? Not Blake, although he is a bit more intense 
than most young men his age. 

Blake has also instructed official SCARS 
Combat Fighting Courses at the U.S. Am1y Special 
Operation Forces JFK Center and instructed the 
U.S. Air Force Combat Control Teams. 

He has worked with private clients of the 
SCARS Institute in the area of drug interdiction 
and he trains VIP Protection to Law Enforcement. 

Also he was a major contributor in 
developing official POST programs for Law 
Enforcement Agencies. 

Blake has spearheaded the efforts to bring to 
the public the SCARS Stage J Weight Training 
Program. All this before he was 24. 

The point is Blake Peterson is an expert in 
high-risk training that requires extreme coordina
tion skills that are extremely demanding on the 
strength a11d flexibility of the body. 

This Master Instructor has specifically 
concentrated on the SCARS Stage 1 Weight 
Training Program for over three straight years. He 
researched all of the SCARS military data, then 
consulted with what the SCARS Institute feels is 
the best in the field of Rehabilitation a11d Sports 
Medicine to make sure you get the absolute best 
program in order to develop your fighting a11d 
shooting skills. 

All things have been considered from the 
most modern weight training to the most 
advanced human skills under stress. We feel 
confident that your total body growth and 
advance coordination skills will go through the 
roof once you start the SCARS Stage 1 Weight 
Training Program. 

Are We Saying We Are The Only 
Ones That Know? 

DAMN Right! As far as combat body usage 
and skill conditioning! NO as far as the sports 
rehabilitation experts and modem sports 
medicine; they know all about the hurnai1 body 
for sports and medicine. But not about 
interfacing multi-variables of high-stress 
application, as we explained earlier. 

That is why we had to make the SCARS 
Stage 1 Weight Training Program for YOU. 
TO REACH YOUR TRUE FIGHTJNG 
POTENTIAL ACT NOW! 

Look at it this way, if you go to a trainer, he 
or she doesn't offer you a full refund if you don't 
like what they show you, do they? We DO! 

You Must Act NOW To SAVE BIG 
On The Stage 1 Weight 

Training Program! 
That's Volume l a11d Volume 2 of easy-to

follow videos, shot with two cameras so you can 
see every move, in our private SCARS gym. 

Plus a c0mplete 6 week training manual. <:We 
have even include blarik pages so you don't have 
to keep buying new ma11uals.) 

All this for a11 unbelievable price of $69.96 
(Plus $8.95 for shipping add $10 more and we 
will send it next day!) 

Of Course A Full 30-Day Iron-Clad 
Money-Back Guarantee! No 

Questions Asked! 

Even More Amazing, We'll Give You 
The Full $69.96 BACK!!! 

All you need to do is purchase the SCARS 
Stage 1 Weight Training Program within 30 days 
of this ad. Then attend one of our SCARS courses 
within one year of your purchase. 

That's right! We'll give you back a gift 
certificate valued at $6996, which will be valid 
for one full year toward a SCARS live training 
camp for civilians only. (Details on certificate.) 

That means this package is FREE! 
But you must act NOW. Call 

800-457-0330 2417 to order. 
Ask for Dept SOF901. You can fax or mail in 

your order too! 

r---------------, Send my SCARS Stage 1 Weight 
Training Program today for $69 .96 (plus 
shipping and handling. (CA and AZ add sales tax.) 

City ------==----=:..___:__ __ ~.:... 
St ___ Zip. __ _:_ ____ .:__ __ _ 

Country-------"'-----'-------' 

Telephone _____ -=. __ .::....___~_ 

Credit Card# __________ _ 

Exp. Date ___________ _ 

Signature required _________ _ 

Send check or money order to Direct Action 
Marketing, Dept. SOF901 , P.O. Box 710577, 
San Diego CA 92171-0577 or fax your credit 

card order to 858-565-7660. 

L International call 1-858-565-7770. 

------ ------ - -~"- - - - - - - - .I 



Adventure Medical Kits 
A 

I mentioned in last month's column, I learned a lot of 

S lessons in the Army the hard way because I either did
n't know how to use my equipment properly, didn't 

maintain it, or didn't have the proper equipment with 
me when I needed it the most. That's basically what 
this column is about. I'm going to present some 
basics about how to select the outdoor gear 
you might need and how to prop
erly maintain and use it, and 
might even give a specific rec
ommendation on a product 
that I've successfully used 
in the past. · 

As a light weapons 
infantryman in the United 
States Army, I was so very fortu-
nate never to have been shot at. 
However, there are a few things I witnessed 
that made a true believer out of me to 
always be prepared, as the Boy Scouts say. 

Those of you who were in the Army prob
ably remember that from the first day you 
walked in the door, the sergeants preached "Don't 

pick up a dud," (meaning ordnance that you might find that 
look liked it had been lost of discarded). My infantry company 
was in the field in West Germany (in those days it was West) 

on a live-fire exercise, when all of a sudden an explosion 
stopped us all in our tracks. It wasn't like a 

grenade going off, it was more like 
a dull boom. You 

guessed it. One of 
the troops found 

an old grenade 
simulator and 
picked it up. 

By the time 
I got there, a 

medic was already 
working on him. His arm was 

spaghetti and he was bleeding 
badly. Later the field surgeon 
was overheard telling my com
pany commander that if the 

medic hadn't been there, the guy 
would have been history. So here 

we have a case of a medic who knew his equipment and was 
well-trained in how to use it. Those little belt-carried first
aid kits all infantrymen carry would not been enough to save 
the guy's life. That little light bulb that sometimes flicks on 
in your head, started to flicker right then in mine about try
ing to be prepared. The old "ounce of prevention is worth 
more than a pound of cure" sure rings true. 

Most of us usually have a first-aid kit around the house and 
maybe one in our vehicle, which is good for treating cuts and 
splinters and applying bandages on minor injuries. While they 
are better than nothing at all, they really won't cut the mustard 
when you're in the boonies and a long way from medical help. 
It's a pretty well-known fact that different sports or activities 
produce different injuries. For example, a backpacker is prob
ably more prone to knee and ankle injuries, while a fisherman 
may be more likely to get hooked or poked in the eye. It's a 
very perplexing situation we are faced with trying to piece 
together all the right stuff for emergency use. That is until Eric 
A. Weiss, M.D. entered the picture. 

Dr. Weiss is considered one of the leading authorities on 

Continued on page 68 
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Militarized Law Enforcement? 

I am in receipt of the 
June 2001 issue of SOF 
magazine. In this issue 
there is a letter to the 
editor from Timothy 
McVeigh. Ordinarily I 
am not in the habit of 
having urinating con

tests with skunks but his specific men
tion of Thunder Ranch, Inc. causes me 
to do so. 

For the record, Thunder Ranch's 
clients demographically break down to 
be 80% law abiding private sector civil
ians, 17% law-enforcement and 3% mil
itary. Many of the law enforcement offi
cers who attend the school do so with 
personal funds and personal time. 
Being a former police officer and com
ing from a family linage of police offi
cers I take exception with his general
ization. Being in this "business" for 28 
years I have never segregated classes 
(law-enforcement vs. civilians) unless 
for a specifically contracted course. Is 
everything perfect in American law
enforcement? No, not hardly, but then 
it is always progress not perfection. 

As far as "needing" to teach the 
police to be soldiers -Thunder Ranch 
is over 90% booked for the 2001 school 
year, I don't think I "need" any help 
from SOF Magazine to conduct my pro
grams. 

I believe whatever Thunder Ranch 
and my personal contributions have 
been, they far outweigh Tim McVeigh's. 

At least I haven't spinelessly 
butchered women and children. 

Clint Smith, Director 
Thunder Ranch, Inc. 

Equal Terms, Or Equal Time? 
I noted with some dismay that you 

printed a letter from that great self
proclaimed patriot, "Killing Kiddies Is 
Collateral Danage" McVeigh in the 

14 

June issue. Have you stooped to debat
ing current events with terrorists and 
madmen? 

Name withheld 

There was no debate to it: Madman or 
not, what he had to say was of editorial 
interest. Patriot? If putting in your little 
earplugs and blowing nearly 200 inno
cent people to eternity makes you a patri
ot, well, our only regret is that he has but 
one life to give for his countly! 

Apples Better 'n' Oranges? 
What is the difference between the 

Special Forces and Navy SEAls, and is 
one unit better than the other? Also, 
which unit has a better rounded train
ing as far as special operations goes? 
And last but not least, why isn't there 
more standardization between all U.S. 
Special Ops units? 

Sincerely, 
V Morales 

1: SEALs are wetter 
2: Both 1:1-ain hard and well, but for 

dif.f erent missions 
3: See No. 2 

PC? 
In regards to T.W 

lewis' letter in Flak on 
getting back to being 
politically incorrect 
like the sign at 
Thunder Ranch, I can't 
help but wonder if he 
missed the point. He 

comments on getting back to calling 
things and people by their right names. 
I don't necessarily disagree. I hate all of 
this PC crap myself, but I hope that we 
realize that racial slurs (if this is indeed 
what he meant) obtain nothing more 
than sounding ignorant. As to the sign 
at Thunder Ranch, I want one too, 

because as long as there is a bullet 
going clown the range (or any other 
proper target) we are going to be polit
ically incorrect. 

This is why I refuse to join SASS 
(Single Action Shooting Society) as 
they refuse to shoot at silhouette tar
gets, and recently the local cowboy 
shoots are going this route. It not only 
enrages me but saddens me as well. 
Thank God we know IDPA will never 
go this way. 

Also thanks to Cmdr. Beck on 
"Kayak's Journey." I await anxiously 
the third article. And thank you for 
such a fine mag. 

Sincerely, 
M. E. Allen 
St. Louis, MO 

Being politically incorrect is about 
telling it like it is even in the face of dis
approval by self-appointed arbiters of 
taste, social engineers or government 
control freahs acting under color of law. 
Racial slurs are usually about telling it 
like it isn't. "Calling things and people by 
their right names" is calling BS, "BS," 
and a moron, "a moron" and has nothing 
to do with race. But then, you already 
knew that. The SASS boys' mothers dress 
them funny, but they're a likeable lot and 
if they don't want to shoot silhouettes, it's 
their call. In Massachusetts, nobody can 
shoot at human-looking targets. 

The Unsung Are Missed, Tho 
last February, while racing for fame 

and fortune , Dale Earnhardt died in the 
last lap of the Daytona 500. It was sure
ly a tragedy for his family, friends and 
fans. He was 49 years old with grown 
children, one of whom was also in the 
race. He was a winner and earned 
everything he had, which included 
more than "$41 million in winnings 
and ten times that from endorsements 
and souvenir sales." He had a beautiful 
home and a private jet. He drove the 
most sophisticated cars allowed and 
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every part was inspected and replaced 
as soon as there was any evidence of 
wear, normally funded by the car and 
team sponsors. Nothing should be 
taken away from this man, he was a 
professional and the best in his profes
sion. He was in a very dangerous busi
ness, but the rewards were great. 

A few weeks later, seven U.S. Army 
soldiers died in a training accident 
when two UH-60 Black Hawk heli
copters collided during night maneu
vers in Hawaii. The soldiers were all in 
their twenties, pilots, crewchiefs, and 
infantrymen. If you tally their actual 
duty hours (in the field, deployed) they 
probably earn something close to mini
mum wage. They were involved in the 
extremely dangerous business of flying 
in the Kuhuku Mountains at night. It 
only gets worse when the weather 
moves in as it did that night. Most 
times no one is there with a yellow or 
red flag to slow things down when it 
gets critical. 

Their children were mostly toddlers 
who will lose all memory of who 
"Daddy" was as they grow up. They 
died training to defend our freedom. 

Without taking anything away from 
Dale Earnhardt I ask you to perform 
this simple test: Ask any of your friends 
who was the NASCAR driver killed on 

Limited Edition 

18 February 2001. Then ask them if 
they can name one of the seven soldiers 
who died in Hawaii a few weeks later -
or for that matter if they can even recall 
a Black Hawk incident (and yes, it did 
get five minutes on CNN). 

Dale Earnhardt died driving for 
fame and glory at the Daytona 500. The 
nation mourns. Seven soldiers died 
training to protect our freedom. No one 
can remember their names and most 
don't even remember the incident 
something to think about. 

Eric L. Jackson CPT, OD 
Commanding 

B Co, 782d MSB 
82d Airborne Division 

Reading SOF Pays 
I have been an avid 

reader of SOF for over 
20 years, yet I have 
never subscribed. Many 
issues have kept me 
from being a subscriber: 
Threats of being labeled 
a subversive person by 

the EB.I., being thought of as a right 
wing extremist etc. Mind you, these 
were not my ideas, but those of my 

After 30 years it's back! 

friends and family. I have even been 
WARNED not to subscribe by a former 
employer. Today I am subscribing. 

Why, you may ask? For my family 
and the good you have brought them. 

In the April 2001 "Bulletin Board," 
there was an article about the Veteran's 
Administration giving benefits to 
Vietnam Veterans for diabetes related 
to Agent Orange. I read the article and 
thought of my father. I e-mailed the 
information to my parents, and the fol
lowing day they went to the Martins
burg, WV VA hospital. The VA told my 
father that he was indeed eligible for 
benefits and issued an ID card on the 
spot. Not only that, my parents were 
able to get 90 days worth of medication 
for the price of what they were paying 
for a 30-day supply. 

When my Dad returned from 
Vietnam, he got a job, a wife and fami
ly, and put the war behind him. He had 
no idea he was eligible for any benefits 
until he read your magazine. 

So today, I join the ranks of sub
scribers world wide. Because of your 
magazine, I was finally able to do for 
my parents what they have done for me 
my whole life. For once, I was able to 
make their life a little more comfortable 
and secure. All because of you folks 
and your magazine. 

The Original Vietnam Tomahawk 
as Designed by Peter LaGana 
This perfectly balanced tool was the preferred "sentry silencer" of the Special 
Ops community in Vietnam and scores of operators swear that it saved their 
lives! This limited edition completely authentic Tomahawk is being forged right 
here in the USA by the original manufacturer from materials identical to those 

Vietnam Tomahawk Specifications: 

used 30 years ago. Better still, Brigade Quartermasters is the exclusive dis
tributor of the initial run of 'Hawks, each with a stamped serial number, 

matching numbered sheath, and certificate of authenticity hand signed 
by Peter himself. Only 500 of these numbered Vietnam Tomahawks 

will ever exist, with just 400 available to the public, making them a 
real collector's item. Serial numbers are issued first come first 

serve, sorry no special requests. Don't miss your chance to 
grab this piece of history for only $149 99 

Item# ATC01 • 
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• Weighs just 16 oz. without sheath 

• Handle- hand turned and stained straight grain hickory 

• Head- 1060 High Performance spring steel with an edge/spike 
hardness of 50-54 on the Rockwell scale 

• Head- length of 8.5", and given a differential heat treatment for 
durability with a lifetime head replacement guarantee 

• Cutting edge - 2.75" • Handle- 14" overall length • Stamped serial number 

• Matching numbered belt sheath from Eagle Industries made of Dupont Cordura• 
nylon and designed by Chris Caracci with his compliments as a tribute to Peter. 

1025-SF5 Cobb International Drive • PO Box 100001 • Kennesaw, GA 30144-9217 

Ql\BRIGADE 
m9PltN'%~STERS 

Call us to order now at 

1 ·800-338-4327 
or place your order online at 

www.actiongear.com 

key: SF5 
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:MIL:$PEC 
I GEAR.COM 

Graphic and Action T's 
Hats • Watches 

775.284.4327 

info@milspecgear.com 

www.milspecgear.com 

Where Real World Experience Inspires' .. 

Thank you so very much and keep 
up the good world 

Scott "Tiny" Thompson 
Lynn, Mass. 

Hmrnrnrnm 
The Roger Charles investigative 

report in the June issue was outstand
ing. As I read it, the cable news net
works were abuzz with live coverage 
that McVeigh's execution is being post
poned for 30 days in order for mis
placed FBI files to be reviewed. As a 
retired street cop, let me pose a ques
tion that has been bugging me from the 
day McVeigh was named as a suspect in 
the bombing. 

Hundreds of times each day all over 
this country, people are stopped by 
police for no registration tag displayed 
on their vehicle or some other minor 
traffic offense. It is not uncommon that 
some of those drivers have a handgun in 
their possession without a permit, but 
the news media does not show up to 
photograph or video the driver's car 
being towed away or being loaded onto 
a rollback, as well video the car from 
several differing angles as it sat on the 
roadside in the middle of NOWHERE, 
open farm country TWO days before he 
was named as a suspect in the bombing. 
The film does not appear to be from a 
dash-mounted police camera. Who was 
the person who fihned that car in down
town nowhere on a mundane traffic stop 
two days before anyone supposedly 
knew who Tim McVeigh was; I'd like to 
talk to whoever took those pictures and 
ask what the importance of taking them 
was. CNN stopped showing the film a 
day or so later but it is still shown from 
time to time on special reports. 

Officer Wayne Bradley, Ret'd 

Iraqi Prisoners Went Home 
What ever happened to the tens of 

thousands of Iraqi prisoners of war? If 
they were returned to Iraq what was 
their fate? 

Brian Dunne 
Vie e-mail 

Except for a few who were accepted as 
political refugees , they were all repatriat
ed to Iraq. As far as we know, due to the 
sheer number of them, they were not par
ticularly mistreated. ~ 
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NEW* 
*Yes, and it's 
over 50 years 
old! 

As seen on 

A Mauser 98K, 
Model M48, the 
strongest and 
safest of bolt action 
rifles , made on 
German tool ing set 
up by the Germans 
in occupied 
Yugoslavia 
during WWII. 

The condition is 
Military-New with 
clean, Bright 
Bores, like-new 
bluing, and teak 
wood stocks. 

Held in military 
storage for over 
50 years , 
inspected, kept 
and maintained 
combat-ready. 

Preserved by 
an accident of 
history, this new 
supply will 
not last long. 

Every rifle is 
complete with its 
original 
accessories as 
issued at the time. 

This Mauser is ideal 
for collecting, target 
shooting, hunting, or 
customizing. 

Original Factory 

Matching Serial 

Numbers on All 

Rifle Parts. 

= 

This Collector Grade Rifle is 

Yours for $295.00 
Other Grades Also Available 

rotitc~clle mousers 
P.O. Box 9295 
Fountain Valley, CA 92728-9295 
71 4-899-3660 FAX 71 4-899-8611 

www.MitchellSales .com 
Dealer inquiries also invited 
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by Bill Bagwell 

Becker Magnum Camp Knife 
Becker Knife and Tool, headed by Ethan Becker, offers a 

series of five tactical and survival knives to the outdoor 
and military market. Manufactured by Camillus Cutlery, 

the Becker knives are a good example of today's trend of 
design input coming to the cutlery manufacturers from out
side sources. The knife that is the subject of this test and 
evaluation is the BK5 Magnum Camp, a knife that is of par
ticular interest because the blade is designed for Becker by 
ABS Master Bladesmith Jerry Fisk. 

The BK5 is actually an evolved form of the ]ambiya, an 
Arab knife which in one form or another is found in every 
country in which the Arabs have lived. While the original 
specimens are double-edged, the Fisk 
design is not sharpened on the back 
side, and the swedge on the BK5 sim
ply hints at an edge that is not there. 
This is not a criticism, merely an 
observation that this is not a double -
edged knife, despite its historical ori
gins. TheJambiya enjoys widespread 
distribution in the Arab world, and 
there are differences in the design 
details of the knives from geographic 
region to region. The Fisk design is 
more evocative of those knives from 
Turkey and the Balkans with its 
straighter, wider blade. 

The blade on the BK5 is 8.5 inches 
in length and .188-in. thick. It is flat 
ground from the spine to a distance of 
.070 inches from the edge where the 
bevel is taken rather abruptly to a 
keen, hair shaving edge. This grinding 
technique lends itself to quantity pro
duction and results in a sharp edge 
with good support that resists damage 
and chipping. The blade is made of 
Ol 70-6C, a high-carbon steel selected 
for edge holding and toughness. Our 
cutting tests on seasoned hardwood 
revealed that the BK5 has an aggres
sive edge that cuts really well for an 
extended period of time. When dull, 
the edge is easy to restore with less 

than a half-dozen strokes on an India bench stone. Any knife 
will eventually lose its edge and become dull with use. The 
goal is to make a knife that holds its edge and is then capable 
of being resharpened with a minimum of effort. The BK5 meets 
these criteria with ease. If there is a disadvantage to using car
bon steel, it is that it will tarnish or rust quicker than will the 
stainless steels. The BK5 counters this problem by having a 
blade that is coated with a rugged black epoxy finish. 

There is additional evidence that Camillus did their home
work on the heat treatment of the BK5. When clamped in the 
padded jaws of a bench vice, the blade of the BK5 was repeat
edly flexed to approximately 45 degrees and each time it 

returned true without damage. The 
straight carbon steels offer this kind of 
practical, real-world blade perfor
mance, a performance that is often 
lacking in more exotic and fashionable 
stainless steels seen in much of today's 
production cutlery. Down and dirty 
working and combat knives need to be 
tough and serviceable above all else, 
and practical, thoughtful choices in 
design and materials are the hallmarks 
of frontline equipment. 

It is a fact that some knives have 
design features that make them easy to 
break. Things such as sharp 90-degree 
corners where guards and blades 
match up, thin, skinny points that look 
racy, and false edges that terminate in 
sharp beveled shoulders on opposite 
sides of the blade come immediately to 
mind. ABS Master Bladesmith Jerry 
Fisk understands these things, and 
during our discussion of the design cri
teria of the BK5, he pointed out to me 
that all shoulders and transition areas 
on the knife were either radiused or 
beveled to ensure that stress risers 
would not develop. This is one knife 
that was not designed to break. 

The handle of the BK5 is an 
ergonomic trademark handle of Becker 
Knife and Tool. It is employed on each 
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of the five Becker models and is intend
ed to reduce hand fatigue during 
extended use. While we found the han
dle to be a little short and somewhat 
thick for our particular tastes, it does 
provide a secure grip and its rounded 
contours keep the hand reasonably 
comfortable during heavy use. The han
dle is molded from GV6H, a Swiss 
developed, 60% glass filled thermoplas
tic polymer alloy. GV6H is an extremely 
tough material that is virtually impervi
ous to damage, both environmental and 
man made. You will be hard-pressed to 
break the handle on this one. The bird's 
head style handle is equipped with a 
generous lanyard hole at the rear. 

The BKS comes with a first-rate 
Kydex sheath. Well-designed and -exe
cuted, the sheath provides both a solid 
mechanical lock on the handle of the 
knife, and a nylon retaining strap that 
has a snap closure. The sheath allows 
for totally ambidextrous deployment, 
and has a conventional belt loop that 
will accommodate a 3.5 inch-wide belt. 
It is also equipped with an array of 
slots and grommets that will let you 
devise a carry for any situation or any 
mode of transportation be it a bicycle 

Continued on page 74 

J&l1 
P.O. BOX 317 

WEST GREEN, GA 31567 

912-375-1480 
www.jrhenterprises.com 

www.thesurvivalreport.com 

ffi]ffiOO~-~ 
TRC-3A Wireless seismic intrusion detectors 
detect earth vibrations (footfalls, low flying 
aircraft, vehicles) within a 30-50 yard radius of 
each probe. Probes can be set up to~ mile 
from receivet Each probe emits a different tone 
letting you know which probe is detecting 
intrusion. Portable and lightweight. 
Comes with 4 probes, •• 
carry bag, and receivet 
$299.95 + $15 ship. •• 

~~~~ 
State of the art U.S. Night Vision. II Generation 
with auro brightness conlrol, quick detach 
headset mount, I year warranty. 
Normally $2,495.00. 
SALE PRICED $1,795.00 

VISA' ffi 
SEND 4 STAMPS FOR A CATALOG 

This BUSH RAG kit contains all the materials needed to 
build your own "ghillie" suit! The BUSH RAG is light 
(31bs), can be made to match any environment (from 
desert to woodland) and is versatile. The user can change 
the colorations of the suit while in the field to match any 
change in terrain. This kit comes complete with eight 
colors of burlap (BLACK, BROWN, TAN, 0 .D., GRASS 
GREEN, DESERT GREEN, FOREST GREEN AND SAGE), 
torso netting, head netting, belt, and complete directions. 

$69.95 + $9.00 S/H 
CA RESIDENTS ADD 7.75% SALES TAX 

(877)810-9614 or (818)841-7033 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR CAMOU

FLAGE PRODUCTS. 
CSI - 11271 Ventura Blvd. - #297 - Studio City, CA 91604 

WWW.BUSH RAG.COM 
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YES, IT'S TRUE. 
The SOF Three Gun Match and Convention has been renamed the 
"SOF/Whittington Center World Championship Three Gun Tactical 

Response Benefit Match, Shoot Fest and Gun Show." All profits will be 
donated to the NRA Whittington Center. Entry fees for the Match will 
be $200. Shooters will be limited to 200. Shooters will be required to 

assist as range officers. Match will be held 6-9 September 2001. 
Registration begins at 1600 hours, 5 September. 

The Awards Barbeque will be held Sunday, 9 September. 

In addition to shooting in the Match, shooters 
will receive the same items and access as the 

Shoot Fest participants. Shoot Fest participants' 
registration fee is $100, for which you will 

receive the following: 
• One year subscription to Soldier of Fortune 

Magazine. 
• Shoot Fest T-Shirt. 
• Access to the match. 
• Outdoor Awards Barbeque. 
• Participation in the "hands-on" manufacturers' 

demonstrations. Free ammo. 
• Access to the gun show. 

Access to seminars sponsored by exhibitors. 
• Access to a range where you can fire your personal 

weapons or weapons provided by SOF. 
• The $15 informal daily range fee is included. 
• Sporting clays, trap and skeet shooting available for 

an additional fee. 
• Socializing in the evenings at the headquarters hotel, 

the Holiday Classic, in Raton, NM, which has a large 
domed area and pool. Live country & western music 
will liven up the festivities. 

EXHIBITORS 
Commercial vendors. Each 10x10 space will cost $200. If 
vendor has a mobile, wheeled exllibit, the Center has 
space to accommodate it. 
Gun Show vendors. Each "table" will cost $60. 
Set up on 5 September, tear down 9 September. 

LOGISTICS 
Headquarters Hotel is the Holiday Classic in Raton. 

It has 59 rooms and the courtyard rooms face a domed 
area 135x80 feet, which includes a pool for socializing, 
getting hammered, or whatever. Phone: 1-800-255-
8879. Cost: King or double, $45.95 per room plus tax. 
Only 59 rooms - first come, first served! 

The Whittington Center has 125 RV campsites as well 
as competitor housing, log cabins, housekeeping cabins 
and backcountry cabins. For rates , check the 
Whittington Center website at www.nrawc.org or call 
505-445-3615. 

Travel: If you do not drive, you will have to fly into 
Albuquerque, NM or Colorado Springs, CO. SOF rec
ommends you use our travel agency, Pathways Travel, for 
booking your flight schedules. Phone: 1-800-336-7588. 
Ask for Lavina Vohlken or Gaynelle Tuck, or e-mail: 
Lavinav@uswest.net. We will have a recommendation 
for car rental by the time you read this. 

For further information and application blanks, write : 
Match/Shoot Fest/Gun Show, c/o SOF, 5735 Arapahoe 
Ave. , Suite A-5, Boulder, CO, 80303, or go to the SOF 
website, www.sofmag.com, or call Steve Schreiner at 
303-449-3750 ext. 306. 

join us at one of the finest shooting facilities in the 
world, located in the wide open spaces of the Old West. 
Shoot and party. Mail your application today' 

Looking forward to a great Match, Shoot Fest and 
Gun Show. 



Model 1898 Mauser, 
Standard for the World 

The Model 1898 Mauser needs no introduction to most 
shooters and firearms enthusiasts. It is arguably the finest 
bolt-action design ever made, and until the advent of the 

Kalashnikov designs was the most widely distributed. Were 
we to count the M98 derivatives - the Springfields, P-
14/Ml 7 Enfields, Arisakas and Mexican Mausers - it still 
would be. 

Since the '98 Mauser was made for so many countries in 
so many variations for more than half a century - literally 
by the millions in military configuration and still more in 
sporting off-shoots - there is no effort here even to try to list 
the sub-models or even all of the cartridges for which this 
model has been chambered. 

As the name would indicate, this rifle made its debut in 
Germany in 1898. From then until about 1905, the Model '98s 
were chambered and barreled for what has become known as 
the 8x57mm Mauser cartridge (some say 7.92x57, etc.). 

The cartridge itself began life in the Model 1888 
Commission rifle of Germany. It fired a bullet of .318-inch 
diameter. In 1905, the cartridge was changed slightly, but 
enough to cause a cloud to hover over it to this day. 

In 1905, the diameter of the bullet was increased to .323-
inch. Many of the original Q- or I-bore, depending upon how 
one wants to play) were changed to S-bore rifles, and all new 

'98s in Germany after that were 
made as S bore, or .323-inch groove 
propositions. 

The situation gets even more 
obtuse, since the actual bore diam
eter really never did change. It was 
.311. The groove dimensions, how
ever, did change, and were 
increased to .323 or .324, depend
ing upon who is talking. It is not 
uncommon to find that large a vari
ation in a single production-run of 
barrels, so the nominal number 
remains constant. 

The '98 Mauser has a number of 
salient features: Positive function , 
ease of operation and rugged design 
are among them. The '98 continued 
using the stagger-round magazine 

from the pre-'98s, as well as the non-rotating claw extractor 
that assured what has come to be known as "controlled round 
feeding," meaning the cartridge is under control during the 
entire cycling of the action. 

(above) Although a suitable field rifle as issued, where iron sights 
are adequate, the Mauser '98 rifle is one of the best for upscale 
sporting conversions. (below) The Mauser '98 design is simple, 
rugged and easy to disassemble tor cleaning and maintenance. 
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Several other features changed during the evolution from 
the pre-'98s to later '98s. The '98 cocks on opening, and the 
pre-'98s cocked on closing. The '98s have an added "safety" 
lug on the bolt; the pre-'98s lacked this feature . 

Early Gewehr '98s featured barrels 29.23 inches long, 
with rifling of four grooves in a right-hand twist of one turn 
in 9.4 inches. During its long military production the '98 was 
made in various barrel lengths, all shorter than the original. 

The military sighting systems on most '98s featured an 
inverted "V" front post-type sight with an open rear barrel 
sight. Some of the rear sights were adjustable for elevation 
via a tangent and/or ladder mechanism. Rear sights typically 
are numbered to indicate hundreds of meters. 

The '98 Mauser is loaded from the top while the bolt is 
open, or rearward. Rounds can be loaded into the magazine 
singly, or via stripper clip. The magazine on most '98s fea
tures bottom metal with hinged floorplate that can be opened 
to empty to contents of the magazine instantly and without 
cycling the bolt. 

The bolt of the '98 features two opposed and massive lock
ing lugs at the front of the bolt. The left lug is slotted to allow 
that part of the bolt to pass the ejector, which is located along 
the left rear of the action body. The '98 bolt also has an inte
gral anti-bind bolt guide on the body of the bolt, but that was 
not new to the '98 as some suggest. It existed on the pre-'98 
Mausers used by Sweden, for example. 

The manual safety is a rotating wing affair, located atop 
the bolt shroud at the rear of the bolt. It has three positions: 
When all the way to the left , the rifle is in the "fire" mode. 
When the wing is all the way to the right, it is in the 
"safe"mode, and the manual device actually blocks the strik
er itself. When the wing is straight up, or in the middle, the 

Most military models load through an open bolt with five-round 
stripper clips. 

bolt can be disassembled. 
To disassemble the bolt for normal cleaning, close the 

bolt and leave it cocked. Move the safety wing to the middle, 
or up, position. Then pull the bolt release lever away from 
the left rear of the action body, and withdraw the bolt to the 
rear. When the bolt is out, depress the spring-loaded inter
rupter on the front left side of the shroud and unscrew the 
shroud and firing mechanism (firing pin, spring and firing 
pin retainer nut). 

This is as far as the bolt normally needs to be disassembled. 
It can be totally disassembled, however. In fact, the grommet
ed hole in the buttstock of some military rifles is handy for 

Continued on page 70 

If you want the BEST Value in Night Vision Systems ... 
Call for our Free catalog! 

The BEST Riflescope. The 4X 
RAPTOR has 1,500 yard 
detection with a quarter moon! 

The World 's Largest 
Stocking Distributor of 
Night Vision Devices 
for over 23 Years! The BEST Pocketscope. The 

American Eagle can be hand-held, 
head- or camera-mounted. The Model 
603U can identify a person at 200 
yards unaided on the darkest night! 

Distributor of the Highest Quality Night Vision Systems in the World! 

The BEST Single Tube Goggle. 
The GEN Ill 1700-4U can be 
used to see people moving at 
1,000 yards in starlight. 

~High-Performing GEN II & 
GEN Ill Systems 

~Limited 2-Year Warranty on 
All Night Vision Systems! 

~Data Record Sheets Provided 
with ALL New Systems! 

~Visit our website or call for 
equipment specifications & 
warranty details. 

E~.ljl...A·- s, Jfnr. 
PO Box 400 1-800-797-2849 
Fogelsville, PA 18051-0400 FAX 610-391-9220 
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www.nightvis.com 
xcalibur@ptdprolog.net 
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fllllTllll HllBTEIB 
by Bob Arganbright 

Classic M1916 
U

nquestionably, one of the classic fight
ing holsters is the U.S. Government 
issue Model 1916 (Ml916 ) hip hol

ster adopted for the Colt 1911 
Government Model .45 auto pistol. 
Adopted in 1916, this holster as a marvel 
of engineering and was used by U.S. 
troops all over the world for 69 years. 
Continuing in the tradition of previous 
U.S. issue holsters, the Ml916 had a flap 
to provide maximum protection for the 
auto pistol, as well as to secure the big 
Colt in the holster. The flap fastens closed 
simply with a tear-drop shaped hole 
which secures over a brass stud on the 
face of the holster. This opens and closes 
easily with one hand, and for tactical pur
poses it is silent. 

The Ml 916 reflects the departure of 
the sword from combat, as for the first 
time the holster did not require the awk
ward twist draw of its predecessors. 
Previous G.l. holsters were actually left
hand, cross-draw holsters. This was due 
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The author's Wilson Combat-tuned Colt Series 70 .45 auto is right at home in this 1918 
dated G.1. -issue flap holster. (below) The Anderson Pig Hunter is comfortable after 
many hours in the field carrying this Ruger Super Blackhawk. 

to the military thinking that the sword, 
the primary close combat weapon, would 
be in the right (strong) hand, and the 
handgun would be drawn and used by 
the off-side hand. 

An unusual feature of the Ml916 was 
the wire hanger by which it attached to 
the standard web pistol belt. This placed 
the holster relatively low on the hip, so a 
"tie-down" thong was included to anchor 
the toe of the holster to the user's leg. ln 
addition to this wire hanger, a standard 
1. 75-inch wide tunnel belt loop allowed 
one the option of wearing the Ml916 
high on the hip on the garrison belt. 
Constructed from the usual top-grade 
cowhide, the Ml916 incorporated a muz
zle plug combined with a muzzle welt 
placed below the plug and closing the 
pouch. This welt would "wick" moisture 
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out of the body of the holster if or when 
it became wet. 

Improper holster design has caused 
the magazine release button on the Colt 
1911 pistol to be accidentally depressed 
while holstered. This is very embarrass
ing, as well as potentially fatal, as it 
causes the loaded magazine to drop free 
of the gun from the recoil of the first 
shot. The designers of the Ml916 
assured this would not happen by incor
porating a leather plug at the top inside 
of the pouch which twists the gun butt 
outward and prevents the magazine 
release button from coming into contact 
with the holster. This also provides a bit 
of extra clearance between the gun butt 
and one's body, making it easier to 
quickly grab the pistol. 

Edward H. Bohlin, Hollywood hol
ster and Rose Bowl Parade saddle 
maker, and legendary lawman Bill 
Jordan incorporated this plug in their 
respective fast draw revolver holsters. 
It was not until 1985 that the U.S. 
Government replaced the Ml916 with 
the Bianchi Gunleather Ml2 synthetic 
flap holster. My personal Ml916 hol
ster is dated 1918 and was manufac
tured by the Warren Leather Goods 
Company. Even though it is 83 years 
old, it is still a sound and serviceable 
holster, truly a classic. 

The influence of the Ml916 is seen 
in the Andy Anderson "Trooper Hook" 
field rig, my favorite for handgun hunt
ing. Though cataloged as the 'Trooper 
Hook," Anderson referred to the rig as 
his Pig Hunter, his personal choice on 
his annual javelina hunt in Arizona. 
The Pig Hunter was made as a complete 
rig, consisting of both holster and gun
belt. The gunbelt was of leather and 
incorporated the multiple mounting 
holes of the G.I. web pistol belt. 
Constructed with the unfinished side 
to the outside, commonly called rough 
out, the bottom edge only was double 
thickness with the mounting holes 
punched the length of the belt in the 
lined edge. This allowed one to place 
the holster on its belt hook wherever 
one wished around the belt, as well as 
carry surplus military components 
such as canteen, first aid kit and G .I. 
knife suspended from the belt. 
Cartridge loops over each hip carried 
an additional 18 rounds of ammuni
tion. At one time I had a custom Bowie 
knife sheath by Anderson which includ
ed a wire hanger for mounting on my 
Pig Hunter rig. 

My sample Anderson Pig Hunter is 

Continued on page 69 
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Effortless Mauser Scope Mount 
The measure of the success for a gun design would 

include: its longevity, the number of spin-offs that may or may 
not be improvements, and the number of useful accessories 
made for it in response to popular demand. The classic and 
ubiquitous Mauser 98 scores all three points. In the 100 years 
the Mauser 98 has been the game to beat in bolt-action rifles, 
its popularity as a military and sporting arm has never been 
equaled, and its wide issue as a military arm has ensured a 
supply of surplus bargains for those of us who might want a 
fancy-smancy factory job but have to settle for a shoots-just-as
good ordnance special. You could fill a catalog with goodies 
designed and marketed to fill the gap between G.I. and "sport
ing" Mausers. Some of the most common Mauser 98 goodies 
are fancy stocks and rifle scope adaptations (nearly a require
ment for long-range shooting). 

For those who have, for example, a nice WWII Kar98k and 
want to scope it without modifying the bolt, Advanced 
Technology, Inc. has a Mauser 98 scope mount that requires no 
gunsmithing, and will clear a standard Kar 98-type bent bolt. 
The only modification required is a discreet relief cut in the 
stock: If yours is a museum-quality piece, you can get a cheap 
field stock and modify that. With all hardware included it will 
set you back $52.99. If, however, you have a straight-handled 
Gew 98 or similar, the bolt handle will have to be bent. You 
can have a gunsmith reforge it and hope he doestl't soften the 
bolt with his torch, or you can do it yourself for only $15.49 
with Advanced's Mauser Conversion Bolt Handle. This clever 
accessory will be useful on other rifle bolts (tl1e Arisaka comes 
to mind right ofD, as well. To install it you cut off the original 
bolt then drill and tap the stub for the bent replacement, 
which is made from stainless steel and comes with all neces
sary drills and taps and hardware. If your Gew 98 is a muse
um piece too, then get an extra bolt body and have it head
spaced to the rifle and modify that handle. Advanced 

Technology also has a line of drop-in synthetic stocks worth 
considering if you want your rifle to be a civilian in the hunt 
and a G.I. in the rack. 

If you want to put that G.I. rifle to work hunting without 
hurting its historical authenticity, you will find these clever 
new accessories helpful. likewise, if your Mauser 98 is a 
shoots-good beater you'd like to economically upgrade, check 
these out! Available from Advanced Technology, Inc., Dept 
SOF, 102 Fieldview Dr., Versailles , KY 40383; phone: 859-
873-9877; fax: 859-873-6229; check out their website at: 
www.atigunstocks.com . 

Neoprene Butt Stock Shell Holders 

longarms for close-in law-enforcement work such as shot
guns or tactical rifles may need to be reloaded on the run, and 
one good place to carry ready ammo may be on the butt of the 
weapon itself, especially in a scenario where the officer has to 
bail out of a vehicle with no time to son tactical gear with an 
ammo vest. 

Hunters , too, have found t11e butt a handy place for 
replacement ammo, and over the years a number of leather 

and web ammo caddies have been offered. They 
were better than a coat pocket, but being of nat
ural material they were subject to changing 
shape, i.e. how tightly they held the rounds 
when wet. Uncle Mike's has solved this problem 
with innovative new butt stock shell holders 
made from neoprene. The heavy-duty neoprene 
sleeve stretched over the rifle or shotgun stock, 
giving a non-slip surface for improved han
dling, and the sewn-on elastic loops securely 
hold the ammo for quick, easy and uniform 
access. 

The shotgun model holds five rounds, the 
rifle model holds six. They retail for an eco-

Continued on page 71 
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ere 
Text & Photos by Loren Christensen 

Out Of Control 
D 

ispatch said to see the sergeant at the Saigon jail about 
picking up a guy to transport to the prison in Long Binh. 
Since Long Binh was about 35 miles from Saigon, Brett 

and I were pleased to get the call because it would eat up the 
entire day. We always enjoyed the drive to Long Binh and 
back because the country air was fresh and we found the rice 
paddies and rich green of the countryside to be a nice break 
from the sweltering concrete and stench of Saigon. 

We needed the break, too. Ten months of military police 
duty in the busiest, most polluted, crowded and violent city 
in the world had pushed us to the breaking point. We didn't 
know a thing about stress in those days , but looking back on 
it now I can see that I was near the end of a rapidly burning 
fuse. Even the occasional good night's sleep didn't help my 
aching physical fatigue; my brains as well as my spirit were 
toasted from working 12- to 16-hour shifts. In 10 months, we 
had enjoyed a grand total of two days off. 

Although happy to get the radio call to transport the pris
oner, I was in a cranky and miserable mood. I had jungle rot 
on my toes, ringworm on my butt, an old sprained finger that 

wouldn't heal, and I was nauseous and wilted from the day's 
100-degree-plus temperature. During the past two days I had 
been in four fights ; been puked on by a drunken sailor, spit on 
by a doped-up Marine, chewed out by my sergeant for knock
ing the spitter on his rear, and a Vietnamese policeman had 
pulled his gun on me because I had tried to get an American 
soldier's money back from a prostitute who had rolled him. 

The desk sergeant was waiting for us in the compound 
area, one of his beefy hands gripping the arm of a skinny, pim-· 
ply-faced kid. We climbed out of the jeep and walked up to 
the sergeant, who greeted us with a nod; the kid sneered his 
lip and looked at Brett and I as though we were mess hall 
garbage cans. His shirt was without shoulder patches and his 
brown hair was as long as a hippy's, which indicated he had 
been hiding in the back alleys of Saigon for a few months. The 
sergeant said that he had refused to give his name or what 
unit he was AWOL from. I instantly disliked him, especially 

The author (left) and another MP pose beside their jeep. 
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the way he was looking me up and down with contempt. 
We replaced the sergeant's handcuffs with ours and 

helped the prisoner into the back seat of our jeep, all the 
while he continued with the smirking. I told him to knock it 
off, but he didn't and even added a few snorts to underscore 
his disdain. Brett slid in behind the wheel and I sat in the 
front passenger seat, turned partially so I could keep an eye 
on the prisoner. We threw the sergeant a mock salute and 
headed out of the compound. 

Thirty minutes later, we had progressed no farther than a 
mile from the jail compound. Saigon's exhaust-choked traffic 
was especially bad and for the umpteenth time that day, we 
were caught in an immovable jam of bicycles, motorcycles, 
military vehicles, taxis and a cacophony of horns, engines and 
curses. Everyone had a ride but no one was going anywhere. 

A monster-sized, Vietnamese Army truck inched along
side of us. Every few seconds the impatient driver leaned his 
forearm on the horn, sending out a 20-second eardrum-shat
tering blast, which didn't help the jam but did make Brett and 
me angry. We yelled at the driver to knock it off or we would 
rip his horn out and stick it where it would make him walk 
funny. The driver yelled something back in Vietnamese and, 
though we didn't understand, it was clear that it wasn't nice. 
As I started to say something back, our jeep rocked slightly. 

My gut instantly told me what had caused the movement 
even before I even twisted around and looked dumbly at the 
empty backseat. "He's escaped!" I yelled. 

"There! " Brett said, pointing at the jam of traffic behind 
us. "He's running around that bus!" 

That was all it took to bring my rage, stress and fatigue 
together like a thunderclap. I leapt from the jeep with a loud 
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curse. Losing a prisoner was at the top of the list of embar
rassing things that could happen to a military policeman. 

I zig-zagged through traffic, trying not to lose sight of the 
fleeing prisoner. I executed a perfect two-handed vault over 
the hood of a taxi but rammed into a motorcycle, knocking it, 
the old man straddling it, and all his baskets to the pavement. 
I wheezed "Sorry," and sprinted off. 

The distance between us began to increase when the pris
oner ran into an open alley. We had cuffed his hands behind 
his back but somehow he had maneuvered them to his front. 
He was at least half a block away now and just as I thought 
he might elude us , one of his laceless boots flew off, causing 
him to stumble. He regained his balance quickly, though, and 
sped up in spite of his hobble. 

I drew my .45, thinking that the whine of a bullet over his 
head would scare him into giving up. Aimed the best I could 
while running, I squeezed the trigger. The Colt jammed. 

Bam! A shot came from behind me. 
I instinctively ducked and twisted around, worrying for a 

moment that the prisoner had an ally. It was Brett, running 
right on my heels, holding his .45 in the air; he squeezed off 
a couple more rounds. Bam! Bam! 

When I turned back, the prisoner stumbled and fell hard 
onto his belly, a swirl of dust puffing into the air around him, 
his other boot dangling from his foot. Lots of Vietnamese, 
who had been walking, riding their bicycles or just socializ
ing in the alley, fled in every direction, no doubt convinced 
they were in the middle of a firefight - not with the Viet 
Cong, but between crazy American servicemen. 

Continued on page 68 
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UNITED STATES 
Meanwhile , On His Way To The "Gallows": 16 May execution date for Timothy McVeigh delayed 
until at least mid-June. Some 3, 100 pages of lost, concea led or misplaced evidentiary materials found 
by FBI. Some deal with sightings of John Does 2, 3, 4 and 5. Terry Nichols' attorneys want a new trial. 
McVeigh apparently wants to ex it this world as a martyr. • Shreds Of Truth? A montl1 before docu
ments' "discovery," it was learned that former Clinton Administration archivists green-lighted FBI to 
shred records related to tl1e case. • No Tome: Danny B. Stillman, 67, who worked at Los Alamos for 
28 years, made nine trips to China where he met with top Chinese scientists and dispe nsed a ton of 
information to U.S. intelligence representatives is being blocked from publishing his memoirs. Sure 
to lead a landmark First Amendment decision.• 1999's DEA Hall Of Shame: Nations that export ille
gal drugs to the U.S.: Afghanistan , the Bahamas, Bolivia, Brazil , Burma, Cambodia, China, Colombia, 
the Dominican Republic and Ecuador. • Bon Voyage: Prior to his resignation, FBI Director Louis 
Freeh gives Pres ident Bush list of names, perhaps including Iranians officials , who he believes should 
be indicted for the 1996 Khobar Towers bombing which kill ed 19 Americans.• Still Awaiting Ascent: 
The American spy plane still cools its props on the ground in China. No wo rd yet from Bush 
Administration when the craft will be released for return to CON US. (See China.) 

Russian mobsters are heavy into cocaine-trafficking and 
have joined forces with Mexican drug lords and 
Colombia's FARC. USCG investigators snagged largest 
coke seizure in U. S. history when it took 26,397 pounds 
from Svesda Maru, a Belize-flagged vessel. •Sea Cruise: 
Plans afoot to send ship-borne Yak/10nt cruise missiles to 
I ran as part of estimated $7 billion arms deal. • China
Bound: Since 1992, China has purchased Su-27 fighter 
aircraft, 40 advanced all-purpose Su-30MKK aircraft and 
have their eyes locked-on the new Su-32, which is report
ed to have the capability to launch 620-mile-range cruise 
missiles. • Putin's Clamp-Down: Pres ident Putin contin
ues to lower boom on various factions of Russian mob as 
violence and corruption increase nearly unabated. 



VIETNAM 
Adios, Good-bye, Good Riddance: Estimated 
150 Montagnards have crossed into Cambodia 
following protracted crackdowns by Vietnam's 
military. Casualties are unknown but are thought 
to be l1eavy. Central Highlands are cordoned-off 
with no unofficial visitors being allowed in. 

CHINA 
Hey, Wait-a-minute: All not hunky-dory ref. 
EP-3E spy plane's technology. Washington 
Times reports that Chinese government 
learned U. S. eavesdroppers can ID Chinese 
military officers by sounds of their vo ices. • 
Leveraging in Lalin America: President Jiang 
Zemin visits Cuba, Argentina, Brazil , 
Venezuela and Uruguay in hopes of building 
military and trade bridges. However, unless 
China ponies-up significant cash and materiel 
assistance, state visits likely won't do the trick. 

PERU 

GERMANY 
He Won 't Go Away: Verfas
sungsschutz, Germany's do
mestic intel service, warns of 
imminent attacks by a "bin 
Laden" group at Western 
Eu ropean targets. Homes of 
several militants inside Ger
many are raided . 

Uncertain Future: In political turmoil , country doesn't know l~[li]itlfi 
whom to look to for effective leadership in post-Fujimori era. ~ 
Colombia's ongoing drug war is of constant concern . ~!Gl~i111 
Missionaries' Shootdown: President Bush asserts that sole 
role of U. S. survei llance aircraft is to report locations of sus
pected drug-laden planes. It's reported that CIA personnel 
attempted to stop Peruvian pilot from firing at missionaries. 

IRAO 
Bountying-Up: Saddam Hus
sein offers U.S. $3k for any 
Iraqi defense missile crew
man who shoots down 
American or British warplane. 
U.S. $1 Ok and a European 
vacation is offered to a foreign 
missile tech who does the job. 
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rime a 
A Thie From the Dark Side 

BY L-1.0. CASH WITH ROGER CHARLES 

PHOTOS: COURTES Y FBI 

all began with a tip. "You might find it interesting 
that the FBI Building in Washington, D.C. was seri
ously damaged when some explosives they had i.n 
there went off. ... Blew the living shit out of a good 
part of the crime lab ... . " The source went on to 
add, "They've kept it under wraps for years. Passed 
it off as a chemical fire in a closet. Those "cowboys" 

had all hinds of high-performance stuff in there .. . . Soviet rock
et fuses , C-4, blasting caps ... . Damned near got some D.C. fire
men hilled when a Soviet RPG (rocket-propelled grenade) 
ripped through a wall and went streaking down a hallway. . .. 
Real bad deal!" 

It was a stunning admission from a seemingly reliable 
source claiming to be part of the team of investigators that 
played a central role in trying to determine what had actual-

ly happened at the sprawling federal complex in the early 
morning hours of 5 May 1987. 

It was extremely puzzling that all we discovered in our 
research was a short mention in the 6 May 1987 edition of 
the Washington Post which announced that "Fire broke out 
near an explosives laboratory at FBI headquarters early yes
terday, forcing the evacuation of dozens of night-shift work
ers, authorities said. No injuries were reported ... . " 

Our interest was piqued, as similar assertions had been 
made concerning the Oklahoma City Bombing in 1995, 
including the possibility that federal law enforcement housed 
in the OKC federal complex might have been storing explo
sives in their evidence lockers the morning Timothy 
McVeigh, and likely other terrorists , struck. 

The lingering debate concerning the Oklahoma City 
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Bombing revolves around possible additional perpetrators 
and the extensive damage to the victims and building. 
Skeptics question how such devastation could have resulted 
from an ammonium nitrate/nitro-methane truck bomb. 
Seismologists working at the University of Oklahoma pro
duced readings from two seismic stations in the Oklahoma 
City area that supported the possibility of multiple blasts, as 
did the report from the highly respected explosives authority 
and retired USAF General Ben Partin, who believes, as well, 
that some columns of the Murrah Building were sheared by 
attached explosives. 

One hypothesis is that explosives confiscated during raids, 
which were stored by federal law enforcement in one of the 
four evidence lockers located in the Oklahoma City structure, 
might have been sympathetically detonated by the truck bomb. 

A serious study was launched by the authors to see if 
there was any evidence where federal law enforcement per
sonnel had indeed stored prohibited explosives in federal 
buildings in the past. 

Jousting With Wolves 
Our hunt began with a call to the Public Information Off1cer 

at the FBI. Not surprisingly, no one at the Bureau seemed to 

The J. Edgar Hoover Building, headquarters of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation, in Washington, D.C., 20 February 2001. 

recall anything about explosions at the Hoover Building. How 
about a fire at the Explosive Unit? "No ... no one here knows 
anything about that." Could an interview be conducted with 
anyone who was working in the unit in May of 1987? "No ... 
all those people have been transferred or retired." 

Our next step was a formal request for information under 
the Freedom of Information Act. After this request languished 
for weeks, the FBI denied that there had ever been a report 
issued about any such "incident" at the Hoover Building. 

Those experienced at jousting with vast government 
bureaucracies in the FOIA arena know that stonewalling infor
mation about government misdeeds is typical. Requests under 
this federal statute, normally, are "sloughed-off" with a variety 
of excuses. The guiding rule for FOIA filers: Never be in a 
hurry. One will have to file appeals, often for years, to get to 
the truth. In this case the truth was four years down the road. 

After our appeal in the tedious appellate process was 
scheduled for a hearing in front of a federal judge, the FBI 
was notified to prepare for their day in court. Suddenly, a 2-
inch file appeared in the mailbox. 

Finally, 197 pages detailing one of the FBI's darkest 
secrets: the mysterious conflagration of the Crime lab at the 
Hoover Building. In addition, the extraordinary FBI report 
was accompanied by a BATF cause-and-origin report which 
determined whether there had been arson, as well as a report 
from the D.C. Fire Department which extinguished the fires. 

Our source had been right. A quick perusal of the bulky 
file made it clear that a series of explosions bad rocked the 
federal complex in Washington, D.C. in the early morning 
hours of 5 May I987. Most of the damage had occurred in 
room 3930, evidence storage room of the Explosives Unit, 
laboratory Division, which stored evidence in high-profile 
"major cases." 

Several photographs, of which first-generation glossies were 
not made available to the authors despite their requests, 
attached to the report told the story of the devastation resulting 
from the explosions. Numerous interviews with FBI personnel 
who admitted they had been storing a large amount of foreign
made high-explosives were included in the shocking record. 

How could the nation's top experts in explosives have 
been so reckless? In our estimation, the report established a 
gross disregard for the safety and security of employees who 
worked at the Hoover Building. A high-ranking former ATF 
official contacted by SOF said that undoubtedly the storage 
of the high-explosives violated FBI operating procedures, at 
the risk of safety of personnel as well as the safe-guarding of 
evidence in high-profile cases. 

Shades Of Watergate 
Zero-Dark-Thirty, 5 May 1987 
A member of the Security Unit had told investigators that 

she had been malting her regularly scheduled rounds when she 
thought she heard someone. As she passed through the 3900 
Corridor of the massive Hoover structure, she heard a noise. 
At this hour, no one was assigned to this area other than her. 

Curiosity piqued, the security agent made her way clown 
the long corridors. Moments later, she heard a door close -
then another. There was someone else on the floor but she 
caught sight of no one. Checking the doors along the way, 
nothing seemed out of the usual. All doors were locked. 

She told investigators that in room 3930, the evidence stor
age room of the Explosives Unit, laboratory Division, she 
found the Medico locks intact, that the temperature of the 
knob was normal, and that she had not smelled any smoke. 

Moments later, as she enter~d an elevator, the guard heard 
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0. C. fireman inspects charred remains of world-famous crime lab. 

According to investigators, cabinets containing evidence in other 
cases were breached by shrapnel and contaminated. {below) 
Investigators perform initial damage assessment. 

a "muffled bang noise." "It sounded like someone was drop
ping furniture or cabinets on the floor. " 

She heard two more bangs as she stepped out of the ele
vator. Then another. Then two more. Glancing up , she saw 
the ceiling tiles shaking. Then a thundering explosion shook 
the concrete floors . 

A number of other personnel working the nightshift were 
interviewed. Most recalled a series of small explosions, fol
lowed by at least one very substantial blast that shook the 
floors of the structure. 

One particular interview recorded a management clerk's 
recollections, "Sometime after 0330 he began hearing what 
sounded like some muffled pops, which sounded to him like 
someone banging on the building ... [followed by] a series of 
pops followed by one large explosion." 

In short order the entire rank-and-file of the night shift 
(probably several dozen people) at the building was ordered 
evacuated. An FBI 302 stated that, as personnel poured out 
onto the streets outside the headquarters, a reporter for the AP 
called the switchboard for information about something going 
on there. He said that his scanner was reporting that several 
fire trucks had been dispatched to the scene. The switchboard 
operator put the reporter on hold. 

FBI security personnel quickly briefed the firefighters , 
informing them that dense smoke had engulfed a substantial 
portion of the third floor of the structure and that explosions 
were occurring in the crime lab. When asked what the source 
of the explosions were, FBI officials told firemen that the 
Explosives Unit of the lab contained, among other items, 
"bomb debris, explosives, ordnance, RPGs and a "LAW" 
[light anti-tank weapon] rocket." 

A more complete inventory would later establish far more 
explosives than these. Not surprising, members of the 
Security Unit successfully deflected the initial press inquiries 
with a simplistic line. The "story" put out described the 
unfolding disaster as a chemical fire in a closet that was being 
taken care of by the D.C. Fire Department. 

"Nothing really is going on here," the operator calmly 
assured reporters as the streets filled with fleeing FBI personnel. 

It worked. The night owls at the local news bureaus went 
back to their crossword puzzles. 

Dangerous Duty 
Another FBI 302 said that D.C. firemen were moving cau

tiously toward the door to room 3930 when a series of explo
sions shook the walls and ceiling around them. With smoke so 
thick - one later said he could barely make out the numbers on 
the doors - they waited in the hall for the explosions to stop. 

Finally, a member of Engine Company 2 was able to enter 
the 600-square-foot Evidence Room with the assistance of 
special agents from the FBI. Next, employing water from an 
inch-and-one-half line, and fog spray, firemen began the 10-
minute process of putting out the fires that were burning in 
various locations. 

Eventually, the last of the fires were extinguished due to 
prompt and professional action by the Washington, D.C. Fire 
Department. 

After the smoke cleared, the scene was one of devastation. 
The entire Explosive Unit was nothing but a charred and pit
ted shell. Evidence cabinets had been blown over and some 
had been penetrated by shrapnel. A pair of large holes in the 
walls provided chilling proof that one Soviet-made RPG had 
ignited. Miraculously, only one person required hospitaliza
tion due to an asthma attack brought on by the heavy smoke. 

With the fires put down, bleary-eyed senior FBI personnel 
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Explosive Unit hopelessly contaminated by series of explosions 
and fire. 

began arriving inside the Hoover Building to assess the situ
ation. Also at the scene was a senior official from D.C. Fire 
Department. Quick discussions took place and then the rank
and-file firemen were ushered away. A subsequent report by 
the fire department simply noted there were "hazardous 
materials" at the scene. 

The proper procedure for crime labs require personnel to 
have on-hand only small amounts of residue from explosive 
devises they are examining. The remainder of the device is to 
be stored in bunkers, rendered inert, or photographed and 
then completely destroyed. The FBI maintains bunkers for 
the safe storage of explosives at their training facility, located 
in Quantico, Virginia, for just this purpose. 

One FBI report lists the following explosives in boxes on the 
floor, next to evidence cabinets in room 3930 before the disaster. 

Partial listing and conclusions from the FBI report: 
One, perhaps two, cardboard boxes of foreign explosives 

which also included: 
• 10 kilograms (approximately 22 pounds) of PBX (plastic 

explosive) 
• 2.5 kilograms (approximately 5.5 pounds) of TNT 
• 4 pounds PETN 
• several 6" strips of detonating chord 
• 10 to 15 rounds of 30mm anti-aircraft ammunition 
• Three rocket-propelled grenades 
• 45 detonating fuses 
Also noted in their 5 June 1987 report: 
• The floor area between rows of evidence cabinets exhib

it numerous small craters which are characteristic as having 
been produced from the explosion of 122mm rocket fuses. 

• The large holes through the evidence cabinets are char
acteristic as having been produced from the explosion of 
122mm rocket fuses. 

• The hole through the wall is characteristic of having 
been produced by the explosion of a rocket-propelled 
grenade without the initiation of the base detonating fuse ele
ment. In essence, (the report concludes) when the rocket hit 
the wall, the explosive in the warhead exploded from the 
force of impact and not from the base fuse. The blast and 
fragment damage to the surrounding area and the wall were 
produced from this exploding rocket. 

• Evidence of high-speed missile damage is evident in 
some areas in the evidence room, from the ceiling to floors 
and the surrounding walls. 

• This damage is characteristic of having been produced 
by metal fragments from the exploding military ordnance. 

Technician 's work area evidences destructive effects of blasts 
and fire. 

The former head of the Explosive Unit in a recorded inter
view admitted that before he left the unit - some five 
months prior to the incident - he had deposited a substan
tial amount of explosives with the new chief. Referring to the 
box of foreign explosives that played a role in the 5 May 
explosion, the report notes: 

"At that time the box contained two five-kilo packages and 
two two-and-one/half-kilo packages of a foreign plastic high
explosive and foreign TNT. The box also contained several 
six-inch strips of detonating cord and three or four cartridges 
of PETN totaling approximately three pounds. There was also 
a separate box of approximately 15 foreign blasting caps." 

According to the reports, this box was placed on the floor 
of the EU where it sat for months. In reference to the pres
ence of the Soviet 122mm rocket fuses and RPGs which 
adorned the office, the head of the unit at the time of the inci
dent told investigators that "He did not believe the storage of 
these devices presented a safety hazard." 

SOF interviewed an explosives expert and former military 
EOD authority for his opinions regarding the slipshod stor
age practices of the FBI. He stated it was fortunate that an 
event of "horrendous devastation" did not occur and that the 
storage procedures involved "gross negligence." Furthermore, 
he emphatically stated that "anyone outside of the govern
ment would be prosecuted to the fullest extent of federal law 
if they operated in this manner." He continued, "It is illegal 
by law to keep detonators and explosives together. You never 
have them in the same room. The FBI was in violation of all 
ATF rules and regulations concerning storage of explosives." 

Image Before Justice 
The FBI's image of invincibility was largely developed 

over the years because of a reputation for having the finest 
crime lab in the world. At one time that may have been true. 
Prosecutors and defense attorneys know how testimony from 
the FBI's Forensic lab personnel mystifies and impresses 
jurors. Their testimony may make the difference between 
conviction and acquittal. 

The importance of full information is highlighted in the 
OKBOMB case. Stephen Jones, Timothy McVeigh's court
appointed lawyer, followed through on allegations of prob
lems at the FBI Crime lab. Jones learned that a whistle-blow
er at the lab, Dr. Frederic Whitehurst, had repeatedly com
plained about the shoddy work there. Jones lit the fire under 

Continued on page 74 
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SOFTests SVD Dragunov's Sniper Loads 

w: ant to make a U.S. Army 
or Marine sniper laugh? Tell 
1em that you think the 

Russian SYD (Snaypershaya Vintovlia 
Dragunova - Dragunov Sniper Rifle) is 
fairly accurate. When they stop rolling 
around on the floor and clear the tears 
from their eyes they may attempt to 
educate you about the truth of the mat
ter. I've interviewed a number of active
duty and retired sniper/observers that 
tested and trained with the SYD. None 
of them were very impressed by it. 
They all felt it to be inaccurate, with an 
effective range of only about 500 yards. 
When pressed on what type of ammu
nition they used there was invariably a 
long pause followed by, "ball, the 
Russians never produced sniper or 
match loads." I always shook my head 
at this answer. Did they honestly think 
that the country that developed the 
world's first dedicated sniper rifle 
would issue ball for it? To be sure, 
when tested with standard Russian 
148-grain LPS ball ammunition the 
weapon's accuracy is unimpressive for a 
sniper rifle. The question then arises, is 

The question has always been, what were 
Russian snipers issued for ammunition? 
Developed in conjunction with the rifle was 
a 152-grain FMJBT load designed to 
increase both the accuracy and leathality 
of the SVD. 
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the SYD merely a poorly conceived and 
executed attempt at a self-loading 
sniper rifle by designers who could do 
no better? Or perhaps there is a piece of 
the puzzle that is missing, such as a 
dedicated sniper load designed to 
enhance accuracy. 

Russia's use of snipers dates all the 
way back to the 18th Century. later, 
during the Crimean War, Russia fielded 
small units of selected marksman, 
which proved unexpectedly effective at 
demoralizing the enemy. However, it 
was the effect of German Scharfshutzen 
(sharpshooters) during the Great War 
that had the most significant impact on 
Russian sniping. Being dominated by 
well-trained and skillfully deployed 
snipers, who killed seemingly at will, 
taught the Russians a lesson they have 
never forgotten . 

After the end of hostilities connect
ed to the Revolution the Soviet Union 
began a rearmament program. 
Beginning in . 1932 they adapted their 
Mosin-Nagant M91/30 rifle for sniping. 
Rifles that grouped four test rounds 
into less than 30mm (1 3/16-inch) at 
100 meters were selected and then 
modified with the addition of bent bolt 

handles and optics. As the Soviets 
switched to self-loading rifles in the 
late1930s they began developing ver
sions for use by snipers. However, 
these did not prove successful. While 
impressed with their ability to give a 
quick follow-up shot if required , both 
their accuracy and durability left some
thing to be desired. Due to these short
comings they returned to the proven 
M91/30 magazine rifle in 1942. This 
would remain the standard Soviet 
sniper rifle until it was replaced by the 
SYD some 21 years later. 

As the Soviet Union rearmed with 
assault rifles in the 1950s the desire for 
a self-loading sniper rifle resurfaced. In 
1958 the GRAU (Glavnoye Rahetno 
Artilleliyshoye Upravleniye - the Chief 
Missile and Artillery Department of the 
Soviet Ministry of Defense) commis
sioned four teams to design a new self
loading sniper rifle . Individual design 
teams were led by Evgeniy Dragunov, 
Mikhail Kalashnikov, Alexander 
Konstantinov, and Fedor Barinov. The 
requirements called for a weapon that 
would be completely reliable under the 
worst possible conditions, with a high 
accuracy of fire and substantial range. 
The fly in the ointment was that they 
also required it to be lightweight, com
pact, and semiautomatic. 

At this time Evgeniy Dragunov was 
known more for his sport and competi
tion rifles; his Biathlon rifles taking sev
eral Gold Medals in the Olympics. His 
first sniper rifle prototype, designated 
the SSY (Snayperskaya Samozariadnaya 
Vintovlm - sniper autoloading rifle) 
was completed in 1958. Utilizing gas
operation with a short-stroke piston and 
a rotating bolt the SSY evolved into the 
rifle we know today as the SYD 
(Snayperslmya Vintovha Dragimova -
Dragunov Sniper Rifle) or simply as the 
Dragunov. 

The SYD was adopted on 3 July 1963 
after successfully competing 
against the other design 
team's rifles. It was the 
world's first rifle designed 
from the ground up solely for 
the purpose of sniping. It 
chambered the venerable 
7.62x54R cartridge. Featur
ing a tapered case with a rim, 
this cartridge dates from the 
end of the 19th Century. In 
Russian service it is still used 
in GPMGs as well as for snip
ing and would be their equiv
alent of our 7.62x51mm car
tridge. The standard ball 
loading consists of a 148-
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The only way to identify Russian sniper 
ammunition is by its packaging. The wood
en shipping crates are plainly marked 
"SNIPER" in Cyrillic. 

grain FMJBT projectile with a mild steel 
core and is designated lPS (light Steel 
Core). 

What most people don't realize 
though is that the Soviets did not sim
ply design a firearm. Instead, they 
would design what they call a "Weapon 
Complex." This entailed designing a 
cartridge in conjunction with the 
firearm. In the case of the SYD, a spe
cialized 7.62x54R sniper load. 

Victor Sabelnikov headed a design 
team tasked with producing a cartridge 
that would increase both the accuracy 
and lethality of the SYD. The result of 
their work was the 7N1 Sniper load. 
This loading is claimed to give an 
increase in accuracy 2.5 times over 
standard ball ammunition. It consists 
of a copper-washed, annealed steel car
tridge case, corrosive primer, IMR-type 
powder, and a 152-grain steel jacketed 
projectile. Externally, the 7N1 load 
looks identical to standard lPS ball 
ammunition. There is no color coding 
on the tip or primer annulus, and no 
specialized head stamp to differentiate 
it. The headstamp simply consists of 
factory and year of manufacture. 

The only way to identify this load is 
by its packaging. It's packed in standard 
Soviet practice with a wooden shipping 
crate containing 880 rounds. Breaking a 
crate open reveals two hermetically 
sealed metal "spam" cans, each con
taining 440 rounds. Opening one of the 
tins reveals 22 bundles of paper
wrapped ammunition. Each packet con
tains 20 rounds. The wooden shipping 
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A comparison of sectioned projectiles (left 
to right): 148 gr. LPS, 152 gr. 7N1, 60 gr. 
5.45x39 commercial load. Notice the steel 
core of the LPS round is surrounded by 
lead. With the 7N1 the steel core sits on 
top of a lead knocker. The air cavity in the 
nose is similar to that used with the 
5.45x39 to increase leathality. 

crates, metal "spam" cans, and individ
ual paper packets are all distinctly 
marked "SNIPER" in Cyrillic. 

Pulling a projectile and comparing it 
to a standard 148-grain LPS ball round 
though quickly raises an eyebrow. 
While both projectiles feature a copper
washed steel jacket the similarities end 
there. The 7Nl projectile is slightly 
longer and features a more pronounced 
boattail with a noticeable hollow base. 
Cutting the two projectiles in half 
quickly reveals the 7Nl to be a highly 
developed specialized load. An enor
mous amount of research and develop
ment went into this cartridge. The pro
jectile has an air pocket in the nose, 
similar to the 5.45x39mm 7N6 round. 
Below the airpocket is a 37.5-grain cone 
shaped mild steel core of .269 inches in 
diameter and .520 inches in length. This 
sits on top of a 72.6-grain lead "knock
er." These are pressed into the jacket 
leaving a hollow base with a depth of 
.100. Overall projectile length is 1.275 

inches and the diameter is .311. 
To get an idea on the thought 

process that went into developing this 
projectile I sent samples out to Carl 
Starke, the president of C&R Ammo. 
Carl spent two tours flying over North 
Vietnam and then worked on a NASA 
re-entry vehicle project before getting 
into the ammunition business. Cur
rently, his company produces the First 
Shot line of frangible ammunition. 

Carl carefully dissected the projec
tiles to ascertain how they functioned. 
After he did this I received an excited 
phone call from him. He was quite 
impressed with the design and when 
asked of his thoughts of its effective
ness on target said, "Nasty, real nasty, 
this would ruin your whole day." He 
deduced that upon impact the lead 
knocker pushed the steel core forward 
into the airpocket and changed the 
weight distribution of the projectile. 
Thus destabilized, the projectile will 
yaw instead of simply punching a .30-

From left to right: 7.92x57, .308 Match, 7.62x54R 7N1, LPS ball, older LPS ball with Silver 
Tip color code, 8-32 A.P.I., 7.62x39, 5.45x39, 5.56x45. Notice that the 7N1 sniper load 
appears identical outwardly to standard ball ammunition. 

Projectile comparison {left to right): 7.62x51147 gr. M-80 ball, Sierra .308 168 gr HPBT, 
Sierra 175 gr. HPBT, Soviet 152 gr. 7N1, Soviet 148 gr. LPS, Soviet 200 gr. Extra Match, 
Soviet 181 gr. Type D Heavy ball, 123 gr. 7.62x39, 52 gr. 5.45x39. 

caliber hole in someone. This is how 
the 5.45x39mm 7N6 load functions, 
and in combat it quickly earned a repu
tation for grisly wounds. It is probable 
that the 7N6 5.45 load was developed 
from the 7Nl sniper load. He felt the 
hollow base was intended to pinpoint 
the gases to aid in centering the projec
tile in the bore and possibly even gain a 
few extra fps . He felt the very pro
nounced boattail design would be very 
stable in flight and would aid stability 
when the projectile approached tran
sonic speeds. All in all he felt that it 
was a very clever design intended to 
dump as much of the projectile's energy 
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Outwardly this round of 7N1 simply looks 
like an ordinary ball round manufactured at 
Factory 188 in 1981. However, pulling it 
apart reveals a longer projectile with a hol
low base. 

U.S. military loads for use by snipers has 
steadily evolved from the old M-72 .30-06 
Match to the latest M118LR loading with a 
Sierra 175 gr. HPBT. Likewise the 
Russians continue to develop and refine 
their sniper loads. 

as possible into the target. 
Muzzle velocity of the 7Nl from the 

SYD is 2,723 fps, with the trajectory 
matching that of standard lPS ball. As 
the SYD's optical sight, the PS0-1 
(Pritsel Snaypersky Opticltesky), has a 
BDC this allows lPS ball ammunition 
to be easily substituted for 7Nl with
out having to do a math problem. This 
is the only reason that I can see for the · 
light 152-grain projectile weight of the 
7Nl. Allowing the use of standard lPS 
ball must have been a very high priori
ty as the 152-grain weight is a serious 
handicap, in my opinion, at long range. 
This weight projectile will lose its 
velocity and energy faster, have a more 
curved trajectory, and be affected by 
the wind more than a projectile weigh
ing 170-180 grains. This is the down
side of the light projectile weight. 

Yet the question remains, how does 
it perform in combat? How did it per
form in the hands of Soviet snipers 
whose motto was "While invisible, I see 
and destroy?" These are the hard ques
tions to answer as you won't find the 
information with a set of calipers or on 
the range. I was able find a rough (and I 
did not improve it) English translation 
of a Russian work entitled The Bullet, 
written by Afghan War veteran Pavel 
Andreev. On the effectiveness of the 
load issued to snipers he writes, "A bul-

Caliber: 7.62x54R 
Operation: Gas Operated, Self-Loading 

Overall Length: 48.2 inches 
Barrel Length: 24.4 inches, 4 groove 1-9.4 inches R-hand twist 

Weight: 9.5 pounds 
Feed: I 0-round Detachable Box 

Iron Sights: Post Front, Tangent Rear graduated to 1,200 meters 
Optics: PS0-1 with 4x magnification 

Muzzle Velocity: 2,723 fps 

7N I CARTRIDGE SPECIFICATIONS 
Case Material: Copper-Washed, Annealed Steel 

Primer: Berdan, Corrosive 
Powder: IMR-type 

Projectile Type: Hollow Base FMJBT 
Projectile Weight: 152 grains 

Projectile OAL: 1.275 
Projectile Diameter: .311 

jacket Material: Copper-Washed Steel 
Core Design: Air pocket, Mild Steel Core, Lead Knocker 

Steel Core Specs: .269 Diameter, .520 OAL, 37.5 grains 
Hollow Base Specs: .230 Diameter, . I 00 Deep 

Purpose: Dedicated Sniper Load for the SVD Dragunov 
Designed to Increase Accuracy and Leathality 

Manufacturer: Russian Factory 188, Believed to be Novosibirsk 

let of your rifle weighs a little more than 
nine grams. It is covered by steel )ack
et' with a coppery surface. When pierc
ing into a 'duhlt' [a slang term for 
Mujahideen] it turns 90 degrees, then, 
in a thousandth of a second, 180 
degrees and goes on back forward, 
breaking flash a little bit. But on the 
depth of 15-20 cm it loses its power, 
transferring it to a body of already dead, 
towards that time, 'dukh.' Meanwhile 
his entrails are bursting. Besides, a bul
let, having run through his lungs or 
heart, destroys them completely. Did 
you read it? So your only task is not to 
miss. The rest is not your business." 
This account verifies Carl's feelings on 
the performance of the 7Nl load. 

I also interviewed a former sniper 
who had deployed with the SYD in 

Sellier & Bellot USA 
(913) 664-5933 

(7.62x54R Match, FMJBT, SP Ammunition) 

J&G Sales. LTD 
(520) 445-9650 

(New Production and Quality Surplus 
Ammunition) 

C&RAmmo 
(877) 549-AMMO 

(Frangible Practice and 
Self-Defense Ammunition) 

combat. A Soviet veteran of the War in 
Afghanistan, he served there for 16 
months starting in 1986. A member of 
a Recon/Scout battalion of the Chirchik 
Brigade, he spent his first six months in 
country serving as a sniper. He 
remarked very favorably on the SYD 
and the load he was issued for it, the 
7Nl. During his service one man per 
platoon was equipped with an SYD, 
and they performed a fire-support mis
sion. When setting up an ambush site 
he would be with the PKM machine gun 
and grenade launcher, approximately 
200 meters behind the main party. As 
the ambush was executed he would 
usually be engaging targets at a range of 
600-800 meters. Using the SVD he had 
successfully engaged out to slightly 
past 1,000 meters in the fire-support 
role. However for a "one shot, one kill" 
scenario he felt the SVD/7Nl combina
tion was capable out to 600-800 meters, 
depending upon conditions. 

He liked its semi-auto operation, 
especially as he was often engaging mul
tiple targets who were running and firing 
back. When firing at a lone individual 
and a miss occurred he said that the 
crack of the bullet going by (an unmis
takable sound) would usually cause a 
man to freeze for a few seconds. This was 

Continued on page 66 
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SAUDiS COVER-UP 
MUSUM FUNDPN\ENTMST 
TERROR AlTACKS 
BY DON NORTH 

40 

'

he veil has been lifted in Saudi Arabia on a bizarre world of illegal 
booze and profits so enormous that British, American and Canadian 
expatriates living there are at war. The favored weapon of elimination 
is that old Middle East favorite , the car bomb. At least 15 fo reigners 

are in jail and three have confessed to murder on a Saudi television pro
gram that sets a new standard for "reality" TV. CBS's "Survivor" pales by 
comparison. On this Saudi talk show there may be no survivors , as an 
appointment with the executioners sword at "Chop Square" in downtown 
Riyadh is now a strong possibility. 

It is also making it harder for Saudi and international police authori
ties to protect foreign expats from Islamic hardline terrorists , who appar
ently are increasingly targeting Westerners living in Saudi Arabia, follow
ing the first two bomb explosions that authorities traced to the booze wars 
of expats. 

After 19 American Air Force men were killed and 500 injured in the 
truck bomb explosion at El Khobar Towers, a military residence in Dharan 
five years ago, the U.S. military has been moving their people to remote 
bases where maximum protection can be provided. When the terrorists 
found it difficult to target foreign troops they appear to have shifted sights 
to the foreign civilians. 

Ever since the Prophet Muhammad and his followers fought fourteen 
hundred years ago to rid the area that is now Saudi Arabia from non
Muslim forces , there has been a movement to cleanse the area of outside 
influence. It's a movement often at odds with modern Saudi's who depend 
on business with the outside world and the import of foreign workers. 
Particularly nettlesome to many Saudis are the estimated 10,000 
American and British Air Force personnel who fly shotgun over southern 
Iraq, mostly from Saudi bases. Islamic militants such as Saudi fugitive 
Osama bin Laden have made the U.S. presence a rallying cry. 

Now in a weird twist, six bomb explosions in six months have con
fused police and government authorities and brought new uncertainty for 
the safety of foreigners in Saudi Arabia. 

The third, fourth and fifth explosions of various devices were minor 
compared to the first two car bombs and inflicted no serious injuries on 

Saudi Arabian Crown Prince Abdullah bin Abdel Aziz speaks with Saudi citizens 
at the Saudi National Guard headquarters in Riyadh, 26 February 1997. In the 
background is a member of the National Guard, the loyalist force, headed by 
Prince Abdullah, that defends the monarchy against internal unrest. In a quiet, 
low-profile operation, hundreds of former U.S. servicemen working for Vinnell 
Corp. have been filling key roles at the National Guard. 
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the foreign victims. On 2 May, howev
er, a sophisticated package bomb 
severely wounded American chiroprac
tor, Dr. Gary Hatch, in his clinic in 
Khobar, an east coast city. A Khobar 
resident who knows Dr. Hatch says the 
bomb was a "significant device. " It was 
delivered by a local commercial couri
er service and appeared to be a VHS 
video tape. When he opened the pack
age addressed to him, the explosion 
caused Dr. Hatch to lose most of one 
thigh , one hand and an eye. 

"It has all the earmarks and the 
modus operandi of Soviet/KGB wet
heads ," says my Khobar source. " Take 
a look at how extensively ex-Soviet bloc 
criminals have recently infested Arab 
Gulf countries, mostly Bahrain and the 
United Arab Emirates." 

Like Chicago In The Twenties 
Whatever the source, the United 

States Embassy in Riyadh sounded 
alarm bells and urged a degree of cau
tion for Americans not seen here since 
the Gulf War a decade ago. In an advi
sory sent out to 35,000 American resi
dents the embassy said: "Americans 
should maintain a low profile, vary 
routes and times for all required travel 
and treat mail and packages from unfa
miliar sources with suspicion." 

The Saudi desert often creates 
mirages that look like pristine lakes in 
the sand, and veteran foreign observers 
have learned to trust less than half of 
what they see and almost none of what 
they hear in this complex desert 
Kingdom. There is little in the way of 
tough investigation by local news agen- u; 

cies. Saudi government pronounce- ~ 
2 ments, like so many governments tend ~ 

to be self- serving. Foreign Diplomats ~ 
and the foreign community in general 
have been reluctant to talk about the 
bombing or do so under deep cover. So 
mystery surrounds the new spate of 
bombings, particularly those traced to 
expats in the booze business. Why 
would anyone running a profitable 
booze-smuggling business risk losing 
their head by murdering partners in the 
messy carnage of a car bomb? An 
American veteran in Saudi Arabia says, 
"It reminds me of Chicago in the twen
ties when Al Capone and gangs of boot
leggers murdered each other during the 
prohibition." 

It began 17 November 2000 when 
Christopher Rodway, a Briton, walked 
out of his comfortable home in "Five 
Villa Complex," in Riyadh, and turned 
on the ignition of his parked car. The 
explosion killed him instantly and 

severely wounded his wife. The plastic 
explosive C4 was found in the first two 
bombings. A week later a second device 
exploding under another car, injured 
four more Britons and an Irish woman. 
Another Irishman escaped death a few 
days later when a bomb under his car 
failed to explode. The attacks were first 
believed to be connected to anti-west
ern terrorism that seemed to be on the 
rise again since the bombing of the 
U.S.S. Cole in Yemen. Scotland Yard's 
elite antiterrorist unit S013 was flown 

Vinnell Corp. trainer and former U.S. ser
viceman Michael Caldwell checks the site of 
a 25 mm gun on a light armored vehicle at a 
Saudi Arabian National Guard base, Kashim 
Al-An, near Riyadh on 22 February 1997. 
Presence of ex-soldiers, who act as military 
specialists and trainers of Saudi National 
Guard, illustrates tcritical role Americans 
play in supporting and protecting the oil 
kingdom's House of Saud. 

to Saudi Arabia to investigate whether 
any terrorist group was targeting 
Britons. However, the trail led to the 
door of a shadowy American named 
Michael Sedlak, or so the Saudi's claim. 

In early December, Michael Sedlak, 
an employee of Vinnell Corporation, 
was the first Westerner arrested by 
Saudi authorities in connection with 
the bombings. Vinnell is staffed by for
mer U.S. military and intelligence offi
cers employed to train the Saudi 
National Guard. In 1995, Vinnell was 
itself a terrorist target when a bomb 
planted at the National Guard 
Headquarters in Riyadh, killed five 
Americans. 

Michael Sedlak is believed to have 
started naming a long list of Western 
expats involved in the Saudi bootleg
ging operations, a move that may be 
saving him from murder charges. After 
Sedlak's arrest, 14 other expats were 
quickly rounded up by Saudi authori
ties. All either ran illegal bars, knew 
each other or were in some way con
nected with Sedlak and the others 

A 35-foot-deep and 85-foot-wide crater made by a truck bomb is shown Wednesday, 26 June 
1996 at Khobar Towers in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. Crater is result of huge truck bomb that 
killed at least 19 Americans and wounded hundreds - the deadliest terrorism strike ever 
against a U.S. target in the Persian Gulf. Parked fuel truck blew up just outside U.S. mili
tary housing complex and made the crater, which is four times as deep and three times as 
wide as the Federal Building bomb detonated in Oklahoma City. 
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Man who identified himself as a Belgian Raaf Skivens (or 
Scheffer) {above), confesses on Saudi Arabian state television 
4 February 2001 that he and a Canadian, named William 
Sampson (center) and a Briton named Alexander Mitchell 
(right), carried out bombings in the Kingdom which killed one 

Briton and injured several others in November last year. The 
three men, who were shown separately sitting behind a desk, 
appeared nervous as they told of their roles in the car bomb
ings, one of which killed Christopher Radway and injured his 
wife on 17 November 2000. 

behind bars. Another bomb went off, 
seriously wounding a Scot who worked 
for Coca-Cola in Dharan. Relatives of 
the accused say the continued bomb
ings prove the expats were not 
involved. 

Saudi Arabia's economy has long
depended on a large expatriate commu
nity to make the magic Kingdom run 
smoothly. The Embassy of Saudi 
Arabia, in Washington D.C., confirms 
that in the most recent census a year 
ago, the population of Saudi Arabia is 

20 million, of which a quarter, or 5 mil
lion, are the expatriate work force . You 
will encounter Filipinos running 
Safeways and MacDonalds, Pakistanis 
and Indians driving taxis and working 
construction jobs, Eritreans as house
hold help and Egyptians doing almost 
everything. Islam and English is usual
ly required of so called "TCNs" (Third 
Country Nationals). With the discovery 
of oil in the 1920s, highly trained 
British and American technicians were 
required and over the years this combi-

At approximately 0830, on 2 May 2001 , an envelope delivered by "special 
courier" (company unknown at press time) exploded, taking with it an eye, a 
knee and a hand of American chiropractor, Dr. Gary Hatch. Other blasts and 
incidents include Coca Cola employee David Brown's discovery of a booby trap 
under his car's windshield wiper after he parked his car in an unfamiliar loca
tion within his housing compound; explosions at Euromarche, in Riyadh, and 
another at the jarir Bookstore, also in Riyadh, killed one Briton and injured 
four others; a blast at Khobar which injured a Scottish man; an additional 
bombing in Riyadh which injured a Briton and an Egyptian; and at least one 
incident of a bomb which failed to detonate after being delivered to a U.S. firm. 

It is, of course, of major concern whether the so-called "Expat Booze Battle" 
is serving as a convenient smokescreen for anti-Western movements, whether 
of the free-lance hyper-Muslim, vigilante variety, or a well-funded orchestrated 
campaign of violence and death by a treacherous benefactor. 

While SOF has discovered no evidence that Usama bin Laden is involved in 
the targeting of Westerners, it doesn't take a great deal of imagination that he, 
or some other equally vicious puppeteer, is responsible for the injuries and 
deaths of several Americans and Europeans - a toll which may increase in the 
months ahead. 

To add fuel to speculation, Reuters reports on 10 May 01 that "Saudi Arabia 
has obtained information on who was behind a series of bombings aimed at for
eigners in the kingdom, the deputy interior minister said. Prince Ahmed made 
his comments on Wednesday night, the official Saudi Press Agency reported. 
Asked about the bombings, which started late last year, Prince Ahmed said:' ... 
It is now known to us who is behind these bombings.' He did not elaborate." 

-T.R. 

nation of foreign labor transformed 
Saudi Arabia from a backward desert 
into a modern nation. 

There are currently 35,000 
Americans there, of which 5,000 are mil
itary. The British expat community is 
about 10,000. The pay is good, tax-free 
and comes with generous home leave. 

Discouraged from mixing with the 
Saudis, foreigners live in compounds 
where Saudis are not allowed. Life goes 
on behind compound walls much as it 
did back home for the expats. Women 
can walk in the compound without 
wearing a black Abbaya covering her 
body and hair and even drive a car -
which is not allowed on public streets. 
But life here is boring for the foreign 
workers and boredom often leads to 
making home-brewed wine, beer and 
whiskey and heavy drinking. For the 
more affluent, bootlegged booze smug
gled into the Kingdom in square bottles 
to accommodate packing crates, is read
ily available. A bottle ofjohnny Walker 
Black Label goes for around U.S. $100 
in Riyadh. Although liquor is strictly 
prohibited in Muslim Saudi Arabia, the 
Saudi authorities tolerate boozing in 
private expat homes, as long as Saudis 
are not invited. 

Recently, as the ranks of expats 
increased, home-brewing and -distill
ing could not keep up with the demand 
for alcohol and smuggling became big 
business. What began as private drink
ing parties on compounds developed 
into underground pubs off the com
pounds called Shebeens. There are an 
estimated 4 7 Shebeens in Riyadh 
alone. It seems the foreigners who ran 
them and sold memberships at U.S. 
$15 a month got greedy, fell-out and 
started attacking each other. Or some-
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thing like that say residents. 
The man alleged to be the kingpin in 

running Shebeens took off for neigh
boring Dubai shortly after the first 
bombing and landed in jail for illegally 
crossing the border. Briton Gary Dixon, 
alias Gary Lyons or Gary Onions, ran 
the "Empire Pub" in Riyadh and was 
arrested numerous times by the 
Mutawa, volunteer religious police of 
the "Committee for Propagation of 
Virtue and Forbidding of Evil." Former 
members of his Pub say Dixon led a 
charmed life by sharing profits with the 
Mutawa, Police and Saudi sponsors and 
avoiding jail or flogging. The Saudis 
had him extradited in mid-May and he 
is back to face charges with his busi
ness buddies. 

A Chill In The Air 
How did bootlegging get violent 

enough here to risk a public beheading? 
An American expat in Saudi inter
viewed for this story says the word on 
the street has it that a money deal unre
lated to the booze business led former 
drinking partners to get bombed. 
Michael Sedlak was well-known around 
Riyadh as a heavy drinker and a regular 
at the "Celtic Corner" run by 
Alexander Mitchell, the Briton now 
charged with murder. Sedlak lived on 
Five Villa Compound in the suburbs of 
Riyadh and became the "interface" 
between the dozen or so residents and 
the Saudi landlord. Sedlak took care of 
problems and collected the rent. 

Several months prior to the first 
bomb Sedlak apparently collected the 
monthly rent, but instead of handing it 
over to the landlord kept it himself. 
Outraged, the British compound resi-

dents reported Sedlak's double-dealing 
to his employer Vinnell and he lost his 
job. Friends of Sedlak described him as 
"flipping out, getting drunk and look
ing for revenge. " One of the Five Villa 
Residents who informed on Sedlak was 
Christopher Rodway, the first car-bomb 
victim. At least one of the Britons 
injured in the second car bomb was 
also a resident of Five Villa Compound. 

In the evening of 5 February, three 
of the arrested foreigners appeared on 
Saudi television and "confessed" to 
murder through the series of car 
bombings. Alexander Mitchell is a for
mer British soldier with a soft voice 
and Scottish accent, known as "Sandy" 
to his friends . He looked pale and 
scared as he haltingly told of how he 
planted a bomb under the car of 
Christopher Rodway after being 
"ordered" to do so. Mitchell's sister 
who watched the program said he 
appeared to be "drugged" while read
ing his confession "under duress ." 
William Sampson, born in Scotland 
but now a Canadian and resident of 
Vancouver, B.C., was also placed at a 
table before the cameras where he too 
confessed to the bombing. Sampson 
worked as an economist in Saudi. A 
third man, Belgian Raaf Skivens, 
admitted he planted a device 22 
November that injured six Britons. 
The Saudi authorities say the bomb
ings are a result of a quarrel between 
foreigners involved in the illegal 
drinks business. The chilling talk 
show got a huge audience amid the 
usual boredom of Saudi TV fare and 
shocked both Saudi and foreign view
ers. But the chill was particularly felt 
in the expat community. "The sewers 

Saudi Air Force chopper crew observes prayer time. 
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of Riyadh were fragrant that night as 
people got rid of their alcohol," said 
one Western diplomat. 

Arab and Asian expats, as well as 
Saudis, are beheaded regularly in Saudi 
Arabia; recently about 100 a year. They 
are executed, not only for murder, but 
for drug-dealing and smuggling. 
Diplomatic intercession and negotia
tions usually save Western expats from 
the executioner's sword and the 
beheading of Westerners is rare. 
Residents say they only recall three 
Germans who went on a robbing and 
killing spree in jeddah in the early 
1970s being quietly and privately 
beheaded. Five years ago two British 
nurses convicted of murdering an 
Australian nursing colleague were par
doned by King Fahd, the Saudi 
Monarch, after diplomatic negotiations 
and the payment of U.S. $1.5 million to 
the murdered woman's family. The 
money was raised by British business 
interests fearful that a beheading of the 
British nurses would effect economic 
interests between the two countries. 
The condemned can escape the death 
penalty if the victims family accepts a 
payment of "blood money. " 

Interior Minister Prince Mohamed 
Nayef in a recent statement said those 
involved in the bombings would be tried 
under Sharia law, the judicial code of 
Islam that mandates execution by 
beheading for murder and drug-traffick
ing. Prince Nayef said the Saudi govern
ment may overrule any plea for leniency 
in this case because of the shocking and 
public nature of the crime. The father of 
Michael Rodway, the first car-bomb vic
tim, has already called for his son's 
killers to be executed 

Foreign Embassy officials and 
lawyers have had little access to the 
accused, even three months after their 
televised confessions. For expats and 
diplomats in Saudi there are still many 
unanswered questions , although 
rumors and speculation abound. Some 
observers suspect a Saudi vigilante 
group attacking alcohol smugglers. 
Although the Saudis are presenting the 
case as a feud among foreigners with no 
Saudis involved, some expat residents 
suspect the bombings are not feuds 
among foreign smugglers, but between 
Saudi managers. A Western diplomat 
said, "The people accused are just 
small fry, when it's a multi-million dol
lar business it is inconceivable that 
Saudi's are not behind it." 

Don North is a longtime contributor 
to SOE ~ 
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Mugabe's Madness 
Takes Hold In · 

Zim a we 
Hitler's Ghost Stalks the Dark Continent 

Z imbabwe is in political free
fall. It celebrated its 21st year 
of independence in April, but 

as London's Economist succinctly com
mented, "Something eerily like an 
African version of fascism is taking 
shape." With Mugabe branded a tyrant, 
his judiciary receiving death threats , 
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AN SOFSPECIAL REPORT FROM HARARE 
BY AL J. VENTER 

PHOTOS COURTESY AUTHOR 

hit squads assassinating oppos1t10n 
leaders and gangs of stormtroopers pil
laging without the authorities doing 
anything about it, the parallels with 
other lunatic leaders who have been 
absolutely corrupted by power are 
sobering. Africa, it seems, has a surfeit 
of such monsters. 

There are sinister developments in 
Central Africa. They involve a racist of 
extraordinary fervor who goes by the 
name of Robert Mugabe. As president 
of Zimbabwe, he was recently labeled 
"Africa's Own Mussolini" by Britain's 
Economist. 

It says something, that the man per-
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sonifying the country's casus belli, by 
taking up the cudgels against the coun
try's farmers, calls himself Hitler. 
Chenjerai "Hitler" Hunzvi is the self
elected leader of an organization dedi
cated to driving Zimbabwe's whites out 
of the country. He is also a close confi
dant of Mugabe. "Hitler's" latest actions 
threaten the embassies of those coun
tries who support the Zimbabwe oppo
sition, among them the United States, 
Britain, Germany and Australia. 

Since Mugabe's diplomats all over 
the world have labeled the reports ema
nating out of Zimbabwe as "lies, all 
lies," Soldier Of Fortune went and had a 
look why there are today only about 
50,000 of the original quarter-million 
white settlers left in the country. It was 
a risky initiative: The last two journal
ists who exposed conditions from 
inside the country - including the 
local correspondent of the BBC, whose 
home was attacked by armed men -
fled for their lives. 

The King's X 
SOF's week-long experience inside 

the embattled state was chilling. We 
found a nation of 11 million people that 
was ruled by a madman. Yet Zimbabwe 
has the same vote at the UN as the 
United States. 

Also, it didn't take long to discover 
that very little of what is going on in that 
once lovely country would never have 
taken place had its leaders not been 
black. In contrast, were any Arab, Asian 
or South American nation to use its 
secret police to kill or bludgeon its oppo-

The military and police may be Mugabe's ultimate line of defense, but his Brownshirts are 
the legion "war veterans" and ZANU PF supporters, seen chanting here for European farm
ers to get off their lands, many of which have been in their families for generations. 
European nations donated millions for purchase of farms, which Mugabe used to buy 
choice plots for his close friends. The "veterans" - legitimate or fake - got nothing. 
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Zimbabwean Army parade (above) in 
Harare reminds the populace who is in 
charge: The continued loyalty of his military 
will ultimately decide this tyrant's future (as 
the nation runs out of fuel, the military 
recently received a raise). (left) Cheap 
political signs litter Zimbabwean landscape 
in wake of illegal farm invasions. 

nents with impunity, they would have 
had sanctions slapped on them in short 
order. Issues are further exacerbated by 
the police, supine when attacks are 
made on those who oppose Mugabe's 
rule, yet clinically efficient when taking 
action against the opposition. 

These actions have included random 
arrests of critics and the murder of 
many of those people who oppose the 
authority of this demagogue. Each night 
- as I write - the President's security 
goons go into Harare's townships and 
abduct young people. Ostensibly they 
are taken in, as the daily briefing puts it, 
"for questioning. " Truth is, the majority 
are never seen again. 

And once all this comes to an end, as 
it most certainly will, the international 
community is likely to be faced with a 
succession of macabre reports and pho
tos of mass graves of those who have 
been liquidated. That, as usual, will be 
followed by the usual conunissions of 
inquiry into killings that are becoming 
as commonplace in Zimbabwe in 2001 
as petty crime. 

The sad thing is that it's a bit like 
Rwanda all over again. And who is it 
that proclaimed that such a horrific 
debacle would never be allowed to hap
pen again on African soil? None other 
than another African leader, Kofi 
Annan, General Secretary of the United 
Nations. 
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One needs to carefully examine the 
situation in Zimbabwe to understand 
the machinations of this madman's 
mind, for this is no ordinary leader 
obsessed with power. For a start, 
Mugabe's excesses have all the hall
marks of many of the tyrants who 
strode tall in Africa before him: 
Uganda's Idi Amin Dada, a tyrant who 
was caricatured by the international 
media as an amusing, albeit lethal, buf
foon. That perception persisted until 
we discovered that he had murdered 
several hundred thousand of his peo
ple. Another of his ilk was "Emperor" 
Bokassa of the Central African 
Republic, an idiosyncratic psychopath. 
This lunatic liked to use a razor to lop 
the ears off children for real or imag
ined "crimes" of disobedience. 

There have been others, including 
another Ugandan, Milton Obote, as 
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Just as in early Nazi Germany, no opposition is tolerated: Five Russian TM-57 mines were 
used by Mugabe's security thugs to destroy presses at only independent newspaper, The 
Daily News. 

well as Haile Mengistu of Ethiopia, who 
enjoys useful patronage in his adopted 
home. "The Butcher" as his Ethiopian's 
opponents call him - resides today in 
exiled isolation in Zimbabwe. Like, it 
seems, really does attract like. 

Though he began well, Robert 
Mugabe, like the rest, has become a vir
ulent paranoiac. Had any other leader 
sanctioned the kind of anti-white activ
ity that we have seen recently in 
Zimbabwe, the instigator would long 
ago have been arrested for race crimes. 
On the 21st anniversary of his acces
sion to power last April, he attacked 
whites as "snakes" and warned: "We 
have degrees in violence." The worst, 
he implied was still to come. 

With all this, Mugabe is impervious 
to criticism; utterly so. But that's per
haps a trait shared by all leaders who 
have been corrupted by power, it's also 
to be expected on a continent where 
half of sub-Saharan Africa's 600 million 
people survive on just 65 cents a day. 

He surrounds himself with a pha
lanx of guards, all of his own Shona 
tribe. His security measures are formi
dable, the likes of which we haven't 
seen since the death of North Korea's 
Kim II Sung. For example, access to 
the road leading to State House is so 
sensitive that there have been 18 peo
ple shot dead in the vicinity for no 
other reason than they ventured too 
close. It matters little that the majori
ty had taken a wrong turn in the 
approach road to the most heavily for
tified structures in Africa. Among 
those killed was the son of one of the 
governors of the Bank of England who 
was headed home after a party. Instead 
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of malting a left, he veered right. 

The Veneer Of A Nation 
Zimbabwe's problems aren't some

thing that the casual visitor can put a 
finger on straight away. 

The economy has collapsed, a mil
lion jobs have been lost in the past 18 
months , there is a projected fall of 60 % 
in the corn crop and the country stag
gers from one gas crisis to another 
(because there are no foreign reserves 
left to buy oil). All this is coupled to a 
rate of inflation fast approaching 60%. 
As one of Mugabe's ministers was heard 
to say when we were there, "otherwise 
things are normal." What the man did
n't mention was that while Mugabe con
tinually rails against the ghosts of 
"white colonialism" and "European 
imperialism" that's especially incongru-

ous since, in order to win his fifth term Unidentified opponent of Mugabe's brutal rule is beaten up by police before being arrested. 
in office, the tyrant took it upon him-
self to import to Africa a jackbooted 

Farmer John Melrose, an aging stalwart, 
nearly beaten to death by "veterans " who 
tried to drive him off his land. (inset): Guy 
French, another farmer almost murdered 
by "veteran " invaders. 

fascism reminiscent of 1930s' Europe! 
It's a situation made worse by condi

tions in Zimbabwe today being bad 
enough to eventually become a life-and
death situation with melt-down impli
cations for the entire Southern Africa. 
The classic domino effect on surround
ing countries is immediate enough for 
even the most sanguine observer to 
accept that the ongoing saga could 
become explosive. And if Zimbabwe 
crashes, the same could happen to 
some of its neighbors , Botswana, 
Mozambique and Zambia included. The 
long-term projections are grim. 

Superficially, though, we found 
during our swing through the country 
that life in Zimbabwe's cities and 
towns goes on. Fridays after work is 
still boys' night out and most of the 
town goes shopping on Saturdays. 
Zimbabwe's cricket team recently beat 
Bangladesh in a cricket test series. 
Generally, while talk centers on immi-
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nent disaster and the youth is leaving 
in droves , most of them as soon as 
they can get the air fare together, old 
traditions prevail. 

The delightful old Meikles (it's had a 
multi-million dollar face-lift) is as it 
always was: quietly efficient with an 
understated elegance that makes it still 
one of the best hotels on the continent. 
Zimbabwe's game parks thrive, though 
poaching is rampant. Also, while in
country, we could - because of the col
lapsed Zimbabwe dollar - eat at some 
of the country's best restaurants. Costs 
were a fraction of anything like it 
Stateside. 

On a practical level, there have been 
changes and here the threat factor is 
suddenly manifest. 

While most state-sponsored vio
lence is muffled by the kind of innuen
do and double-talk that might have 

Continued on page 72 
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AND 
THE FOURTH ESTATE 
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Fred Reed has spent countless hours riding with cops and 
reporting on law enforcement issues. He currently writes a col
umn on police matters for the Washington Times. 

merica has a problem: A lot of cops, in a lot of 
places, are quietly going on strike. Few know 
it. Their buddies know, yes. Maybe their super
visors know. Maybe their supervisors actually 
suggested it. But the public doesn't know. 

Cops, more and more of them, have decided 
not to do their jobs. 

The reason? Race. 
It goes like this . A cop sees a car swerving all over tl1e 

road. (I know these incidents well; I've been riding with the 
cops for going on a decade as a police reporter in 
Washington.) Maybe it's at night. The cop has no way of 
knowing what color the driver is. Even in the daytime it's 
hard to tell. Try it for yourself sometime when you are on the 
road. With headrests you often can't even tell the driver's sex. 
All me cop knows is that the car is being driven dangerously. 

He pulls it over. If the driver is white, he (or maybe it's a 
she; there are some wild female drunks out there) gets a tick
et. DWI. Nobody protests. 

If the driver is black, he says, "You only stopped me 
because I'm black." This happens. I've heard it many times. 

Eventually a black politician checks the record. It turns 
out that 77% of the particular cop's DWls were black. The 
population in the neighborhood, whatever that may mean, is 
22% black. The cop gets charged with racism, has ~go to 
sensitivity schEol, gets a letter~ his .f91der, '!!_l~ ~gets 
promoted:_J 

If the politician is really ambitious, he checks the records 
for the whole department. Sure enough, a disproportionate 
number of blacks have been arrested for practically every
iliing. The whole department gets reamed in the press. 
Blacks call for the chief's resignation. 

Now, imagine that you are a cop. You have 15 years on the 
force, meaning too much time invested in the retirement sys
tem to bail out and start over. You have a wife, two kids, a 
mortgage, a small savings account that you hope might turn 
into a college fund if the stock market goes up , and a scuba 
habit. If you grt_ fired ever thing you've worked for will go 
down me tubes. W__hat do Oil do? -

Easy. You stop arresting blachs. And that's what is happen
ing. ~ol'.s are deciding it isn't wort~ 

" ... In The Blink Of An Eye." 
Recently I published a letter from a cop in Prince George's 

County, a largely black county in the suburbs of Washington, 
D.C. Here it is , with only identifying information removed: 

Fred, 
After having read your article on l l/20100 I have to state 

that YES!! We on the P.G.P.D for the most part are now !oohing 
the other way. After almost [deleted] years on the job I find this 
disheartening but a necessary fact to survive in today's, what 
appears to most officers, an ANTI-POLICE environment. We 
are even being told by some supervisors to lieep a low profile so 

"you're not next on the front page"! I became a police officer to 
help people [deleted] years ago in P.G. County .. . but I now 
share the attitude of most officers, just let them eat each othe1; 
we have to survive. 

It's a tough thing to ash a man or woman who has spent any 
time 011 the job to rish throwing it all away fo r someone you 
don't even /mow. Try to imagine having [a substantial number] 
of years on the job and doing something you thinh is right to 
protect society. In an instant you r whole life's worh can be gone, 
rnined after a grand jury, a justice dept. inqui ry, or just Jach 
Johnson [an ambitious prosecutor] prosecuting you in the court 
of public opi11ion. They talie months to reach a decisio11 we may 
mahe in the blinh of a11 eye! 
Ir' Police officers are 11ot robots, we are people, but we are peo
ple who ca11 literally lose it all for t1)1i11g to pro tect society. 
Society thin/is we have no f eelings, mahe no errors, and tha t if 
we do, we are improperly programmed and nrnst be destroyed. 

My personal feeli11g is that society wishes to destroy itself 
by letting oiminals have free reign, and perhaps the sooner 
society does implode the sooner we can rebuild it the right way!! 
But until then I will survive at my job, DOING NOTHING ! ! ! 
Just as the fine people of P.G . County hav_e re uested. 

This is happening all over the country. 
Now, are cops really racists? lfby this you mean, are they 

out to arrest blacks because they don't like blacks? No. Why 
are blacks disproportionately arrested? Because they commit 
a wildly disproportionate amount of crime. The numbers are 
well-known in law enforcement, are not in dispute, are every
where accepted in the trade. Most are based on the Uniform 
Crime Reports of t11e FBI, which is available on the web. 

Now, you can blame crime by blacks on whites , blacks, 
Hillary, slavery, me family dog, or the Boy Scouts, according 
to your politics. But it's a fact , and you don't need statistics 
to know it. Ride with the cops, and black crime quickly 
becomes routine. I don't ride in white neighborhoods 
because almost noming happens. You get an occasional 
domestic, or my-cat's-up-a-tree. Maybe somebody's kid breaks 
into the neighbor's house and steals the change jar to use at 
me video arcade, or there's a burglary by someone from out
side the neighborhood. 

The black regions rock and roll : Rapes , robberies, fights, 
theft from auto, gang brawls, shootings, drug deals. For that 
matter, when I go into the security rooms at big department 
stores, as, for example, at Pentagon City, in Virginia, across 
the Potomac from Washington, the photos of arrested 
shoplifters are at least 90% black. The region is white, but 
the subway runs from Washington to Pentagon City. 

Cops know this. It's what they do all day. Reality is reali
ty, whether you like it or not. But we pretend it isn't. 

The Wringer Awaits Racist Killers 
Now, if in fact , blacks commit most of the crime, cops will 

tend to watch those who appear to be likely to be criminals. 
These will usually be black. For example, a group of scruffy 
black males, hanging on a corner known to be a drug market, 
and going up to cars that pull in next to them, are very like
ly to be drug dealers. The customers are usually white. I've 
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spent days on end with cops in 
Chicago, catching white customers of 
black dealers. Catching white buyers 
isn't discrimination. Catching black 
dealers is. 

But the real danger for a cop 
comes when things go bad. Shoot a 
black guy, no matter what he's doing, 
and you go through the wringer. 
Never mind that you showed up at 
the scene shaking from adrenaline 
and, yes, fear, because the call was an 
armed robbery in- progress. You run 
down an alley after the robber, and 
some guy comes around the corner 
and points something at you. You've 
got 0.2 seconds to make a decision. It 
turns out to be not the robber but a 
wino holding a piece of pipe. 

You're now a racist killer. 
-fY You will automatically be assumed 
guilty of_e{l'.~ssive f9r~~· The press 
will be after you, as well as every 
ambitious blac~ J2IOSecutor. _And the 
black population will r eally, truly 
believe you killeq the guy because 
you didn't like blacks. I klloW.f get 
email from olacks a out t is stuff. 
Over half genuinely believe that 
AIDS was invented by whites to kill 
blacks, and beli~e - really believe 

. - that the drug epide!!.lic i~3!.-W.hite 
fl conspiracy agai~el!l. 

,......., The police can't win. They can, 
however, avoid losing. The answer is 
simply not to enforce the law against 

A shoeless Kofi Orleans-Lindsay, center, of Silver Spring, Md., is escorted out of Federal 
Plaza in New York by officers Monday, Nov. 13, 2000. Orleans-Lindsay is charged with the 
murder of Cpl. Edward Toatley, a 16-year veteran of the Maryland State Police. Toat/ey was 
killed while taking part in an anti-drug task force operation in Washington, D.C. {below) 
Capital Police Officer Kim Ewings talks with Donsha Turner and Miyonna Bennett sixth 
graders from Birney Elementary school as the students got a first hand view of being a Capital 
Police Officer. 

blacks, at least in black neighborhoods. If a drunk comes 
swerving back and forth at 30-over the speed limit, you just 
look the other way. You don't live in the neighborhood, so a 
drunk is no danger to your family or friends. 

on four blocks away to make sure he hears you and gets away 
before you get there. Make sure drug dealers see you coming. 
That way there will be nothing suspicious for you to see. It's 
easy enough: Instead of sneaking down the alley with your 
lights off, just drive slowly down the main street past the 

so 

Or, if you respond to a burglary-in-progress, turn the siren 
lookout. Take an extra 60 seconds in 
responding to a robbery-in-progress, 
and the gunman will be gone when 
you arrive. Nothing to it. 

And it's foolproof. You get nailed 
for racism if you show up and have to 
shoot the robber. But it's hard to 
prove you could have gotten there 
quicker. 

This is what cops are doing. In 
response to the above letter, I got 
mail from cops in Los Angeles, New 
York, Chicago, Nebraska, Pittsburgh, 
Indiana, and all over the Washington, 
D.C. area. In sum what they said 
was, "if that's what people want, 
that's what they'll get. Nothing." 

Or, as one guy put it, people get 
the policing they deserve. 

Another Letter 
Fred - Holy shit! I thinli I'm read

ing columns by somebody who actually 
gets it. 
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I've been an officer for [several] years, am [in my thirties], 
have a wife, a baby. I'm an officer in a city of [several hun
dred thousand] people, dept. of [several hundred] officers. I 
wanted to anonymously throw in my two cents regarding why 
cops opt out. 

It's happening here. Our mayor pretty much came out and 
said the dept is full of racists and we profile all the time. He 
didn't use those words. He didn't have to. So, many of us are 
opting out, myself included. I can easily identify [about a 
third] of [a couple of dozen] officers I know for sure that are 
doing this. On our dept we can't win at all. No support from 
even our own supervisors, nor the brass. So, what to do? 
Protect your ass and do as little as possible. 

Now, the effect will of course be that black neighborhoods 
will get less law enforcement. Criminals won't know why life 
is suddenly easier, but they will notice that it is easier. They 
will become bolder. The quality of life in the neighborhood 
will go down. The papers will note that after a lull, crime is 
going up again, and speculate that the economy has some
thing to do with it. There will be demands to hire more cops, 
who also won't do anything if they're smart. 

Is there a solution? Probably not. The black population is 
absolutely, adamantly, unchangeably convinced that cops dis
criminate against blacks. This means that Jesse Jackson and 
Al Sharpton andJohnny Cochran have a guaranteed public to 
play to. The press, I promise, won't change. 

The only idea that makes any sense is to have only black 
police in all-black neighborhoods, and only white police in 
all-white neighborhoods. (In mixed regions, white cops still 
would be well advised not to arrest blacks.) 

We could keep the same cops we have today, on the same 
departments, with the same pay and training and everything 
else, but just give them different beats. This would eliminate 
charges of racism and keep white cops from getting fried for 
trying to do their jobs. If blacks are right that white cops are 
racists, then keeping them out of black neighborhoods would 
obviously be a good idea. 

Or we can continue faking it, which if fact is what we will do. 

Play Not To lose 
A cop doesn't have to stop a car obviously driven by a 

drunk. He can just not see it. He doesn't have to get to rob
bery calls before the robber has escaped. He doesn't have to 
take chances chasing down a fleeing murderer. He can just be 
outrun. Cops have options. And white cops don't live in black 
neighborhoods. They don't have to care what goes on. 

This sort of undeclared strike is absolutely racially driven. 
Cops in white regions still do their jobs. A white cop who 
stops a white drunk doesn't get sued by Jesse Jackson. 

Note that, as the author of the foregoing letter points out, 
it is blacks who pay the price. Crime increases. In all-black 
regions, the victims are black. Yet cops get paid whether they 
do anything or not. 

The effects are insidious. There is nothing to link the 
increase in crime to non-participation by police. Blacks will 
simply, quietly, lose protection. If a cop shoots a robber at 
Seven-Eleven, Al Sharpton can say it was brutality, and get on 
television. But it is very hard to prove that Officer Smith 
might have caught the guy if he'd tried a little harder. 

If we make it dangerous to enforce the law, cops will stop 
doing it. Savor the phrase: "Let them eat each other." I hope 
this is what we want, because it is what we're getting. 

The response I get by email on this is about what I expect
ed, but worth reporting anyway. White cops said essentially, 

"Yep. You got it right. I'm not going to be made into a sacrifi
cial goat enforcing laws for people who don't want them 
enforced." 

I got two letters from black cops, who said that when 
they enforced the law in black neighborhoods, they were 
accused of selling out, of being Uncle Toms. Black cops 
don't face having their careers ruined - how do you 
charge a black cop with racism for giving tickets to blacks? 
- but they seem to get guff. 

But the angriest mail came from blacks who weren't cops. 
The thrust was that cops single out blacks, pick on them, 
harass them, and refuse to enforce the law evenhandedly. 

Rationally this might be debated on any number of 
grounds. It doesn't matter. Blacks believe, believe deeply, that 
they are victims of the police. For them, this isn't debatable, 
can barely be discussed. The sense of grievance is so nearly 
universal as to approach the predictability of gravitation. 
They are very angry about it. 

Not all of these letters are angry, though. Some are almost 
pleading. "Why can't the police be fair? That's all we ask." I'm 
never sure what to think. The sense of being victimized is 
powerful among blacks, and doesn't always involve the 
police. 

According to newspaper stories, many blacks believe that 
whites put something in various soft drinks to make blacks 
impotent. I get email saying the same things, especially about 
drugs being targeted at blacks. To whites these charges are 
nonsense. To a lot of blacks, they aren't. - . 

My guess is that the unbridgeable chasm (which is exact
ly what it is) between the views of the races is in part, but 
only in part, the fault of the press. Any racially motivated 
mistreatment of blacks is national news. 

But racially motivated atrocities committed by hlacks 
are not played up. They occur. Blacks aren't saints any 
more than whites. The recent Wichita massacre of whites 
by blacks is an example. It was all over the internet, but 
not much in the press. 

If I were black, and saw unending news stories about bru
tality by white cops, and never saw anything about misbe
havior by black cops, or blacks at all, I would not unreason
ably conclude that blacks were being singled out. 

The practical point, it seems to me, is that the resentment 
of cops among blacks is both potent and, in the foreseeable 
future, irremediable. It's too deep-seated, too vigorously rein
forced by the press, too much a part of the worldview of 
blacks. 

So what to do? 
As I've said before, a lot of tension might be eliminated 

by having neighborhoods predominately of one race 
policed by cops of that race. Same departments, same 
training, same pay, same equipment, but different beats. 
Blacks didn't burn Los Angeles because cops were acquit
ted· of beating Rodney King, but because white cops beat 
him, and were acquitted. The potential for explosion is 
still there, in many cities, and interracial encounters with 
cops are the likely spark. 

Which is better - to keep pushing interracial policing 
that doesn't work very well, because we think it ought to 
work, or go to same-race policing that people seem to want, 
but think they shouldn't want? 

I'd like to know what people, certainly including blacks, 
think about the idea. 

Fred Reed is a longtime contributor and SOF's Scuba 
Editor. ~ 
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he Vietnamese government is happy to trot out witnesses 
from the supposed atrocity conducted by Bob Kerrey's 
Navy SEALs at Thanh Phong. It is doubtful that they 
would be so cooperative if questions were asked about 

Communist killings in places such as My Loe. 
In April 1969, the Marine rifle company to which I was 

assigned was operating in the An Hoa Basin of Vietnam, west 
and south of Danang. In addition to our routine of long-range 
combat patrols and defensive positions along a vital and 
heavily contested road, it was decided that we would provide 
security . for a "town meeting" hosted by the South 
Vietnamese government's district chief, who had been criti
cized for living in the distant and more secure confines of 
Danang. Over the space of a few days , visits were made to 
nearby hamlets, where 30 delegates were chosen to attend 
the meeting. After that, the district chief and his senior aide 
were brought in on the morning convoy. 

A thatch-covered "hooch" at the bottom of our perimeter, 
about the size of a typical American living room, was chosen 
as the meeting place. Shortly after the meeting began, a Viet 
Cong assassination team raced through the thick foliage, hit 

washed at a nearby well, and went back to our war. By the 
next day this incident was over, a little piece of history in the 
long and ugly journey of a combat tour. But in the coming 
months as I reflected on them, the killings at My Loe raised 
an important distinction, which has become even more rele
vant with the media firestorm over Bob Kerrey's ill-fated 
SEAL patrol in the Mekong Delta. 

Civilians have a terrible time in any war zone - fully one
third of the population of Okinawa was killed in 12 weeks of 
fighting on that island in 1945. But in a guerrilla war, the 
support or control of the local population, rather than the 
conquest of territory, is the ultimate objective. Civilians 
become enmeshed in the actual fighting, inseparable from it. 

They fight among themselves for political dominance of a 
local area. They form an infrastructure and quietly support 
one side or the other when it moves through their village. 
They suffer greatly when battles are fought on top of them, 
and when emotions overcome logic and troops snap, as at My 
Lai. But the villagers of My Loe and others like them, clearly 
noncombatants, were killed purely as a matter of political 
control, for having met with a South Vietnamese government 

The Consequence of War 
BY JAMES WEBB 

the hooch, and fled. My rifle platoon was returning from a 
combat patrol as explosions rang out to our front. In seconds 
a Viet Cong soldier sprinting down the trail collided with my 
point man. I can still see his young face, adrenalized and 
madly grinning, as he was captured. And I remember the 
sight of the others as we reached the hooch. 

The floor inside was covered with an ankle-deep mix of 
blood, innards, limbs and bodies. I and several others 
waded into the human mire, emptying bodies from the 
hooch and finding medical care for those who had survived. 
Nineteen people were dead, including the district chief and 
his aide. The aide's right arm was blown off near the elbow, 
its tendons like slim white feathers, as if he had been reach
ing to catch a grenade. 

Nearby an older woman sat motionless against a wall, her 
face stunned and her dark eyes piercing, untouched except 
for a small, square hole in her forehead. I thought she was 
alive until I grabbed her arm. The wounded squirmed on the 
floor, reaching past dead bodies as they crawled in the muck, 
covered thickly with blood and twisting among each other 
like giant fishing worms. 

We cleaned out the hooch, evacuated the wounded, 

official and given some legitimacy to his authority. 
Any American who directed a similar slaughter, or partic

ipated in it, would have been court-martialed. This distinc
tion was basic to our policy in Vietnam, and it seems to have 
been lost by many over the past week. The body language 
and word choices of many media commentators indicates 
clearly that a larger issue - how history will judge our 
involvement in Vietnam - is still very much in play, and a 
big part of that issue is to continue to demean the American 
sacrifices in that war. 

Words like "atrocity" and "massacre" are routinely being 
thrown about, with some even calling for Nuremberg-like tri
als for American war crimes in Vietnam. Aggressive reporters 
have played "gotcha" with every Kerrey statement. How 
could he say it was a moonless night when the charts say it 
was a half-moon? (Try clouds. Or canopy. Or vegetation.) Did 
he take one shot or many shots at the first outpost? Diel he 
kneel on a guy when his throat was getting cut? 

For many who went through extensive combat in Vietnam, 
such parsing brings back an anger caused by memories not of 
the war but of the condescending arrogance directed at them 
upon their return, principally by people in their own age 
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group who had risked nothing and yet microscopically 
judged every action of those who had risked everything and 
often lost a great deal. Combat in a guerrilla war requires 
constant moral judgments, in an environment with unending 
pressure, little sleep, and no second chances for yourself or 
the people you are leading when you guess wrong. Were we 
perfect? No. Were we worse than Americans in other wars, or 
our enemy in this one? Hardly 

Which brings us to the recent attention given the Kerrey 

patrol. There is much in the New Yorh Times Magazine story 
to make one uneasy. The key "witness" from the village 
where the incident took place is the wife of a former Viet 
Cong soldier, who now has told Time magazine that she did 
not actually see the killings. She and the other Vietnamese 
witness, who was 12 at the time of the incident, live in a com
munist state where propaganda regarding America's "evil" 
war effort is one of the mainsprings of political legitimacy -
not the best conditions to produce honesty in cases with 
international implications. 

The one member of Mr. Kerrey's SEAL team to allege 
extreme conduct did not pass the credibility test with 

Newsweel1 magazine when the story was considered there. 
CBS's "60 Minutes," which co-sponsored the investigation, 
seems to have an affinity for stories about Americans com
mitting atrocities , having rehashed My Lai as the best way to 
remember the 30th anniversary of 1968, the year that 
brought the worst fighting, and highest American casualties, 
of the war. 

Most important, to one practiced in both combat and jour
nalism, a key and possibly determinative piece of informa

tion seems vastly underplayed. 
According to the Times Magazine story, 
archive records of Army radio trans
missions indicate that two days after 
the incident, "an old man from Thanh 
Phong presented himself to the district 
chief's headquarters with claims for 
retribution for alleged atrocities com
mitted the night of 25 and 26 February 
69. Thus far it appears 24 people were 
killed. 13 were women and children 
and one old man. 11 were unidentified 
and assumed to be VC." 

Given the tone of the story, this 
radio transmission was probably 
included because it refers to the 
Kerrey patrol as having committed an 
atrocity. But a closer reading would 
appear to confirm the position of Mr. 
Kerrey and the five others on the 
patrol that they took fire and returned 
it, with the loss of civilian lives an 
unfortunate consequence. 

This piece of evidence is perhaps 
the most objective account available of 
the results of the Kerrey patrol, coming 
as it does from a time near the incident, 
from a man who was asking for retri
bution and thus was hardly trying to 
cover things up. It also coincides with 
Mr. Kerrey's recollection of 13 or 14 
dead civilians in the village before the 
team left the scene, as any Viet Cong 
soldiers would most likely have been 
on the other side of the villagers who 
were killed, perhaps even using them 
as a screen while attempting to escape. 

As has often been said over the past 
week, we will never know the exact 
details of what occurred. But if a seven
man patrol operating independently at 
night far inside enemy territory killed 
11 Viet Cong soldiers after coming 

under fire , it would seem they hit their assigned target. And 
the loss of civilian life that accompanied this brief but brutal 
firefight adds up not to an atrocity or a massacre, but to a 
tragic consequence of a war fought in the middle of a civilian 
population. 

Mr. Webb was a combat Marine in Vietnam and later 
Secretary of the Navy. His next booh, Lost Soldiers, will be pub
lished by Bantam in September. 

Rep1-inted from The Wall Street journal© 2001, Dow Jones 
& Company, Inc. All rights reserved. ~ 
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BY MI K E M ILLER 
PH OTO S BY c..l AME S WHITL OC K 

It 
is rare to find someone that puts making the best 
before profit in any industry. lf you are like me you 
will see something and say, "That pistol would be per
fect if they hadn't cheapened it with that low-quality 

part." With that said the "Cheap Part" syndrome is rampant 
in the firearms industry, especially in the 1911 pistol field. I 
have just about cried while holding pistols that felt great 
when l noticed a plastic mainspring housing, magazine 
release or other part was made of cheap materials. The man
ufactures will call the parts "composites" and make up all 
kinds of reasons for the part being plastic. 

Well the trnth is the only reason is profits. For example, if 
they save five dollars on a mainspring housing, per weapon, 
and sell 10,000 weapons, that translates into $50,000 more 
in profits, just from the change in the mainspring housing. 
Add up all the savings and you can see why it is done. The 
problem is if you depend on a pistol to protect your life, you 
want the best materials to make Mr. Murphy's chances of 
spoiling an outing less and less. 

lf you look over the recent history of manufacturers in the 
1911 field you will see that the quality has come way up from 
what it was 10 years ago. It has been a great thing but no one 
has thrown out all the stops to make a perfect production pis
tol. That is until now. 

Recently, a friend asked me if I would be interested in 
testing a new 1911 pistol design. I said sure and asked who 
made it. The reply was Valtro and my head sank. You see I 
have seen the Valtro shotguns and have been less than 
impressed. The friend , whom I trust, said, "No, this is not 
like the shotguns. This is the best 1911 I have seen. It was 

designed by john Jardine." 
Hearing the john Jardine name got my interest. He is 

!mown for making outstanding custom 191 ls. Actually, that is 
not a good enough description of j ohn. john is Armand 
Swensen's nephew. Only John Browning himself knew more 
about the 1911 design than Swensen, so John comes from a 
good line. john, a pistolsmith for 35 years, with many of the 
years working with the Forty Five Master, has been working 
on improvements over his career and eventually had complete 
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drawings and specifications for the perfect production 1911. 
I met with john Jardine. john told me how he had worked 

on the new pistol for many years. Every time he found a new 
and improved way or part, he made the change to his "Perfect 
Pistol." Eventually he had the final design and needed some
one to build the pistol. john had been recently brought into 
the Valtro Company, as a consultant, to improve the quality 
of the weapons they make, so he turned to them for produc
tion of his new pistol. 

This was a time consuming process as john wanted com
plete control of everything from manufacturing process, 
materials used, to quality control, and all checks along the 
way. If it was going to be his design; it was going to be his 
quality. The pistol took four years to get into production and 
the first pistols recently arrived in America from Italy. 

john asked if I would give the pistol a run. We took a ran
dom sample out of the batch of 50 pistols. I opened the 
sealed new box and looked inside. My first impression was 
this was a custom pistol so the question was asked, "What is 
the difference between this and the production model?" john 
started laughing and said "It is the production model." 

We went to a local shooting range, with about 2,000 
rounds of mixed ammunition and 20 different magazines of 
various manufacturers. I brought along another manufactur
er's pistol that has a retail price of $1,400 for comparison. 
Another pistol I have great confidence in and has proven to 
be completely reliable. 

We loaded all the magazines and I started shooting; first , 
slow enough to get groups sizes. The Valtro would hold all 
shots out of a magazine in one hole when I did my part, at 
25 yards. This was from the standing position. In short, it 
was more accurate than I could ever shoot. It shot like a 
multi-thousand dollar custom, hand-fit pistol. It outshot the 
other manufacturer's pistol, easily. 

The Valtro had only two rounds that would not feed. I 
tried these two rounds in the other pistol and it would not 
chamber them either. A quick check revealed the rounds 
were oversized and poorly made. They were thrown away 
and the Valtro did not miss another beat. Now, before you say 
"Two thousand rounds is good, but no big deal," let me 
explain we did this in four hours, as fast as I could shoot and 
john could load. At one point the weapon was so hot I could 
only touch the back of the slide and grips. This did not seem 

to hurt performance as it kept on working perfectly. 
Now that we all know the Valtro will shoot and run like a 

sewing machine lets talk about what it is made of. Many 
weapons start out well, but down the road poor materials 
will give way and the whole thing will become an anchor. Not 
the Valtro. It is made of the finest materials available. john 
would not allow anything but the best in this. His name is in 
the balance. Valtro makes or designs and inspects every part 
of the weapon so they can keep quality control high. The pis
tol is of an updated Series 70-type design with solid match 
bushing, one-piece guide-rod. Series 70 type or not, this pis
tol is designed not to fire from firing pin strike if dropped. 
john has tested it 

The frame is made of 4 340 Nickle Chrome Molly steel. 
The front strap is checked 30 !pi. It has a higher than normal 
handcut. The dust cover is 1S-tl1ousandths thicker on the 
bottom and 10-thousandths thicker on the side. The extra 
weight and higher hand-cut add up to faster follow-up shots. 
Much of the frame is EDM machined for extremely smooth 
finish cuts and ultra-precision. It has a beveled magwell. 

The slide is also made of 4 340 Nickle Chrome Molly. It is 
30-thousandths thicker and has a thicker breach face. This 
extra weight and thicker breach face add up to faster shot 
recovery and increased durability. The front is serrated and 
has "French Borders" for increased hand-hold area. The slide 
is cut for a beefed-up target sight of Valtro's own manufac
ture. The sight looks like an improved Bomar to me. Night 
sights are an option. The front sight is dovetailed and pinned 
- it will not move on the slide without tools. 

The barrel is also of Valtro's manufacture. It is of the eight 
lands and grooves type. It is button rifled and held to with
in 2/lOths of a thousand straight over a 36-inch length. Made 
of 4150 Steel, it is extremely smooth and cleaned-up after 
2,000 rounds quickly. 

The hammer and sear pins are 
made of tool steel. The magazine 
spring housing and slide stop are 
made of Barstock and checkered at 
30 !pi The firing pin is made of 
PHI 7 SS HighShock Steel. It is made 
in the 38 Super diameter and has a 
heavier spring it will not allow 
primer flow or an accidental dis
charge if dropped. 

Cost: $1,199.00 retail. They are 
dealer-direct so no additional mid
dle man mark up should be added. 

When I first heard of the Valtro, I 
thought it would be another cheap 
1911 design. I could not have been 
more wrong. Since that first day, I 
have shot an additional two thou
sand rounds through the Valtro. It 
has not malfunctioned. I can shoot it 
faster than any other factory 1911 I 
have ever used. It is extremely accu

rate and it has replaced the other pistol for my duty and off
duty use. This was not a step taken lightly as I started with a 
1911 in my holster 20 years ago and have not been too quick 
to change pistols ever since. This is as fine a pistol, as any
one would ever need. 

For further information contact Valtro USA, Dept SOF, 
1281 Anderson Drive, San Rafael, CA 94901; phone: 415-
256-2575. )iZ 
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Kate Bell's Cactus Patch And The 
Battle Of Elwood Canyon 

First Sergeant Walter Newman, driving, and Captain Barney Hagen, CO of local 
artillery battery, take the measure of shell hole from Jap 5.5-inch naval round, one of 
dozens that littered the Elwood Oil Field after attack on Washington 's Birthday, 1942. 

BY FRANK HOPKINS 
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mericans hunkered around 
their radios, anxiously listen
ing to President Roosevelt's 
fireside chat, hoping for good 

news of the war, still less than three 
months old. It was the evening of 
Washington's Birthday, 23 February 
1942. Folks along the West Coast in 
particular earnestly hoped the 
President would indicate what plans 
had been made in the event of the antic
ipated Japanese attack on the American 
mainland. 

My friends . . . Washington'.s birth
day is a most appropriate time for us to 
talk with each other about things as 
they are today and things as we know 
they shall be . . . · 

While Americans broke bread to the 
fatherly voice of the President, a 348-
foot I-15 class Japanese submarine 
silently broke the surface of the Santa 
Barbara Channel, off the coast of 
Goleta, California. She was the I-17, 
who only 12 weeks earlier had joined 
in the extensive submarine patrols off 
Hawaii during the sneak attack on Pearl 
Harbor. Displacing 3,654 tons sub
merged, she had a surface cruising 
range of 16,000 miles at 16 knots and 
carried a crew of 85 to 94 officers and 
ratings, with enough fuel, ordnance and 
food aboard to cover 90 days of mar
itime marauding. 

Like all I-15 class subs, the I-17 
mounted a 5.5-inch (14cm) gun, the 
standard naval gun on Japanese 
destroyers. Launched in 1939, the I-17 
was a Type B-1, but differed from other 
I-15 class Type B-1 submarines in that 
she mounted her watertight hangar 
compartment aft of the conning tower. 
This seaplane hangar carried a GLEN 
amphibian bomber, which could carry 
two 170-pound bombs or alternate ord
nance, and was the type that would 
later bomb southern Oregon. The I-17 
had six forward torpedo tubes, and car
ried a basic load of 17 torpedoes. She 
had already torpedoed two freighters 
off the Oregon coast, and attacked the 
S.S. Emido off Cape Mendocino several 
weeks earlier. 

Less than a mile off shore, she drew 
a bead on the Elwood Oil Field with its 
large, vulnerable complex of derricks 
and refineries and the co-op tank farm 
at the crest of the hill. At 1907 hours 
she commenced firing from her deck 
gun. Sirens wailed an alarm but , 
unchallenged, the I-17 continued her 
barrage for nearly half an hour before 
she turned tail and retired to the west, 
on the surface and at high speed. 

Later that night, U.S . Navy short-

1c~FIELD 
GAS 

t" 
G.I. takes a break from the press (lower left} after Japanese naval attack on Elwood. He sits 
in shell crater - a near-miss of the 800,000-ga/lon of high-octane gasoline tank. Keystone 
Cops bombardment could have been catastrophic had this one round been 40 feet to the right. 

wave listeners at Pt. Arguello intercept
ed a message to Emperor Hirohito from 
the I-l 7's captain that the I-17 had "left 
Santa Barbara a seething mass of 
flames , with wild panic on shore." Two 
days later, UPI monitors heard Radio 
Tokyo advise the Japanese people that 
one of Japan's "daring underwater 
raiders had destroyed an important oil 
installation 20 miles [sic] west of Santa 
Barbara, which American radio and 
press agencies were keeping secret so 
as not to panic the public." 

Some time later, Domei, the official 
Japanese Government news agency, 
came out with the following account, 
purportedly based on an interview with a 
lieutenant who had been aboard the I-17: 

The initial eyewitness account of the 
sensational shelling of the Santa 
Barbara coastline by a Japanese subma
rine - a story that was carried by 
newspapers throughout the world for 
its significance as the first shelling of 
the American mainland by an Axis sub
marine - is reported by a Nichi Nichi 
correspondent who interviewed an offi
cer who participated in the raid. 

Describing the thrilling surprise 
assault in which militaiy objectives along 
the Santa Barbara coastline were dam
aged by gunfire, a lieutenant who pre
f erred to keep his name secret said that 
when the Japanese U-boat bobbed up off 
the California coastline there were no 
signs whatsoever of enemy patrol activity. 

With the raid being timed at night, he 
said, the illumination of the town of 

Santa Barbara and the twinkling of bea
con lights of oil storage tanks and der
ricks were clearly visible. Along the high
way speeding cars threw a glare of head
lights into the night and the entire coastal 
area presented a peaceful and wholly 
unwarlike scene. 

When the first shots were fired from 
the submarine, the lieutenant continued, 
there were immediate signs of consterna
tion and those on the U-boat heard the 
distant sound of shrieking sirens. 

Everyone on board completely forgot 
the hardships they had encountered in 
making the crossing from japan when the 
first shell shattered the night and when 
the second and third shots set targets on 
fire all the crew danced with joy and 
threw their am1s around each other. 

Prior to this "scoop" from Domei, 
Japanese papers reported Santa Barbara 
to have been wiped off the map, a story 
that gave American headline writers a 
much-needed opportunity for comic 
relief in a new war that thus far had not 
been going our way. 

Commander Kozo Returns 
At the helm of the I-17 during this 

sneak attack on Elwood was 
Commander Kozo Nishino. That he 
was in command, and that he had 
selected the Elwood complex as his tar
get, held a certain bitter irony, as 
Nishino was no stranger there. The 
unlikely chain of events that brought 
him back to bombard Elwood started in 
1920, when Mrs. Kate Den Bell -
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patriarch of the Den family who were 
grantees of the Dos Pueblos Rancho in 
1842 - staged a family reunion on the 
beach at the mouth of Elwood Canyon. 
She had planted a prickly pear cactus 
and she told her clan, "drill a well near 
that cactus and you will strike an oil 
gusher!" Her prophecy came true in 
1926, when the wildcat well Lutton
Bell No. 1 came in at 12,000 barrels a 
day, opening the fabulous Elwood oil 
field that which would produce more 
than 100,000,000 barrels. 

Charles S. Jones, later president of 
Richfield, related in 1956 how it had 
been company policy in the 1930s to 
extend local hospitality to the captain 
of foreign tankers that came to Elwood. 
Jones told how several years after the 
Elwood oil field came in, a Japanese 
tanker was there taking on crude. Its 
commanding officer was Captain Kozo 
Nishino, who was greeted with ceremo
ny and welcomed ashore by Jones. 
Research by some authors indicates 
that Nishino was in the Japanese sub
marine service from his enlistment in 
1917 until his retirement after World 
War II. Assuming the first-person 
account of Mr. Jones and the archival 
research are both correct, and bearing 
in mind that even in this time frame the 
Japanese were preparing for war with 
the United States, it is plausible that 
Capt. Nishino in his role as a sub
mariner was skippering this tanker to 
foreign ports in an intelligence capacity. 

At any rate, Jones related how Capt. 
Nishino walked over to investigate Kate 
Bell's cactus patch. In this time frame 
both the Americans and the Japanese 

, were of the opinion that they were a 
superior race to the other. One strength 
the Yanks had, however, and perhaps a 
corresponding weakness in Oriental 
cultures, was an American's ability to 
laugh at himself. Save politicians , 
preachers and prostitutes, Americans 
seldom worried much about saving 
face. No so the Japanese: A grave loss of 
face could be a serious matter. 

So as this officer in Hi~ Imperial 
Majesty's Navy leaned over the protec
tive iron fence to examine the cactus, 
destiny tipped the scales and over he 
went, headlong into the spiny jungle. 
Such would have been indignity 
enough in private, but fate added salt to 
the wound by having a roguish gallery 
of roughnecks on a nearby derrick wit
ness - with profound relish and gen
eral merriment - the unfortunate inci
dent. "It was one of the most excruciat
ing moments I can remember," Jones 
said. "It cost our Japanese skipper an 

SS 

Capt. Hagen examines splintered hole made by 
Japanese 5.5-inch round that came down 
through derrick dock at Elwood. Attack made 
many holes, but inaccurate fire and detective 
ordnance caused little damage. (inset) In this 
1948 photo, Colonel Hagen wears Purple Heart, 
only one awarded tor WWII service CONUS, 
result of exploding dud fuse. 

unbearable loss of face. He left us in a 
polite but grim mood, but 10 years later 
he returned as captain of the enemy 
submarine which shelled the very 
scene of his humiliation .... "As Japan 
had been considering war with the 
United States a possibility since the 
Nipponese warlords drew up the secret 
Tanaka Memorial in 1927, it is possible 
that at this moment the seeds of the 
attack on Elwood were planted. 

That this installation, although 
strategic, was targeted by the Imperial 
Navy in February of 1942 was more a 
reactionary than a strategic move. 
American shipping had fallen victim to 
Japanese submarine attacks within 
hours of the attack on Pearl Harbor, 
when I-17 sank the S.S. Cynthia Olson 
midway between Honolulu and San 
Jose. For the next few days the 
Japanese sub fleet played hide-and-seek 
with U.S. warships, and planes from 
the U.S.S. Enterprise spotted and sank 
the I-70. The I-17 and eight sister ships 
were designated a submarine task force 
detachment and spread east across the 
Pacific. While looking for U.S. war
ships, they engaged targets of opportu
nity - unarmed American merchant 
vessels under way to the West Coast. 

The Japanese task force detachment 
sank the S.S. Lahaina northwest of 
Hawaii on 11 December, the S.S. Manini 

near Honolulu on 17 December, and the 
U.S . Prusa south of Hawaii on 18 
December .. The I-23 patrolled off San 
Francisco, and attacked the tanker 
Agriworld near Santa Cruz. The I-17 
attacked the tanker S.S. Emido off Cape 
Mendocino on 20 December. In addi
tion, the Samoa, Montebello , Absaroka 
and Larry Doheny were all attacked off 
the California coast before Christmas. 
The Larry Doheny survived that attack, 
but was later to fall prey to the I-25, the 
Japanese marauder who shelled the 
Oregon coast and launched her GLEN 
to bomb southern Oregon during the 
following months. The I-17 was off the 
central Oregon coast on 21 December 
1941 , where she sank a merchant 
tanker. 

"Melly Clistmas," Yankee Dogs 
A large-scale, orchestrated attack 

was planned on American coastal cities, 
or their nearest lighthouse, for 
Christmas Eve, 1941. Nine Japanese 
subs, seven of which carried GLEN light 
amphibian bombers, were positioned as 
follows: I-26 off Cape Flattery in the 
Strait of Juan de Fuca, 1-25 off Cape 
Disappointment at the mouth of the 
Columbia River, I-9 off Cape Blanco, 1-
17 off Cape Mendocino, I-15 off San 
Francisco, I-23 off Monterey Bay, I-21 
off Estero Bay, I-19 off Los Angeles, and 
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I-10 off San Diego. Tokyo hoped that 
large-scale shelling would create fear 
and confusion among the American peo
ple and cause the United States to hold 
back crucial naval, air and land forces 
for the defense of the American main
land, which then could not be used 
against the Japanese in the Pacific. 

But this Christmas surprise was not 
to be, as the week before Christmas the 
Japanese Submarine Force Department 
ordered the sub fleet back to the safety 
of Kwajalein. Americans had mobilized 
virtually everything that could fly or 
float to patrol the West Coast after the 
Japanese sub attacks on American ship
ping in Hawaiian waters , and the 
Japanese did not want to risk their dar
ing undersea raiders to these "very 
severe" counter-measures. In other 
words, if you're going to fight back, 
then we don't want to play anymore. 

As a result of calling the sub fleet 
back to Kwaj, when the U.S.S. Dolphin 
surfaced off Kwajalein on a 17 January 
1942 recon mission, she was able to 
report the atoll was lightly defended 
and its lagoon contained a large con
centration of Japanese ships - includ
ing a flotilla of submarines. So the car
rier Enterplise and other vessels com
prising a section of Task Force 8 
launched an attack from 150 miles out 
with nine torpedo bombers and 3 7 dive 
bombers. They sank a transport and a 
sub-chaser, severely damaged half a 
dozen other ships including one laden 

with explosives and ammo, destroyed 
18 aircraft and killed some 90 men -
including the area commander, Admiral 
Yashiro. 

This successful Yankee tit required a 
tat, and the I-17 with Commander 
Nishino as captain immediately left 
Kwajalein in search of the carrier respon
sible for the attack. They searched for a 
week with no contact, edging ever east
ward past the tip of Hawaii, and about 20 
February they made landfall off the coast 
of San Diego, looking for something, even 
a large merchantman, to shoot at. 
Nishino received a message to shoot up a 
shore-side factory or other likely installa
tion to entice American warships - pre
sumed to be up north - to come within 
range of his torpedoes, while the I-17 lay 
in ambush. Captain Nishino had just 
such a target in mind. 

Oddly enough, after the attack the I-
1 7 did not linger in wait for a target but 
returned to Yokosuka for refueling and 
repairs - possibly because, as we shall 
see, no flotilla of warships and very little 
else came to the rescue of Goleta, or per
haps simply to repair its ailing starboard 
engine. Japanese records reflect that "en 
route [leaving] she met an ·enemy 
destroyer hurrying to the scene of the 
action, but slipped by unnoticed" - an 
apparent contradiction to her stated mis
sion, but perhaps the colorful reports 
radioed to Tokyo from the I-17 after the 
attack caused them to recall her in the 
belief proper satisfaction had been 

Only round to cause more than souvenir damage was one that came down through house 
on No. 17 and cracked pump gearbox, but did not put it off-line. Here Deputy Fire Chief 
Albert Brotherton inspects holes from shell fragments. (right) Capt. Hagen shows reporters 
tin rooting damaged by shell fragments. In background is splintered catwalk. After war, 
"Timbers" restaurant was built, featuring such damaged lumber as historical decor. 
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achieved for our attack on Kwajalein. 
At any rate, by 23 February Nishino 

had maneuvered through the Santa 
Barbara Channel and lay off the Elwood 
oil field . Now on the surface to repair 
the starboard engine, he probed close to 
shore, then lay back to see if there was 
to be any reaction. Of course not. The I-
17 then crept in close at periscope 
depth, backed off to 8 miles and sur
faced as Gunnery Officer Lt. j .g. 
Shimada and five gunners prepared the 
5.5-inch gun for action. Engineering offi
cer Lt.Yamazaki continued to work on 
the starboard engine as the Bankline Oil 
Company installations hove into view. 

Thus it came to pass that at sunset 
some years after Captain Nishino tum
bled into Kate Bell's cactus patch, he 
was again at the mouth of Elwood 
canyon, and just before sunset, Dr. 
William M. Moffatt, a volunteer subma
rine spotter at Hope Ranch on the coast 
west of Santa Barbara, observed three 
large submarines surface; one off 
Elwood Canyon, one off Moore Mesa, 
and one further out in the channel near 
San Miguel Island. He watched as they 
commenced firing - the first naval 
attack on the United States mainland 
since the war of 1812. 

Varying Accounts 
Eyewitness reports and official 

records vary as to how many rounds 
were actually fired. A quasi-official his
tory written by Mochitsura Hashimoto, 
a former submarine commander, stated 
that only submarine I-17 was involved 
and she fired 10 rounds and retired. 
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Captain Nobukiyo Nambu, then execu
tive officer on the 1-17, stated in 1963 
that his gunners had fired 20 rounds in 
some three minutes. Witnesses in 
Goleta generally agreed that 30 or more 
rounds had been fired. An employee of 
the Santa Barbara News-Press who was 
delivering papers at the Trout Club 
counted 29 muzzle flashes. 

He called his newspaper and the 
somnambulant night editor told him 
"You're loco!" and hung up. A local cafe 
owner called the night editor at the 
News-Press a second time and told him 
shells were whizzing over her restau
rant at about one round per minute, 
whereupon he realized the scoop of the 
century was happening in his back yard 
and dispatched their sports editor and 
a photographer. 

Early newspaper reports estimated a 
dozen or 15 rounds fired, counting 
craters by early light of the following 
dawn. Japanese plans had called for fir
ing 20 rounds, unless they met with an 
active defense, in which case they were 
to retire early. 

The exact number of rounds fired 
may be moot, but that the fire was wild
ly ineffective is not. Of the rounds fired 
- enthusiastic Japanese reports to 
home notwithstanding - of those that 
did explode, only one caused notable 
damage. This round came down 
through a shed and catwalk at lutton
Bell No .17, exploded, and sent a shell 
fragment into the cast-iron gear hous
ing on the pump. Although an estimat
ed $500 worth of damage was done, the 
pump was not out of action. 

One round ricocheted off a pipeline 
but failed to explode. Kate Bell's cactus 
patch was spared. No fires were start
ed. Some off-duty G.I.s made an extra 
buck by policing up fragments and sell
ing them to the tourists who lined 
Highway 101. Although there were sev
eral dozen men working in the oil field, 
no one was injured at the time of the 
shelling. local livestock, it seems, was 
more panicked by the shelling than 
most residents. 

Reports of how many subs were 
actually involved also vary. Volunteer 
spotter Mrs. Fredericka Moffatt filed a 
sworn affidavit at war's end stating that 
Lt. George Gorman, officer in charge of 
Naval Intelligence at Santa Barbara, 
had called her the morning after the 
attack and "asked if we minded very 
much not mentioning the fact that there 
had been three submarines involved 
until it was officially released by the 
Navy ... by July 1941 it was common 
gossip around town that there had been 
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three submarines involved ... it is now 
September 1945 and ... neither the 
Army nor the Navy have released for 
publication the true story .... " 

In fact, during the week of 16 
February, fishermen and shore patrols 
reported seeing surfaced submarines 
off the Barnsdall pier, with men around 
their deck guns. Lt. Gorman duly 
reported this intelligence to 11th Naval 
District HQ in San Diego. By the time 
two patrol planes came, the sub was 
gone. later in the week Gorman came 
to Elwood in time to watch for himself 
as a sub submerged. On reporting this 
also to San Diego, the brass advised 
him, "stop sending us these submarine
sighting stories - the coast is full of 
California gray whales. That is what 
you're seeing, not subs." Knowing bet
ter, Gorman responded, "a whale is 20 
feet long, this sub is 300 feet long" 
(plus common varieties of whale do not 
mount deck guns). But, convinced of no 
lingering threat, higher headquarters 
withdrew the Coast Guard patrol cutter 
on 22 February. 

There is no doubt that Elwood 
Canyon and environs were an impor
tant, and vulnerable, target. This was 
one of the most important and strategi
cally located oil fields in the United 
States. Several oil companies held leas
es, including Bankline, Barnsdall, Rio 
Grande and Signal, and their refineries 
and tank farms were a landmark that 
could be seen for miles out to sea. The 
Barnsdall absorption plant and two 
80,000-gallon gasoline storage tanks, 

plus many huge crude oil storage tanks 
at the cooperative tank farm, and the 
railway overpasses and bridges on 
Highway 101, comprised a massed tar
get worthy of defense, and seemingly 
hard to miss. 

Anybody Home? 
Unfortunately, there was very little 

defending accomplished. The only 
counter-battery came from a sergeant 
and two privates stationed at Coal Oil 
Point, who fired their Ml rifles in the 
direction of at submarine I-17. The 
county Civil Defense chief was among 
patrons listening to FDR at a roadside 
diner and heard the noise, but dis
missed it as coastal defense practice 
and went home. Just after he left, the 
news circulation man rushed in with 
word he had seen "an enemy subma
rine shooting at us, plain as day," and 
the Civil Defense chief had to learn 
about the attack from the next day's 
papers. lower level CD volunteers, 
however, were more on the ball. 

Air-raid sirens sounded almost 
immediately. The Home Guards mus
tered and manned defenses at strategic 
points in and around the county. One of 
the rifle-packing civilians deployed 
along the beach was former State 
Senator Alvin C. Weingand. In an inter
view in the '60s, Weingand noted "that 
shows you how thin our front line of 
defense was that night if the Japanese 

Vulnerable Elwood complex as viewed from Highway 101 the day after attack. Aggregate 
damage was estimated at less than $500 - enterprising G.l.s sold shell fragments (inset) 
to tourists for more than that. 
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had followed up with a full-scale inva
sion attempt." 

An immediate blackout was put into 
effect from Ventura to Gaviota, then 
expanded to Santa Maria until the "all 
clear" sounded shortly after midnight. 
Gutsy waitresses at Wheeler's Inn on 
Highway 101 stopped traffic and told 
drivers to douse their lights. The air
port at Goleta was immediately 
blacked-out - except for a bright red 
beacon that had been installed earlier 
in the day. Engineers could not find the 
new switch, nor the power lines that 
fed it. It shone brightly for several 
hours after the attack, until someone 
shot it out in disgust. 

A volunteer aircraft spotter at a 
lookout point on Tecolote ranch 
phoned Army Flash No. 82261 to the 
West Los Angeles Filter Center several 
minutes after the bombardment began, 
then relaxed safe in the knowledge that 
within minutes planes from Bakersfield 
would swoop in and blast the dastardly 
Japanese out of the water. However, it 
was not until around 2200 that the 
American planes came to the defense of 
their coastline, and by then there was 
naught to do but drop flares along the 
Santa Barbara channel in case the 1-17 
or its cohorts were still be lurking. The 
few military personnel remaining at 
Elwood were unable to contact higher 
headquarters as the telephone lines 
were jammed with calls to police and 
operators, from people wanting to 
know what was going on. 

The next day's local press assured 
the folks with headlines such as 
"Military Takes Charge At Site." The 
handful of Army personnel in the area 
were put on immediate guard duty, and 
within hours Battery A of the 14 3rd 
Field Artillery returned to Goleta and 
took care of keeping sightseers away 
from the area. CO was Capt. Barnard E. 
Hagen, who took charge of policing up 
duds, of which there appeared to be a 
preponderance (some estimates ranged 
as high as four out of five), scattered up 
to 4 miles away from the assumed tar
gets at the Elwood complex. 

Lonely Purple Hearts Club 
The only casualty to enemy action 

(and the only Purple Heart of World 
War 11 to be awarded for service 
CONUS) was Hagen. He and Sergeant 
Walter Newman had defused one par
ticular dud, which Naval Ordnance men 
took away, leaving the damaged and 
sensitive fuse assembly. When Hagen 
detonated the fuse assembly a large 
chunk of it found its way out of the bar-

ricade and buried itself in Hagen's thigh. 
Hagen spent six weeks in the hospital, 
but due to its location doctors decided 
to leave the metal where it was. When 
interviewed by this writer, Col. Hagen 
noted that it still bothers him some ... 
when he tries to go through an airport 
metal detector. In 1955, during the 
Refugio fire, explosions in the burning 
brush were thought to be undiscovered 
duds that had been rusting in the under
growth all those years. 

One of the obvious, and lingering, 
questions history asks of the Battle of 
Elwood Canyon is, why no effective mil
itary response? G.l.s fired their Garands 
at an impossible target a mile away and 
frustrated civilians shook their fists into 
a darkening sky, but other than that, the 
Japanese's leisurely bombardment went 
totally unchallenged. Virtually unac
knowledged at the time, except for 
sirens and civilian volunteers, leaving 
room for later conspiracy revisionists to 
conclude the American government was 
in on it. American defenses on the coast 
were spread mighty thin, but Naval 
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The only 1-15 class sub to 
survive the war, the 1-36 
swings on the hook (bottom 
center) at Kure in December 
1945. She had been convert
ed to carry four suicide subs. 
Sister ship 1-17, which at
tacked Goleta, was sunk in 
1943. (inset) 1-15 class subs 
featured a watertight hangar 
and could launch GLEN 
bombers for missions inland; 
were lifted from water for 
stowage after mission. 

Intelligence had been warned a week 
earlier of submarine sightings off the oil 
pier, and 1-17 had already sunk two 
freighters off the Oregon coast and 
attacked the Emido et al. 

"One question never satisfactorily 
answered," George Edmonds of the 
News-Press is quoted, "was why the 
Marine combat pilots at Goleta - sta
tioned on what is now the campus of 
the Santa Barbara branch of UC -
were not given the order (or authority) 
to 'seek out and destroy' the invading 
sub." Perhaps there is a natural law of 
history which decrees that if Boffin No. 
1 takes the trouble of a submarine 
crossing the Pacific to attack a large and 
juicy target point blank and not only 
misses practically every target, but half 
the rounds that do come close don't 
even go off, then it is arranged that 
Boffin No. 2 is not permitted to mount 
an effective defense, since the attack 
was merely counting coup and not dam
aging, and the Grand Scheme of 

Continued on page 66 
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THE 2000 IDPA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP 
[standings for first 3 places in division and class) 

DIVICLRSS Full Name Time 

COP/MA Rob Leatham 179.92 
COP/MA John Shaw 186.79 
COP/MA Bill Wilson 194.35 
COP/MA Gregory Martin 201.76 

COP/EX Ryan Wilson 216.73 
COP/EX Tony Rook 217.48 
COP/EX Johnny Van Etta 224.38 

COP/SS Jason Reinke 254.46 
COP/SS Lance Gilbertason 272.17 
COP/SS John May 272.65 

COP/MM Garth Peterson 286.22 
COP/MM Paul Ertsgaard 287.00 
COP/MM Dana Lake 291.18 

CHAMPION ESP/MA D.R. Middlebrooks 
1. ESP/MA Scott Warren 
2. ESP/MA Larry Vickers 
3. ESP/MA David Bderton 

1. ESP/EX Curt Nichols 
2. ESP/EX Richard Bodie 
3. ESP/EX Bobby Spradlin 

ESP/SS Clark Biema 
ESP/SS Richard Heinle 
ESP/SS F.L Hamilton 

ESP/MM Brent McDade 
ESP/MM Kirk Blair 
ESP/MM Stoy Long 

SSP/MA Ernest Langdon 176.4 1 
SSP/MA David Sevigny 177.17 
SSP/MA Tom Yost 194.23 
SSP/MA Richard Dary 195.87 

SSP/EX Tony Phan 212.52 
SSP/EX Jerry Biggs 221.69 
SSP/EX Jeff Dammeyer 225.77 

SSP/SS Monico Meneses 235.77 
SSP/SS Travis Inouye 243.87 
SSP/SS Jim Cowan 247.17 

SSP/MM Daniel Mercer 263.59 
SSP/MM John Bertetich 286.17 
SSP/MM Roy Mercer 293.49 

SSR/MA Alex Zimmerman 206.26 
SSR/MA William Rudder 210.99 
SSR/MA James Stout 233.49 
SSR/MA Morgan Dague 245.47 

SSR/EX Lee Jason 249.10 
SSR/EX David Jackson 255.52 
SSR/EX George Bagley 375.86 

SSR/SS Chester Terry 278.98 
SSR/SS Ted Murphy 279.30 
SSR/SS Charles Roper 290.03 

SSR/MM Craig Bishop 308.47 
SSR/MM Jeff McDonald 336.23 
SSR/MM Jason Jenkins 340.35 

ADDITIONAL AWARDS .. . 

HIGH INTERNATIONAL 
Ra jko Roseto 279.39 ESP 

HIGH LADY 
Joyce Fowler 259.22 ESP 

HIGH GUN PRESS 
Bruce Gray 236.27 ESP 

HIGH SENIOR 
John Sayle 2 15.98 ESP 

HIGH GUN INDUSTRY 
Ernest Langdon 176.41 SSP 

HIGH LAW ENFORCEMENT 
Scott Warren 182.66 ESP 







Soviet Sniper Jlmmo 
Continued from page 39 

usually enough time to make a quick cor
rection and get another round off. On tar
get he felt the 7Nl was very effective, 
even at the extreme ranges encountered 
in Afghanistan. Interestingly, while he is 
quite familiar with current Western bolt
action sniper rifles , he said if had to go 
back into combat he would choose the 
SVD over a bolt gun. 

When all is said and done though the 
value of a sniper rifle is measured by one 
thing: how well it shoots. So to test it 
ourselves we packed up an SVD and 
headed to the range. Shooting various 
ball loads through my test SVD yielded 
poor results. Group size ran 2+ inches 
for 5 shot groups at 100 yards, big 
enough to make a sniper puke. However, 
in reality this is not so different than 
shooting M-80 ball through an M-24. 

More than a case of original Soviet 
7Nl ammunition that had been captured 
by the Israelis was provided by Matthew 
Renz. Manufactured at Factory 188 in 
1981, it came in its original wooden 
shipping crate, with two hermetically 
sealed cans containing 440 rounds each. 
An additional 100 rounds dated 1990 
were also provided. This load was 
specifically designed to improve the 
accuracy of the SVD, and it does. 

Shooting prone off a pack group size 
went from 2 inches-plus at 100 yards 
with ball to sub-MOA at 300 yards 
with 7Nl. Recoil, muzzle blast, and 
ejection pattern however were identi
cal to ball. No functioning problems 
were experienced; the SVD running 
flawlessly throughout testing. Recoil 
was light with good shot to shot recov
ery. While not as accurate as my 
Remington 700P, it is interesting to 
note the change in personality of the 
SVD by simply switching ammunition. 
Limited testing at 600 yards on a KD 
range gave five-shot groups in the 1 
MOA range. However at this distance 
the 4x PS0-1 is admittedly becoming a 
serious handicap for shooting tight 
groups. Still this is much better perfor
mance than this rifle is credited with 
being capable of. 

The story doesn't end there though. 
In a recent interview I had with Nikolai 
Bezborodov the Chief Designer at IZH
MASH OJSC in Izhevsk, Russia I asked 
him about the latest load developed 
expressly for the SVD. He seemed sur
prised that I knew of it, and while close
mouthed due to it being a brand new 
military development we did find out 
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the basics. Designated 7N 14 it consists 
of a 151-grain FMJBT projectile with a 
lead core. He stated that the newer 7Nl 4 
was more accurate than the 7Nl. Muzzle 
velocity is the same at 2, 723 fps . 

Little is known about this newer 
load, although Leroy Thompson has 
commented on its accuracy. Additional
ly, the Russians have also developed a 
sniper load featuring a 200 grain FMJBT 
Match projectile. Developed expressly 
for use in the new SV-98 sniper rifle, it 
seems intended to give superior velocity 
and energy retention, wind bucking, and 
accuracy at long range. Muzzle velocity 
is listed as 2,460 fps. This is a brand 
new load, the SV-98 design is still being 
refined, but it appears to be quite simi
lar to a 200-grain "Extra" Match load 
that has been around for quite some 
time. Nikolai Bezborodov commented 
that only one ammunition factory pro
duced sniper cartridges. All the Extra, as 
well as all the sniper cartridges that I 
have examined and fired, were produced 
by Factory 188. This factory is believed 
to be located in Novosibirsk. 

While admittedly long in the tooth, 
the rimmed 7.62x54R cartridge is 
nonetheless still capable of superb 
accuracy. Using the 7.62x54R Extra in 
conjunction with Record-CISM rifles 
the national select of the Armed Forces 
of Russia won the International 
Military Games in 1995 and the World 
Championship in 1996. For more seri
ous work, the 7.62x54R sniper loads do 
perform their intended function . They 
increase not only the accuracy of the 
SVD, but its lethality as well. A so 
equipped skilled marksman should be 
considered a viable threat at 800+ 
meters. Continually refined and "mod
ernized" by the Russians the SVD will 
soldier-on for the foreseeable future . 
We now know that the same holds true 
for the 7.62x54R sniper loads that were 
a mystery for so long. 

Acknowledgments: Thanks to Mat
thew Renz for his help acquiring the 
Soviet 7Nl ammunition used for test
ing. Paul J. Martin for the research he 
shared; Carl Starke for his projectile 
evaluation; Marc Krebs for the loan of 
the SVDs and technical info; Alan Halla 
for his technical advice; and Donald 
Heald IV for the countless days spent 
on the range with me. Special thanks to 
Mark Vorobiev for sharing his experi
ences in the service of his country. 

David M. Fortier, a long time SOF 
reader, is a freelance writer/ photograph
er and student off oreign small arms. ~ 

Enemy lit The Gates 
Continued from page 61 

History does not require a yang where 
there really was no solid yin. 

Murphy At Work 
Speculative predestination aside, 

during the week before the attack sev
eral significant but apparently legiti
mate events converged to assure there 
would be no effective defense available 
at Elwood Canyon on 23 February. 
Battery A, 143rd Field Artillery, 65th 
Brigade, 40th Infantry Division, which 
had been sited at Coal Oil Point near 
the Barnsdall plant, had retired from 
their base camp at Goleta to Griffith 
Park, in Los Angeles, with their guns, 
leaving the site ready for immediate re
occupation. When word reached them 
at Griffith Park, they were underway 
within minutes, and made the 123-mile 
run back to Goleta with a police escort 
- over 40 miles of it in black-out - in 
about two-and-a-half hours. Although 
in place by 2205, by then the I-17 was 
safely at sea. The Coast Guard cutter 
had been withdrawn the day before. 

The second question is, how in the 
world - unless they really were work
ing on behalf of a Buy U.S. War Bonds 
drive (a favorite theory of the conspira
cy revisionists) - could the Japanese 
have missed such a turkey shoot of 
prime and vulnerable targets at essen
tially point-blank range? Witnesses 
noted that the sea was glass-smooth, 
and the gunners took plenty of time, 
remaining on the surface in view of 
shore observers for half an hour. 

The Japanese shells, those that 
exploded and those which did not, 
sprayed the landscape from water's 
edge to Tecolote Embarcadero Ranch 
and the Wade homestead up 
Winchester Canyon, 4 miles away as 
the crow flies . Shells screaming over 
Elwood Canyon stampeded Russel 
Dory's dairy herd - and his Okie milk
ing crews - and neither ever returned. 

While the morning after the raid 
found the Army policing up duds and 
trying to locate some damage, the Navy 
launched a vengeful and ever-widening 
search of the Pacific to locate the 
marauder who had "with diabolical 
cunning and boldness .. . struck as the 
whole nation was listening to the 
President's report to the nation on the 
war. " But the I-17 escaped unharmed. 

In his book Sunk Capt. Hashimoto 
noted in regards to the Japanese subma
rine attacks along the U.S. coastline, 
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Hawaii and elsewhere that "the position 
of the fall of shot of the first round was 
somewhat problematical in view of the 
inevitable errors involved. Therefore it 
was quite useless to aim for a small tar
get, and the usual practice was to plas
ter a particular area with the idea of 
frightening the populace." You know, 
sort oflike the Doolittle Raids. But prac
tically point blank at a target the size of 
the Elwood complex? It must have 
taken superior gunnery to not hit any
thing worthwhile. 

When 30 years ago Captain Nambu 
gave the ''.Japanese side to the 'Battle of 
Elwood' " in Tokyo, he not only stated 
they fired 20 rounds in three minutes -
now there's an Olympic gunnery crew -
but that he submerged because he heard 
the roar of American planes approach
ing. Witnesses, and records, reflect that 
the 1-17 retired on the surface, and of 
course the bombers didn't arrive from 
Bakersfield until three hours later. This 
did not prevent Capt. Nambu from 
remembering, however, that the 1-17 
also towed a fake bamboo periscope (a 
common ploy) and successfully 
decoyed the depth charges dropped 
from the vengeful U.S. planes [sic] . 

Perhaps this bit of history lite should 
simply note that it is difficult to lay 
artillery when the fire base is bobbing and 
weaving in the water, calm seas or not. 
And if the reliability of the Japanese pro
pellant charges were akin to the reliability 
of the explosive charges that refused to 
go off on impact, then any gunnery 
crew would have its work cut out for it. 

Having shot up Elwood and made 
good its escape, Japanese logs record 
that the 1-17 returned to Yokosuka for 
permanent starboard engine repairs , 
then refueled and cruised the Aleutians 
to harass Allied shipping in Alaskan 
waters . Her final tour of duty was off 
New Caledonia, where on 19 August 
1943, she became engaged in a surface 
battle with a New Zealand minesweep
er and two shore-based U.S. Navy 
planes, and was sunk. Only six crew
men were rescued. Captain Nishino is 
believed to have died peacefully in 
Japan, in 1956. 

Almost all the players in this drama 
have passed on, and the oil field has 
petered out. Brush and erosion have 
covered the scars that dotted the hills 
above Elwood beach. But Kate Bell's 
cactus patch, having long since escaped 
the confines of the iron fence , thrives to 
this day. 

Franh Hopkins is a frequent contribu
tor to SOE ~ 

SWITCHBLADE -AUTOMATIC KNIFE COLLECTORS! 
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PROFESSIONAL LOCKSMITHING TOO LS 
MONTHLY SPECIAL 

RECEIVE A COMBINATION SET 
(INCLUDES 5 ITEMS) 

1-MD-16 DELUXE SET 

1- SCHALGE WAFER SET 

1-SESAMEE DECODER 

1- WKS PICKS 
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~R 
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1-LOCKGUN 
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Get Your Gear 
Continued from page 12 

modern wilderness and outdoor medi
cine. He has revolutionized the first-aid 
kit industry by adapting the latest 
emergency medicine practices to out
door environments. His innovations in 
wilderness medical kits have continual
ly raised the industry standards for out
door first-aid kits and founder of 
Adventure Medical Kits, first-aid kits 
which are designed for specific outdoor 
activities such as cycling, climbing, 
mountaineering, mountain biking, 
mountain rescue, ski patrols , paddling 
or kayaking, boating or sailing, and the 
list keeps going on. 

My favorite is the Mountain Medic 
tm which is suggested for Paramedics 
& EMTs, mountaineering expeditions 
and professional rescue squads. It mea
sures I 7" x 11" x 5" and weighs 5 
pounds. I won't get into everything the 
kit includes, but its component systems 
are: oral and nasal airway kits, blood 
pressure cuff, stethoscope, flashlight, 
oral rehydration salts, glucose paste, 
deluxe wound management, advanced 
blister materials , deluxe burn materials 
with Water Gel® burn dressing, deluxe 
trauma materials with Bloodstopper® 
dressing, deluxe infectious control with 
laerdal® pocketmask, and deluxe med
ical instruments with scalpel and digi
tal thermometers. I'm not really doing 
justice to the kit contents as space con
siderations won't allow it. 

But perhaps the best part of the kit 
might just be the two books which come 
as part of the kit. The first, which is 
written by Eric A. Weiss, M.D. , is A 
Comprehensive Guide to Wilderness & 
Travel Medicine with the most up-to
date information on wilderness and 
travel medicine, improvised techniques , 
when to worry, recommended prescrip
tion medications and guide for using the 
kit's contents. Also included is the Life
Threatening Emergency Guide. Read the 
books in between your outdoor adven
.tures because, like the army medic, 
you'll be better prepared for an emer
gency. As I said, it's not enough to just 
have the equipment in-hand you've also 
got to know how to use it. 

For more information on their full 
line of first-aid kits, contact Adventure 
Medical Kits, P.O. Box 43309 , Dept. 
SOF, Oakland, CA 94624; phone: (800) 
324-3517; fax: (510) 261-7419; e-mail: 
questions@ adventuremedicalkits.com, 
or visit their website at www.adven
turemedicalkits.com . ~ 
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I Was There 
Continued from page 29 

I reached the kid first just as he 
was trying to climb to his feet. A hard 
kick sent him head over heels into the 
dirt, and follow-up kicks kept him 
from getting up. When Brett caught 
up a few seconds later, we both leaped 
on the guy and rained wild punches 
and kicks on him. The prisoner fought 
back despera tely with his cuffed 
hands and bare feet , not in an attempt 
to escape, but to survive our terrible 
onslaught. And the more he fought to 
defend himself, the more we attacked 
as if possessed. We yelled and cursed 
and punched and kicked. As the pris
oner's fight began to weaken, ours 
grew stronger, but only for a moment 
before Brett and I grew so weak we 
could beat him no more. Spent, we 
collapsed across the prisoners bleed
ing semiconscious body. 

The three of us laid together for sev
eral seconds, chests heaving, coughing 
and pouring sweat through our 
fatigues. Beneath us , the prisoner 
whimpered and moaned as blood 
streamed from his nose and mouth. 
After two minutes passed - or maybe 
20 - Brett sat up and removed a plas
tic handcuff strip from his pants pock
et. I feebly restrained the man's legs 
while he wrapped the cuff around the 
kid's ankles, an unnecessary precaution 
since he was too injured to run anyway. 
After he was bound, Brett and I sat in 
the dirt for a moment, letting our 
breathing return to normal and looking 
at our prisoner. 

"How we going to get him back to 
the jeep?" I wheezed. 

"I've already thought of that," Brett 
said, struggling to his feet. He stag
gered over to an old mamasan who had 
been watching us from a short distance 
away as she balanced a long pole across 
her shoulders, a bucket of water hang
ing from each end. Brett talked to her 
for a moment, pointing once toward the 
prisoner and once toward me. She nod
ded, lowered the pole from her shoul
ders to set the buckets on the ground, 
and then slid the pole away from their 
handles. She handed it to Brett as he 
handed her a coin. 

"I've rented us a prisoner transport 
system," he said proudly on his return. 

1 didn't immediately understand 
until he ran one end under the prison
er's plastic ankle cuff and the other 
through his wrist cuff, slinging him like 
a slain deer. We lifted the pole, placing 

an end on each of our shoulders , and 
began walking down the alley, the pris
oner's sagging rear bumping the ground 
with our every step. The old woman 
trailed behind us, calling for everyone 
to look, so that by the time we got back 
to the street, we had an entourage of 20 
chattering Vietnamese. 

We carried our prized catch through 
the traffic jam, which had just 
unclogged and was moving at a snail's 
pace. Our jeep, left in the middle of the 
street, was now causing most of the 
problems as a myriad of vehicles strug
gled to maneuver around it, including a 
large, blue American military bus with 
a sign over its front window that read 
"Bien Hoa Airport." 

The bus was crowded with freshly 
arrived G.I.s from the United States. 
Their virgin faces pressed against every 
window, eyes wide as they watched 
Brett and I carrying the beaten bleeding 
prisoner slung from the wooden pole. 
At first glance, they probably thought 
he was a Viet Cong, but when it was 
clear that he was an American G.I. their 
eyes widened even more. 

Brett smiled at the gawking faces 
and nodded toward the prisoner with a 
bob of his eyebrows. "Welcome to the 
'Nam, boys," he said. "Don't break the 
law during your visit." 

At the jail, a booking sergeant, who 
looked with mild curiosity at our 
whimpering injured prisoner, met us 
outside. I told the sergeant that the kid 
had gotten hurt when he fell I out of the 
jeep on an especially sharp curve. The 
sergeant nodded that he understood, 
and said, "Yes, that happens quite 
often. Actually, it happens a lot." He 
winked. 

Besides being a Vietnam veteran, 
Loren Christensen is a retired police offi
cer and martial arts instructor. Since 
retiring from police work, he writes and 
teaches full-time. Check-out his site at 
LWC BOOKS http://www. aracnet. 
com/-lwc123/. 

Note to Readers: SOF welcomes 
submissions of "I Was There" articles. 
Please submit 1,500 - 2,000 words in 
MS Word and include at least two 
related photographs/slides with cap
tions. Please do not send originals. 
Payment is $150 per published arti
cle , payable upon publication. Send 
to: Thomas D. Reisinger, Assistant 
Editor, Soldier Of Fortune magazine, 
5735 Arapahoe Avenu.e, Suite A-5, 
Boulder, CO 80303. We look forward 
to hearing from you! ~ 
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fighting Holsters 
Continued from page 25 

molded for a Ruger Super Blackhawk 
.44 Magnum revolver and is dated 
1976. It is a traditional slim Jim-style 
pouch which fully encloses the 
revolver. The full flap, included for 
maximum protection and security of 
the handgun in the field , fastens 
securely closed with a heavy-duty snap 
fas tener. Anderson had found that 
while moving through heavy brush, the 
usual flap often came unfastened and 
did not provide the desired protection 
for an expensive hunting handgun. He 
added a spring steel lined tab that 
extended forward from the bottom 
edge of the flap and wrapped around 
the front of the pouch, which solved 
the problem. 

Meant to be used with relatively 
large handguns for long hours while 
handgun hunting, the Pig Hunter hol
ster included a swivel attachment 
between the holster pouch and the belt 
hanger. When combined with a leg tie
down thong, this let the holstered hand
gun move freely with the wearer's leg, 
while maximizing wearer comfort. 
Being a custom holster maker, Anderson 
was able to make the Pig Hunter for any 
handgun. He had an aluminum mold for 
forming the holster for the Automag pis
tol, and he made at least one Pig Hunter 
rig for the huge Remington XP-100 sin
gle shot handgun. And the Pig Hunter 
for the Colt 1911 auto pistol proved 
popular with G. l.s during the 
Vietnamese War. The Anderson Pig 
Hunter is still an excellent way to carry 
a large handgun in the field , and it is 
available once again from Vic Perez of 
Victor's l eather. Vic apprenticed with 
Anderson and currently produces the 
entire line of Anderson "Gunfighter" 
rigs. They are among the best. ~ 

CONTACT SHEET 
Replica Ml916 

El Paso Saddlery 
P.O. Box 27194, Dept. SOF, El Paso, TX 79926 

(915) 544-2233 

Pig Hunter 
Victor Leather 

1534 Catalina St, Dept SOF, Burbank, CA 91505 
(818) 845-4708 

Wilson Combat 
2234 CR 719, Dept. SOF, Berryville, AR 72616 

(800) 955-4856 
www.wilsoncombat.com 

SOLDIER OF FORT fE 

Travel Mug 
This stylish travel mug keeps your favorite 

beverages hot or cold. Holds 18 oz. Perfect 
for road trips , camping , hunting , or for 

around the house. 

Made in U.S.A. 

ALLOW H WEEKS FOR DELIVERY 

Sub Total 

I Shipping & Hand li ng: 53 /1 st ilem; $1 each add 'I item. 
: Sa les lax may apply. TOTAL 
I NAME: ------------'----' 
I ADDRESS: I 
I CITY: STATE: ZIP: I 
: PHONE: EMAIL: -- -- : 

I SEND Check/MO/MCNisa To: OME GA GROUP LTD. I 
I 5735 Arapahoe Ave., Sle, AS, Boulder. CO 80303 I 

L--------------------- -------~ 
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VIDEOS AVAIIABLE 
THUNDER RANCH, INC. 

the people who are bringing you 
world class facilities and training 

NOW! 
Training videos are now available from 

Clint Smith and Thunder Ranch. 

No promises o f what's to come. Thunder 
Ranch and its doctrine are ava il able here 

and now wi th quality videos o n Defensive 
Handgun, Handgun Tactics , Urban Rifle, 

Defensive Shotgun, Vehic le Defense 
& Low Li ght Techniques. 

$29.95 each plus shipping 
2000 course schedule avail ab le now. Contac t 

Thunder Ranch, Inc., HCR 1 Box 53 
Mountai n Home, Texas 78058 

(830) 640-3 138 •Fax : (830) 640-3 183 
www. thunderranchinc.com 

TRAIN AT YOUR HOME RANGE. 
MOBILE TRAINING TEAM AVAILABLE. 

C ALL FOR DETAILS. 

FIST OF 
STEEL 

Each glove loaded with 8 
ounces of Granulated 
Steel across the knuckles. 

D-180 Kidskin ..... .. .. ........ ... ... .. ...... ... .... $49.95 
D-50 Cowhide w/Powdered Iron ... ... .. . $42.95 
D-100 Deerskin w/Granulated Lead .... $74.95 

SUPER PRO 
SERIES 

The MPXS-20 Super Pro Se
ries Lock Pick Set contains 14 
assorted picks, a broken key 
extractor, and 5 tension tools 
housed in a rugged top grain 
zippered Leather Case. 
MPXS-20 .. .. .. . .. .. ...... . .. .. ... .. .. ..... ..... . .. .. .. $44.95 

~SOUTHERN 
~ORDNANCE 
Manufacturers & purveyOfs of Locksmithing Tools, Pellet Riffles, Swords, Knives, 
Swilchblades, Boxing Equipmenl. Books, and ~deos, Police Sup~ias, Knucks, 
and Much, Much, Much Mora! FREE .To pl ace an orde< or lo request our free 
catalog· call Toll Free t.877.667.7292. Shipping $4.95 per ord .... 

CHECK. MONEY ORDER. VlSA. MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS. OPTIMA 
W.ARNJOO:OlockSl<E i'l'ldlocal l <MS. MJstbe 18yenadOO'k>adEr. 

www.southord.com 
e-mail : sales@southord .com 

P.O. Box 279 • Babson Parlt, FL33827 

CALL: (863) 638-2499 
FAX: (863) 638·2486 ' FAX: (810) 821·8263 
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Keep "Em Shoaling 
Continued from page 23 

holding the tip of the firing pin when 
you apply pressure against the shroud to 
compress the spring so you can remove 
the firing-pin retainer nut. Reassembly 
is the reverse procedure, and there 
should be no negative surprises. 

Keeping The Mausers Shooting 
The 8x5 7 mm Cartridge 
For this writing, focus is on the 

8x57mm Mauser cartridge. Later arti
cles can focus on the other cartridges 
for which the '98 has been chambered. 
For purposes of this discussion, it will 
be assumed that the rifle to be used has 
an S-bore, which means groove diame
ter of .323 to .324. This data does not 
apply to rifles with .318 groove diame
ter barrels, as that will be covered in a 
subsequent discussion of the Model 
1888 Commission rifle . 

Surplus and commercial rounds are readily available - and Bx57 brass is easily formed 
from any of the ubiquitous .30-06 family. 

There still exist supplies of military 
surplus 8x57mm ammunition. Most 
recently, Midway marketed two differ-

12/i/130-grain bullets 

ent flavors: One kind came in ban
doleers with five-round stripper clips, 
and the other came boxed 15 per carton 
(loose in the carton). The bandoleered 
loads were from Turkey and featured a 
154-grain FMJ bullet and, of course, 
corrosive Berdan priming. The car-

42.0 grains of Hodgdon H4 I 98. Muzzle velocity 3,000 fps. 
51.0 grains of Hodgdon H4895. Muzzle velocity 2,800 fps. 
49.0 grains of IMR 3031. Muzzle velocity 3,000 fps. 

lliO-grain /Ju/lets 
50.0 grains of IMR 4064. Muzzle velocity 2,880 fps. 
50.0 grains of IMR 4895. Muzzle velocity 2,280 fps. 
51.0 grains of Alliant Reloder 15. Muzzle velocity 2,700 fps. 
46.0 grains of Hodgdon H322. Muzzle velocity 2,700 fps. 
50.0 grains ofWinchester 748. Muzzle velocity 2,800 fps. 

110-grain /Ju/lets 
49.0 grains of IMR 4064. Muzzle velocity 2,700 fps. 
46.0 grains of IMR 4895. Muzzle velocity 2,650 fps. 
49.0 grains of Alliant Reloder 15. Muzzle velocity 2,650 fps. 
46.0 g r ains of Hodgdon H4895. Muzzle velocity 2,500 fps. 
50.0 grains ofWinchester 748. Muzzle velocity 2,700 fps. 

200-grain /Ju/lets 
46.0 grains of IMR 4064. Muzzle velocity 2,400 fps. 
53.0 grains of IMR 4350. Muzzle velocity 2,400 fps. 
44.0 grains of Alliant Reloder 15. Muzzle velocity 2,250 fps. 

220-grain /Ju/lets 
57.0 grains of Hodgdon H483 I. Muzzle velocity 2,300 fps. 
46.0 grains of Hodgdon H4350. Muzzle velocity 2,200 fps. 
46.0 grains ofWinchester 760. Muzzle velocity 2,200 fps. 
46.0 grains of IMR 4350. Muzzle velocity 2,200 fps. 

toned loads came from Ecuador and 
featured 170-grain FMJ bullet, as well 
as corrosive Berdan priming. 

Both kinds of anuno were beautifully 
clean and shiny, and both had the typical 
cupri-nickel jackets. The Ecuadorian 
headstamps indicated manufacture in 
1954. This anuno was shot through a 
Gewehr 98 with 29.23-inch barrel and 
delivered the 170-grain bullets at a muzzle 
velocity of 2,54 7 feet per second, as mea
sured with an Oehler 43 chronograph. 

Through the same rifle, the Turkish 
loads sent their 154-grain bullets down
range at 2,828 fps. It might be noted that 
the nominal muzzle velocity for the 8x57 
with the 154-grain bullet from that length 
of barrel is 2,880 fps, so the Turkish 
anuno is right about where it should be, 
even though the headstamps indicated 
these rounds were made in 1945. 

Interestingly, both loads shot essen
tially to the same point of impact at 100 
yards - slightly above point of aim. In 
other words, they worked well. I have 
used surplus military ammo for the 
8x57mm since the 1950s, and general
ly speaking if it has been stored well, it 
shoots well. And this includes even 
some of the pre-WWII stuff. 

In addition to remaining supplies of 
military surplus ammo (destined to dry 
up before too long) , most major com
mercial manufacturers also load for this 
cartridge. However, there are differ
ences, depending upon what part of the 
world the ammo comes from . For exam
ple, the commercial loads from Europe 
and Scandinavia tend to be loaded to 
the latest military equivalents. This car
tridge, when loaded by U.S. makers, is 
loaded clown significantly - due to the 
.318/.323 situation mentioned above. 

Thus, shooters who also reload 
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never should run out of good brass. In 
fact, if one finds it difficult to find 
7.92x57mm brass, it is simple and easy 
to make cases from any of the full
length .30-06 family of cases. All it 
takes is a form/trim die, hacksaw, file 
and a regular set of reloading dies. 
Form/trim dies are available from sev
eral makers , including RCBS and 
Redding. 

When loaded to full strength , the 
8x57mm offers virtually the same per
formance as the .30-06 Springfield. 

To achieve the latest German mili
tary loading equivalent, merely use 
any standard large rifle primer, insert 
50.0 grains of 4895 powder (IMR or 
Hodgdon) and top it with a 150-grain 
bullet. If using Hornady bullets , 
merely seat it to where the mouth of 
the case is even with the cannelure. 
For bullets without cannelure, seat to 
an overall cartridge length of 2.898 
inches. 

For those who want to be prepared, 
no matter what, making 8x57mm 
brass, as mentioned above, is simple 
and straight-forward, working from a 
full-length .30-06 family of case (06 is 
used for this discussion, although .25-
06, .2 70 or .280 would work just fine). 

Here are some loads that have 
worked well for the author. When 
shooting military surplus rifles with 
battle sights, it is sometimes necessary 
to tweak recipes so the rifle will "shoot 
where it is looking. " Powder charges 
listed should be considered maximum 
for rifles in good condition with S
hores (.323 to .324-inch groove diame
ter bores). Starting loads should be five 
percent under maximum, and look for 
signs of any problems while working 
loads. Consult reloading manuals from 
the major bullet or powder manufac
turers regarding signs of problems and 
exact reloading techniques. 

Supplies of military surplus Mauser 
'98s wax and wane, and prices vary 
widely by model , manufacture and 
condition. They will never be rare, but 
the market fluctuates with supply. One 
good source for military-new '98 
Mausers at a fair price is Mitchell's 
Mausers , address below. ~ 

CONTACT SHEET 
Mitchell's Mausers 

Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 9295 
Fountain Valley, CA 92728-9295 

phone:714-899-3660 
fax: 714-899-861 I 

.lld11enture Ouartermaster 
Continued from page 26 

nomical $13.95. For the dealer nearest 
you, contact Uncle Mike's, Dept. SOF, 
PO. Box 1690, Oregon City, OR 97045; 
phone: 503-655-7964; check them out 
on the web at www.uncle-mikes.com . 

Altama Military Boots 
An army travels on its boots, and 

Altama has manufactured military 
footwear for the DoD for 30 consecutive 
years, and was a leading supplier of 
combat boots to the Army and Marines 
for both Vietnam and the Gulf - plus 
military, police and private security in 
more than 45 countries. In 1991, 
Altama developed a commercial line of 
high-performance combat boots for 
civilian use, combining their expertise 
with top-quality material to produce 
high performance commercial models at 
affordable prices. 

A good example is the Altama Ripple 
Sole 10" Jungle Combat Boot with 
ridges that squash down for traction and 
incredible cushioned comfort. Altama 
combined the Ripple Sole and the triple 
layer innersole to make the most incred
ibly comfortable military boots available 
today. The soles won't hold on to mud, 
yet offer good traction on most surfaces. 
The extra height holds bloused cuffs bet
ter than the standard 8-inch boot. They 
have cotton duck sides with nylon web 
reinforcement straps, 4.5-5.0 oz. black 
corrected cowhide leather toe and heel. 
The collar is nylon webbing, the outsole 
ripple design rubber, the midsole is full
length polyurethane, stitched. The 
innersole is a triple-layer Superflex/ 
foam sandwich. The removeable inner
sole is Cambrelle®-covered molded 
polyurethane. 

The lacing system features black 
nylon-coated brass speedlace (5 sets), 
and eyelets ( 4 sets), with the Comfort
llex notch-in-lace system. The shank is 
fiberglass , and there are brass drain 
vents in the instep. Weighing 3 lb/1.3 kg, 
the Altama Ripple Sole 10 comes in 
choice of OD fabric panels or and All
Black boots. 

One tough boot at only $99.99 , 
available from the good folks at 
Brigade Quartermasters , Dept. 
SOF, 1025 Cobb International Dr., 
P.O . Box 100001 , Kennesaw, GA 
30144-9217; phone: 1-800-338-
4 32 7; or you can order on line at 
www.actiongear.com . ~ 
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Command Guidance 
Continued from page 4 

sive destruction, deprivation and abuse of 
human rights that the Communists have caused. 
Other countries have chosen to abandon totali
tarian Communist principles, but you glorify 
them in a cavalier manner, if not worship them. 

Also, ex-Yugoslav National Army officers 
are being placed in control of the Croatian 
Army. Why are you doing this? Why are you 
betraying the good soldiers of Croatia? These 
great young men have spilled their blood on our 
soil. They have been wounded, and they have 
died that the rest of us may live in peace and 
freedom. Why do you go against the laws of 
God, man and nature, advocating Communism? 

Former East German Army officers have 
been purged from the German Army. They were 
decommissioned and not allowed to rejoin. Of all 
the Communist soldiers there, fewer than 8,000 
were allowed to join the Bundeswehr- and they 
were below the rank of lieutenant. Tainted by 
Communist ideology, senior officers were let go. 
While all these former Communist countries are 
making significant progress, you and your ilk are 
trying to implement changes that will bring back 
the Dark Ages of Communism. This is not 
progress. This is regression. Croatian patriots 
fought and died that our Motherland might expe
rience better. Croatia deserves better. 

Croatia is our mother. Has she not been 
abused enough through history? How much 
more agonizing pain must she endure? Must 
there now be more pain at the hand of one of 
her own sons? Why do you contribute to this 
immoral abuse and pain? Your behavior 
forces us to suspect your motives. We wrote 
and fought for Croatia's freedom and we love 
our country, but now we must fear our gov
ernment. In the act of glorifying the 
Communist Partisans, you have subverted 
Democracy in Croatia. You enjoyed the easy 
good life with its luxuries while our soldiers 
were in harm's way, spilling their blood and 
dying for freedom in Croatia. Now you have 
destabilized the government, demoralized 
the military and betrayed the Veterans and 
the people of Croatia. 

In a Judas-like manner you have betrayed 
the very soul of Croatia, her people, her Church 
and her God. If you have any morality or com
mon decency left in your body, you will resign 
the presidency immediately, call for general elec
tions, and let a true Croatian patriot lead Croatia 
and guide her to her rightful destiny among the 
family of civilized, democratic nations. 

Nick Dodich , et al. , 
Veterans 
In consultation with Croatian-

American!Australian/Canadian and European 

professionals, militmy and civilians, we grant 

pem1ission for the reprint of tliis letter in any 

language, any publication, anywhere. ~ 
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Zimbabwe 
Continued from page 47 

done justice to something penned by 
Orwell, it doesn't do to go about asking 
too many ques tions. Agents of 
Mugabe's Central Intelligence 
Organization (CIO) haunt all the big 
hotels and since there are almost no 
tourists, strangers are regarded by his 
goons with great suspicion. 

You know who you are talking when 
someone walks up and asks what you 
are doing there. The next question, 
invariably, is "How long have you been 
in Zimbabwe?" 

Then there are mobs of gangsters 
that call themselves "war veterans" 
who suddenly appear from nowhere. In 
the past they occupied white farms and 
killed or beat their owners into submis
sion. Having got away with acts to 
which the international community has 
yet to react (Mugabe was even received 
in grand circumstance during a state 
visit to France and Belgium earlier this 
year) he has now turned his attention 
to more immediate gains such as send
ing his rabble to invade private homes. 
What the media doesn't report is that 
the government is funding a form of 
ethnic cleansing that would long ago 
have been condemned anywhere else in 
the world. 

A Visit With Ian Smith 
To discuss these 

and other problems, 
we visited former 
Premier Ian Smith at 
his Harare home. It's 
a spacious two-story 
building at 3 Phillips 
Avenue in the city's 
leafy Belgravia sub
urb and I'd called 
because I wanted to 
offer my respects. A brave man, he left 
the gates open to welcome us. 

Into his eighties now, Ian Smith -
sprightly but frail - is politically as 
active as ever. He still works hours each 
day mustering support for the opposi
tion, Morgan Tsvangirai's Movement for 
Democratic Change. He is also embar
rassingly dismissive of the man who 
has caused this disaster. 

During the elections last year, this 
former Battle of Britain Spitfire pilot 
gave more than 80 media interviews, 
which were seen around the world. 
And while he is reticent to be drawn on 
some of the more dire predictions that 
he made about the young country's 
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future two decades ago, he did have 
this to say: 

"From the start I warned Britain and 
America that they were malting a mis
take by backing the radical Mugabe in 
preference to some of the more moder
ate black political leaders that the old 
Rhodesia fielded. But they wouldn't lis
ten ," he told Saldi.er OJ Fortune. "And 
what do they do about today? Noth
ing." What does he think is likely to 
happen now? 

"Obviously things can't go on as they 
are. If I were in the position in which so 
many millions of this country's people 
now find themselves, I expect that I'd 
also steal to survive. But I certainly 
wouldn't go about systematically 
destroying all those fine things that 

One of few European farms not invaded 
belongs to former Rhodesian arms dealer 
and close Mugabe associate John 
Bredenkamp. (below) The faces of this 
Zimbabwean farm couple tell the tragic story. 

made this country what it was." It's cul
pable for the government to destroy the 
economy, the agricultural sector, the 
judiciary, the civil service and so on, he 
declared. Getting involved in the Congo 
was the ultimate lunacy, he reckoned. 

Mr. Smith referred specifically to the 
invasion of Zimbabwe's Supreme Court 
late last year by 300 of Mugabe's mili
tant "vets" and the resignation of its 
Chief justice Anthony Gubbay after 
receiving death threats . There was also 
concern about the number of military 
men that hold powerful positions in 
Mugabe's cabinet, the same people, 
incidentally, that had a hand in arrang
ing Zimbabwe's disastrously expensive 

involvement in the Congo war. 
Things had become so bad, he added, 

that many qualified people - black and 
white - were leaving the country. 

"The majority of them are educated, 
thinlting people. I suppose they justify 
their actions by refusing to work for 
that man. I would do exactly the same," 
he said with the kind of vigor that had 
been his hallmark over years of negoti
ations with Britain. 

·~war Vets" cum Brownshirts 
Zimbabwe's violence - orchestrated, 

xenophobic and inordinately well
planned - has become the single domi
nating factor in the country in the past 
year or two. Instructions to set things in 
motion came directly from State House. 
Thus, the "War vets" responsible for 
invading farms were each promised 
$Zim 5,000 at the start of it all. 

And though most haven't got a cent 
for their efforts, "Hitler" Hunzvi has 
told them repeatedly that they will be 
paid. Also, the transport needed to 
move them about the country was , in 
many instances provided by the army. 
Elsewhere, bus companies were coerced 
to fill the need. Since most of the 
weapons used by these insurgent 
groups were AKs, these, too , came from 
the security sources. 

With a pattern for dislocation estab
lished, the level of brutality has escalat
ed. So far about 30 farmers have been 
wounded or killed. latest news talks of 
gangs of roving militants invading busi
nesses and factories, kidnapping their 
executives and holding them hostage 
until absurd ransoms are paid. last 
heard, a family member of an officer of 
the Red Cross was so badly bludgeoned 
by the "vets" that he had to be flown to 
Geneva for emergency treatment. Many 
embassies, including Washington's 
have ordered non-essential personnel 
out of the country. One might well ask 
why so very little of all this has 
appeared in the American press? 

This ongoing mayhem is not restrict
ed to political entities. Several interna
tional aid organizations have been vic
timized. In the case of some European 
donor nations, their representatives 
have been withdrawn. 

Meanwhile, with farmers being pre
vented from planting crops, it won't be 
long before Zimbabwe starts handing 
out the begging bowl and calling for aid 
for its starving millions. Most 
observers fear that it could happen 
before the end of the year. 

An interesting insight was provided 
by Chris Thorne and his wife Ro on 
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their Chirobi Farm near Glendale , an 
area that in the past produced a fifth of 
Zimbabwe's grain and soya needs . 
Crops there had been so prolific in the 
past that the country was even able to 
export food. 

Overnight, their farm was invaded 
by a bunch of zombies who called 
themselves "war veterans. " 

Talking to Daniel McGrory of 
London's Times last March, the Thorns 
disclosed that immediately the armed 
gang arrived, they were lectured about 
how much "the people need the rich 
red soil to grow food." A year has 
passed and the vets have still to plant a 
seed. Nor will they let the Thorne fam
ily grow anything either. 

The consequences of these actions 
are tragic. Moreover, they are being 
repeated on more than 2,500 other 
farms owned by whites that have been 
seized (out of a possible 4,000). 

And the result? Farm machinery 
stands rusting, the original farm work
ers have nothing to do (and now there is 
no money to pay them), their children 
cannot be educated on farm schools 
because their teachers have been driven 
out or abducted. Sadly, all 3, 750 acres 
on Chirobi have become waste. 

"I could understand if they were 
doing something with the property for 
themselves," said Chris Thorne, "but 
the gunmen just sit watching us caged 
up all day and seem to delight in every
thing going to ruin." 

And though Mugabe gets crazier by 
the month, Whitehall does little of sig
nificance to rock his boat. More omi
nously, the Zimbabwean leader has 
received tacit support for his racially 
motivated policies from an unexpected 
source. This has come from the new 
South African leader Thabo Mbeki. 
Notably, that grand old combatant of 
African politics, Nelson Mandela, stays 
aloof. He regards Mugabe as a thug and 
doesn't mind saying so, which tells you 
why I voted for him in 1994. 

Back-Door Journalism 
Because I had been warned by 

friends not to fly into Zimbabwe (there 
are computer terminals at Harare 
International Airport and the name Al 
Venter would have jumped off the 
screen like a lily in the desert) , I decid
ed instead to come in from the north 
from Zambia. 

Also, because Mugabe's thugs use 
rather unconventional means to deal 
with their opposi tion - they blew-up 
the only independent newspaper in the 
country (five Russian TM-57 mines 

Now in his BOs, former Rhodesian Prime 
Minister Ian Smith is still active in trying to 
counter the excesses of Robert Mugabe. 
SOF visited Smith at his home in Harare. 

were detonated on the presses of 
Harare's Daily News earlier this year) , I 
remained low-profile throughout. In 
any event, I had the additional respon
sibility of having my son Johan with 
me. We drove in overland, though even 
that is taking a chance these days 
because of armed robbers targeting cars 
with foreign number plates. 

Our arrival in the capital was anti-cli
mactic. While the media had been 
reporting unres t in the streets of 
Zimbabwe's cities for months , there was 
little overt evidence of it in anywhere 
once we had crossed the Zambezi Valley 
at Chirundu. We found a country that is 
still as incredibly beautiful as it ever 
was. There were elephant near Mana 
Pools and at one stop we watched a 
leopard stalking a pack of baboons. 

Also, Harare - Salisbury when the 
country was Rhodesia - wasn't any
thing like we'd imagined we'd find it. 
The place was clean and the streets 
swept. There was some garbage lying 
but it was nothing like Lusaka, from 
where we had just come. And if the 
roads were more pot-holed than before, 
that was probably to expected in a 
country heading for the trash heap. 

But Money For Another's War 
At the heart of Zimbabwe's problems 

at the start of the new millennium is 
that intractable war in which 
Zimbabwe has become involved more 
than a thousand miles north . Ignore the 
rhetoric and it soon becomes clear why 
more than 14,000 Zimbabwe Army 
troops have been deployed in a conflict 
that every security analyst alive in 
Africa and abroad has said is 
unwinnable: greed! 

The war is costing the country about 
$1 million a day, a million dollars more 
than Zimbabwe has in its coffers . 
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Worse, Mugabe doesn't have the finan
cial reserves to buy a single week's fuel 
supplies. As one critic told SOF, "even 
if he were to pull the army out of the 
Congo tomorrow, it would take the 
nation years to recover." Zimbabwe has 
never been in such a critical mess, he 
added, which was one of the reasons 
why Mugabe called in the "vets" to take 
the focus of attention off the war. 

The effect of these shortfalls on 
everyday life is disastrous. By the time 
that the SOF team left Harare, the coun
try had about two days gas left in its 
pumps. The result is that everybody is 
affected. Teachers aren't been able to 
get to work because they've no petrol 
left for their cars. As a consequence, the 
educational system suffers. "And when 
tanks run dry, they go dry everywhere," 
somebody else complained. 

Even busses stop running. It has got
ten so bad in recent months that the 
police often don't have enough fuel to 
answer emergency calls. 

The view of Harare military analyst 
Michael Quintana was that the country 
was nowhere near its nadir. Fuel short
ages, he declared, could go on indefi
nitely. He believed that this kind of dis
location plays directly into Mugabe's 
hands because the majority of the pop
ulation believe his propaganda machine 
when it says that the whites and evil 
communities like the Americans are at 
the root of it all. 

As is to be expected, Mugabe is a 
strong proponent of rogue states like 
Iran, Iraq, Syria , Libya, Cuba and oth
ers. Now he wants to bring 10,000 
Cuban teachers to Zimbabwe, a 
nation that still needs to master basic 
English . 

Quintana: "As long as the fundamen
tals of his power apparatus remains in 
place, he can continue for a very long 
time. Also, no matter how unpopular 
things become, he will use coercion and 
violence to stay on top. Remember, only 
the party - Mugabe's ZANU-PF - and 
nobody else, has the guns." 

Add to this little imbroglio , 
Quintana reckoned, the reality that he 
keeps his security apparatchniks well
heeled. The military are better paid 
than the rest, which means that 
Mugabe maintains has the where he 
needs it. It was lost on nobody that the 
army got a pay raise last December. 

"It's the African way," he reckoned. 
Meanwhile one of the beautiful 

countries of Africa is dying. 

Al ]. Venter is SOF 's Contributing 
Editor for Africa. ~ 
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p,actical Campetitian 
Continued from page 65 

day. I fuzzed out and made multiple 
mistakes that up to that point in time, I 
had not made. It was an indoor stage in 
that it represented the interior of a 
building, but in reality it was an uncov
ered, open-shoot house scenario that 
with the bright Mississippi sun became 
an oven in terms of heat and lack of ven
tilation - a perfect breeding ground for 
mental mistakes by tired old men. 

In any event, the scene surrounding 
the controversy quickly deteriorated 
into a "he said, she said" circumstance 
with the range officers on one side and 
the board member on the other. Right or 
wrong, the powers that be backed up the 
board member with a decision that 
ended the matter and the end of the 
match hangover was a taint of lingering 
bitterness among many who had literal
ly busted their butts to make the match 
succeed and run smoothly. The bad part 
of the whole affair was the way it was 
handled and the fact that some of the 
leaders of this organization were com
peting against the troops they were sup
posed to be leading in a new direction. 

Next year, it would be better for 
everyone if a new rule was invoked that 
allowed board members to shoot the 
match if they wanted, but their score 

' would not be counted for match results 
or placing. Officers lead and troops fol
low for reasons pertaining more to high 
moral authority and good leadership 
than just simple authority. Leaders 
IljlUSt always be held to a higher stan
dard than the troops below, the leader
ship of our country for the past eight 
years being a case in point. It may not 
be fair, but it is the price of leadership. 

There is little question that IDPA is 
an organization whose main theme has 
struck a cord among a coregroup of 
defensive pistol shooters. The surprising 
thing for many is that core group is larg
er than anyone believed. Its popularity 
is continuing to demonstrate there is a 
need for this sport and the benefit for all 
is a more reality-oriented sport even 
with all the warts and blemishes that 
accompany any human endeavor. 

Next year's IDPA Nationals will again 
be held atJohn Shaw's range in the latter 
portion of the month of September 
2001. For further information, contact: 

IDPA, Dept SOF, P.O. Box 639, 
Berryville, AR 72616; email: info@idpa.com; 
website: www.idpa.com; phone: 870-545-
3886; fax: 870-545-3894. ~ 
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Battle Blades 
Continued from page 20 

or Abrams tank. The sheath is well
made and thought-out, and like the bet
ter Kydex carry rigs we have examined, 
this one is also equipped with a drain 
hole for water on the reverse side near 
the tip. The only negative about the 
sheath is the same criticism that has 
been voiced about every other Kydex 
rig that we have seen. Kydex is noisy, 
and this one is no exception. You sim
ply cannot withdraw the knife from the 
sheath without making a raspy, rattling 
noise that can easily be heard from 20 
feet if you have average hearing. A tac
tical tool or weapon, edged or other
wise, should be capable of silent 
deployment. Perhaps at some point the 
problem of noise that is associated with 
Kydex sheaths in general can be solved. 

As far as cutting performance is con
cerned, the BK5 does and it doesn't. 
What it does do extremely well is slice 
and dice. It will whittle and carve, and 
it will hold an edge extremely well and 
is easy to sharpen. On the other hand, 
the BK5 does not hack and chop with a 
great deal of authority. This is not the 
knife of choice to use to build a shelter. 
If you intend to cut limbs with the 
Magnum Camp Knife, they need to be 
small ones. The BK5 simply doesn't 
have enough swing-weight and length 
or the appropriate blade geometry to 
make heavy chopping cuts. 

It is my belief that the BK5 meets its 
design criteria. It is not a true fighting 
knife ot a focused battle blade. My con
versations with designer Jerry Fisk and 
with Ethan Becker concerning the BK5 
revealed that they were interested in 
bringing to market a high-quality broad
spectrum application knife to be used 
primarily in a campsite environment. 
Chores such as food preperation and 
shinning large game and cleaning fish 
were of primary concern. In that vein, 
this knife is an absolute whiz at cleaning 
large catfish and cutting them into 
steaks. We don't have salmon in this part 
of the country, but the knife would be an 
ideal accessory for those who fish in the 
Northwest. It would also be the ideal 
tool for breaking down an elk carcass. 

The BK5 is a knife that was designed 
to function best in a camp environment 
after camp is set up. It was not 
designed to be the tool to use to clear 
the campsite or to cut the firewood. It 
is tough, well-made and functional. 
Used for its intended purpose, it will 
give years of outstanding service. ~ 

fBI Cdme Lab 
Continued from page 35 

the press. A firestorm of stories in the 
media erupted. Lawyers for Terry 
Nichols followed suit in demanding 
prosecutors turn over any evidence con
cerning problems at the lab that might 
prove important in the bombing trials 
which took place in Denver, Colorado. 

Judge Matsch ordered a report by 
the Office of Inspector General to be 
made available to both defense teams. 
The IG report confirmed much of Dr. 
Whitehurst's allegations. The report 
assailed FBI Crime Lab employees for 
consistently failing to follow proce
dures set by peer-review panels who 
establish protocols for crime labs 
nationwide. Investigators found that a 
pattern of abuses was institutionalized in 
the department. 

Hoover's demands for image for his 
FBI over all else, reigned supreme. 
Protection of that image appears to 
have masked other facts when the 
books were closed on the 5 May Hoover 
Building explosions and fires . 

The FBI's final report concerning the 
explosions and fire at the Hoover 
Building concluded that the most likely 
cause of destruction was a soldering 
iron that may have been left on. The 
BATF made a different conclusion -
that cleaning chemicals stored in a clos
et with a mop had possibly burst into 
flames. There had been no arson. 

The FBI did make an effort to study 
the locks at the EU office, to preclude tam
pering by an outsider. Nothing was found. 
The investigation failed to turn-up any 
authorized or unauthorized personnel 
inside tl1e EU when the incident occurred. 

What about the explosives left lay
ing about the floor of the unit? The 
report recommended smaller quantities 
be kept on-hand. The rest, the report 
stated, belonged in a bunker, some
where else. No disciplinary action was 
recommended. 

The report also noted that the world's 
foremost crime lab that handles explo
sives did not have smoke alarms nor did 
it have a fire-suppression system. (e.g. a 
sprinkler system.) 

].D. Cash, a longtime inves tigative 
journalist from Oklahoma, has broken 
several major stories on the OKC 
Bombing. Roger Charles, a U. S. Naval 
Academy grad and former consultant on 
ABC's 20/20, is, likewise, an authority 
on the tragedy and a frequent contribu
tor to SOE ~ 
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TELEPHONE LISTENING 
DEVICE WITH 

12 HR. RECORDER 

Record telephone conversations in your office or 
home. Starts automatically when phone is 
answered, records both sides of phone conversa
tion. Recorder stops when phone is hung up. 
$99.95 + $7 shipping. For telephone listening 
device separately $19.95 + $2 ship. 

Transmits to any FM 
radio up to 1/2 mi. 
Easy to assemble kit. 
Up to 9V (not Incl.) 
$29.95 + $2 sh. 

For comprehensive 50 page catalog of Micro Video, 
VHF transmitters, Surveillance and Counter

~~- surveillance and much more! Send $3.00. 
r CALL 321-725· 1 ODO 

USICORP 
~'"'""'!3 P.O. Box SF2052 Melbourne, FL 32902 

COD'S OK 

Tired of the same old job? 
Need some extra income? 
Need to use your mind? 
Want the ultimate rush? 

Become a Bail Enforcement 
professional! 

National Association of Bail 
Enforcement Agents. 

We are the oldest and the most 
respected Association in the nation. 

Visit us at www.nabea.org 
or ca 11 us at (703) 534-4211 

The Worlds Most Unusual Catalog! 

NIC Law Enforcement Supply 
SOD Flournoy Lucas Rd. Bldg.#3 

Shreveport, LA 71106 
Orders Only: (888) 642-0007 

Customer Service: 
(318) 688-1365 

Badges, Patches, Badge Centers, 
Folios, Credentials, Books, Ammo, 
Fugitive Recovery Products, Bail 
Enforcement Products, Bounty 
Hunter Products, Police Equipment 
Body Armor, Key Chains, Passports 
10 Cards, Identification Products, 
Challenge Coins, Custom Badges, 
Custom Credentials, and much more!! 

GREENE MILITARY 
1-800-521-797 7 

FREE CATALOG 

MILITARY • TACTICAL • ADVENTURER 

BDUs • M65 Field Coats 
Combat & Automatic Knives 

Boots • Alice Packs 
Leather .Jackets • T-Shirts 

And More 

7215 Kingston Pike 
Knoxville, TN 37919 

Internationa l Orders Welcomed 

Become a Qualified 
INVESTIGATOR 
• Professional Career 
• Professional Salary 
• Independence and Prestige 

MOST COMPREHENSIVE HOME STUDY 
COURSE AVAILABLE! 
Surveillance 
Learn the special skills 
and techniques to 
keep a subject under 
close surveillance 

Background Checks 
Leam how to delve deep into 
a person's past and examine 
their lifestyle, education, 
criminal history, income, 
assets, medical history and 

Handling the Threat of Danger 
Become capable in protecting 
yourself and your client to keep 
the advantage in your favor in any 
pressure situation - i.e. arrests, 
bodyguard, pursuits. 

THE CHOICE OF PROFESSIONALS 

DTlspy.com 
or call 24 hours for a brochure 
1-800-7 42-9007 ext. 301 
STATE APPROVED DIPLOMA 

DETECTIVE TRAINING INSTITIJTE 

COMPLETE LINE OF 
CONCEALABLE VESTS 

STARTING AT 

$249.95 & UP 
W/ FREE TRAUMA 

PLATE 
AND TACTICAL VESTS 

STARTING AT 

$375.00 & UP 
Also Available Level Ill & IV 

Steel & Ceramic Plates 
Inter-American 

Security Products, Inc. 
E-Mail: interam@gate.net 

Shop online: www.interamer.com 

L egnl Stero lComplex 1
• RETAIL QTY. AMT 

Enhances growth .Allows body 1o stay 
pumped longer. releases Growth Hormone. 
Helpsstripawayfat.3weekcycte. S26.96 __ 

~h~0mco:1 P~W~rtu1· ·te·stoste;o~~ ~ancers 
combined .Wiii maximize your test production 
for that bodybuilder look. Works well with GH 
cuts. 1 month cycle. S29.95 __ 

G. H. R. X. 
LArginine. . . ........ ... 1000mg 
L Ornithine... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SOOmg 
L Taurine .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. 250mg 
Total anabolic! Releases the body's natural GH 
in an abundance like no other. Works 
awesome with A.T.D.C. Big muscle builder. 1 
monthcycle. $28.00 __ 11;,,..-...,,.;.1 

Natural Weight Los s Tabs 
Take off the fat fast. Increases fat metabolism 
while enhancing energy. Decreases hunger 
45 minutes until activation.1 month cycle. 

G.H.Cuts 
Taken under the tong. This product stimulates 
GH . Will c ut and define. 1fl. Oz. S23.00 __ 

@~G:1::~~~ 
Buy 3 p roduc ts gor L o f o qucol o r lessor v o /1..10 F R EEi 
Bvy S p,o d1..1c t a got 2. o l o qul!l l o r /Qssor v o luo F R EEi 

Total order amount 
outside USA Master card or Visa only 
Add $hipping$ 5.00 -------
Priority delivery add SI0.00 
TOTAL AMOUNT PAID 

0 Yes. / 1110u/d like a FREE Cotolog with my order/ 



NOW YOU CAN GET... 

ID BY MAIL 
20 SOURCES-FULLY ILLUSTRATED 

• Birth and Baptismal Certificates 
• Drivers Licenses (blank)-50 States 
• Blank Social Security Cards 
• College Degrees-Bachelors, MA, PhD 
• High School Diplomas, also GED 
•Photo ID Cards-all 50 States 
• "Professional" ID Cards-over 200 Styles 
•Job Reference Kits, Past W-2 Forms 
•Foreign & Camouflage Passports 
• Police/Military ID and Patches 
• Photographer ID, Press Credentials 
• Embossing Seals, Rubber Stamps 
• "Do-It-Yourself" ID Kits 
• Secured MasterCard at 2X Deposit 
ALL-NEW 64-PG. BOOK! 

Cash, Check, Money Order, 
Visa/MC accepted, No CODs 

EDEN PRESS 
Box 8410-AD 

Fountain Valley, CA 92728 L!i!~:!:!;;i!:!::!:i!:::!::!:!l!!ll 
0 Latest Book Catalog FREE 

Sell the NEW 
Advanced 
Air Taser 

100°/o Stopping Power! 
Great Business Opportunity! 
FREE Wholesale Catalog 

The Advanced Air Taser is just 
one of the many self-defense, 
personal protection products 
we offer to distributors. Sell 
Stun Guns, Pepper Sprays, 
Bear Spray, Hidden Cameras, 
Telescopic Steel Batons, 
Alarms, Knives and more. 
Request Our FREE Catalog 

SAFETY TECHNOLOGY 
1867 Caravan Trail #105 
Jacksonville, FL 32216 

(800) 477-1739 Fax (904) 720-0651 
www.safetytechnology.com/sof 

LV 

SILVERMANcs 
2 Harford Street Mile End 

London E1 4PS England 
Tel: +44 207 7 900 900 
Fax: +44 207 7 910 008 

0 
© 

O uartx British 
Mili'tary C h rono 

NEW £230.00 

R.M. St>Ocial 
Boat Service 

300m'tr 
NEW £299.00 

SAS 
Windproo ·f 
Srnock 
£90.0D 

SAS 
Arctlo 
Smock 
£96.00 
OPM Pnrn 
CfUOCkG 

£69.99 

Soldier ' 95 PLCE DPM 
T.aotio31 A&&auft v cut 

£125.00 

0 
@ 

(;) She m agh Middle east e n1 scarl 

~ ::::;,';de~rd~::,:~:i;~n~r:~~- protec ts 

s.o.-..nd/ black, gracn/bl~ck 

0 red/whitu, bluo/ whlto £6.99 

@ 

Originally 
Equa-Bolin now available 

for humans, 
This stacked Testosterone, GH 
recovery cycle could enhance 

Elevated hormonal 
levels will drastically Increase 
your body's ability to create 
lean musc le mass. Get that 
ripped body builder physique 
with EQUA·BOLIN 

~f• 
{t> ~ ·~ 
-~ 

'FO ORDER BY CREDl'li CARD 
OR e .o.D. CALL T©LL FREE 1-800-869-9080 

jName: 
jAddress: 
:city: 

one bottle (2 week cycle) $28.99 + $5.00 i 
S +H • 
Buy 2 bottles get the 3rd bottle . ; 
67.98 for three bottles shipping incl.-(sweek : 

j State, Zip: 
j Phone: ( 
'-· ···············-·· ··· ·· ·--·-···-··· ····-· ··-··· ···--· ·· 

won't mask the sound 

of a twig snapping 

under a 

boot. .. 

HEAR 
rp! 

Silver Creek 
INDUSTRIES 

A Sound Advantage 
Wide range of sound amplifiers for hunting 

& surveillance 

1-800-533-3277 
P.O. Box 1988 Manitowoc, WI 54221 

SOLDIER OF FORfUNE 

Beverage Coaster 
These collector's edition coasters are 
custom embossed in 100% genuine 
cowhide. Actual size is 4 inches in 

diameter. Makes a great gift! 

Set of 5 for s20 plus $3 shipping. 

1 ORDERING INFO Set Quan. Price 

~ #BC001 SOF Beverage Coasters @$20 

~ Shipping & Handling: $3 /1st se1: S 1 each add'( set. 

~ Sales tax may apply. TOTAL 

1 NAME:--------- ~---f 
~ ADDRESS: 

:~ CtTY: _____ STATE:_ ZIP· __ 

PHOtlE: ____ EMAll: ----

SEND Check/MO/MCN isa To: OMEGA GROUP LTD . 
5735 Arapahoe Ave., Ste. AS, Boulder, CO B0303 



10% Pepper Sprays 

f 
f 

Key Chain Sprayer } 
Retail $22.95 Retail $19.95 ~ 
Sample $6.95 Sample $4.25 ~ 

Electronic Stun Guns \ 
Security Plus"'ll Security ~ 
100 000 Volt Plus" 1 
Stra'ight or 500,000 Volt I 
Curved . Curved Only l 
Retai l $69.95 • Retail $139.95 I 
Sample $22.25 Sample $49.95 I 
security Plus'" 3oo,ooo vo1t Baton ·c· · l 

~ Retail$129.95 ,.., • .._ i 
Sample $49.95 · ' 1 

I a.P,::.°.:.,,,~:;::;,:~,~A~: 
~ Crime does not wait. wifl you ? I 

As seen in Reader's Digest, 
People Magazine, Soldier of 

Fortune, and on ABC's "20;20" 

STOLEN VALOR 
HOW THE 
VIETNAM 

GENERATION 
WAS ROBBED 

OF ITS HEROES 
AND ITS 
HISTORY 

B.G. Burkett and 
Glenna Whitley 

To order STOLEN VALOR 
(692 pages, 16 pages of photos) , call 

1 ·800·253·6789 
or send $31.95 plus $4.95 postage and 

handling (TX residents add 8.25% 
sales tax) check or money order to: 

Veri ty Press, Inc., P.O. Box 50366, 
Dallas, TX 75250 

Optional: add $3 for copy of Stolen Valor 
sig ned by B.G. Burkett 

www.stolenvalor.com 

DEPO 

Largest Selection 
Lowest Prices 

** Color Catalogue $3.00 ** 
Full retund with first purchase 

Most Complete 1 :1 
Scale 

Replica Airsoft. 
Guns (Airsoft) in the 

U.S.A. 

This Class 11-A- 1.=====-..::::=="'"-ci 
Kevlar soft body 
armor will defeat the ~--~~ ·~ 
.45 ACP .. 357 Mag., 
9mm. 00 Buck and 
knife attack. Tested 
at the Aberdeen 
Proving Grounds by 
lhe U.S. Government 
Edgewood Arsenal. 
Front and back pro
tectors: S220. Side L-'"""".__ __ _,,.,. 
Panels: $45 per set. Trauma plate S35. Sizes s. M, L. XL. 

ALSO: Reloaded Ammunition: .38 spl. 158gr. FMJ 
S1251M. 9mm 115gr. FMJ $125/M, 40cal. 180 gr. FMJ 
$165/M, .45 ACP 230 gr. FMJ $165/M. Reloading since 1974. 

DO YOU BUY SOF ON 
THE NEWSSTAND? 

Now you can help your favorite 
magazine with our GUERRILLA 

MARKETING PLAN 

v Is SOF racked with gun magazines 
at your local newsstand? If you find 
it there, move it into the military 
magazine section. 
v Is SOF hidden at the back of the 
rack? Move it to the front! 
V Can't find SOF at your local 
newsstand? Please asl< the store 
manager why he/she isn't car
rying SOF. And thanks! 

HARRISON K-9 
(Formally LRRP K-9 Security Services) 

www.harrisonk9.com 
"WHEN CALLING 911 JUST WON'T DO." 

Importers and trainers of the finest European Gennan 
Shepherd Executive Protection K-9's. 

- Puppies Also Available. :_ 
Brochure $3.00/Brochure & Video $8.00 

Major Credit Cards Accepted 
Box1620-MA - Aiken, SC 29802 

(803) 649-5936 

Train al home for an exciting part 
or lull-lime career as a Private 
Deleclive. Siar! your own agency 
or work lor others. Learn all !he 
latesl techniques lrom the 

SOF Magazine 
"The Mercedes Benz of 

-" executive protection K-9's. " 

"The Premium K-9." 

Also Featured in: 
• Millionaire Magazine 

• Fortune Magazine 

• Fox Network News 

• American Business 
Review with 
John Stosse/ 

1975 - 2000 
Our 

25th 

experts. Taught by former mi li - li!l~~!jili~,..~ 
tary intelligence specialists, ~~M .. M~M 
police and private detectives. ~~!l!!W~~
The only course of ifs kind, /he 
unique Global School of 
lnvesliga/ion program will make 
you a PRIVATE DETECTIVE. 



SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CLASSIFIEDS Gn RESULTS! Start getting your results at only $3 per word per insertion, $60 minimum. 
Prepay two months for 10% discount; six months for 20% discount; or 12 months for 30% off. Repeat your same ad in another 
section for half price. "Dingbats" ( V' , e; • ), bold words (other than first 3-4): $5.00/each extra. Computer word count of gram
matically correct copy. EXAMPLE: PO Box 693 = 3 words; 80306 and 303-449-3750, etc. each = 1 word; abbreviations such 
as DI, SGT, 20mm = 1 word. No ads accepted by telephone. Ad copy must be typed. Include authorizing signature, mailing 
address, telephone or fax number (for our files). Mail classified ads with payment (check, wire transfer, money order or 
Visa/MC) to SOF, Attn: Classified Dept., 5735 Arapahoe Ave., Suite A-5, Boulder, CO 80303. Phone: 303-449-3750 ext. 300; 
fax: 303-444-5617; e-mail:hetty@sofmag.com. 

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS: We reserve the right to refuse any ad for any reason and to delete or change any copy that we con
sider objectionable, false or in poor taste. It is our policy not to accept advertisements for personal services, including 'will do any
thing' or 'go anywhere' type ads. Advertisers offering information packets for a fee must send sample (non-returnable) . 

THE PIT FIGHTER 
BY 

ROGER 
HAMMARBERG 

Order through: 
Amazon.com, Borders 

or Barnes & Noble 

M lAs from Nam can't still ex ist ... or can they? 
This hard-hitting and gritty novel follows a 

Marine's fight for freedom and then, revenge. 
SEMPER FI 

Hite Tactical and 
Bodyguard Training! 
Now available' flite, hands on professional training in 

the isolation of Ground lero Compound under International expert 
Mark Yates. learn all aspects ofTactical and VIP Protection through 

Basic, Intermediate and Advanced courses. Call or send for 
info today. Berkeley & Associates. 

Redefining Elite tor the New Millennium! 

Berkeley & Assm:iates,lnc. 
E-mail: berkassac@aal.mm 

3600 Watermelpn Rd, Suite 205, Dept.SF, Northport, AL 35473 
Tel : (205) 342-3306 ·Website: www.GroundZeroUSA.com 

I :J1I1J :fj:i ~IJ :J ! l9:i i [i]lfJ 
PRESCRIPTION DRUGS COST 50% LESS 
from Europe or Mexico, with or without a pre
scription! We tell you how to buy legally, and 
reveal 40 very reliable English-speaking phar· 
macies that will send anything you need fast, 
easy, safe, and you don't need a script. Send 
$19.95 to Peoples Pharmaceuticals, P.O. Box 
5748, Wilmington, DE 19808 or visit us at 
www.kirknews.com 
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• 10/ 22 Semi Auto 
Gatling Gun Kit 

• BATF Classified as 
Semi-Automatic 

• Requires (2) 10/22 
Rugers & Mags 

Barhorst Mfg., Inc. 
Russia, Ohio 45363 

937-295-3250 

~~~,, t~, ':U~' -
- "· Factory 

Direct 

•America's # 1 Arch·lype Manufaclurer 
• 20YearWarranty 
•Easy financing Available 
•Easy Do-It-Yourself Construction 
•Free 16 Paga Brochure 

SAVE ON SELECT SIZES 
25134 • 30146 

40156. 501116 

BUSHPILOT WINGS 
BADGE QUALITY -- CORROSION FREE RHODIUM 
Send $9.95 to: BUSHPILOT 

P.O. Box 211296 
Bedford, TX 76095-8296 

Catalog with purchase -- Allow 4-6 weeks 
http://www.bushwings.com 

WARRIOR'S WALK Strength secrets of Ages
old warrior societies. Stay fit without special 
exercises. Learn to energize key muscle groups 
that force the whole body to exercise itself with 
every movement. NATURAL STRONG MEN? 
Phooey! Find out how they got that way. THEN 
JOIN THEM! For details : SASE The Word· 
wright's Shop, PO Box 1270, Orem, UT 84059-
1270. Website : thewordwrightshop.com 

NEW WORLD ORDER: THE ANCIENT PLAN 
OF SECRET SOCIETIES and WHO WILL RULE 
THE FUTURE? Both books for $24.00 pp. MPM 
UNIQUE BOOKS, 106 Hollidaysburg Plaza 
#140, Duncansville, PA 16635 

Be A ... 
PRIVATE EYE 

t··.~· 1~ac'ife:1n~~1, 0fd~~~ffi~~j ..._, Learn from the REAL 
11=---...=----~--1experts: 

Investigation • Surveillance • Skiptracing 
Start Your Own Business 

State Approved • Diploma Awarded 
Free Brochure! United States Academy 

Call Or Write of Private ln ves ti~ation 

I (310) 657-6333 I Be~e~i 8~Yili;'.PA 9b113 
VISIT OUR SPY SHOP 
"On The World Wide Web" 

www.spytechagency.com 
"On The Sunset Strip" 

8519-8521 W. Sunset Blvd. West Hollywood, CA 90069 
- Web Site Features -

PI Agency· PI Academy ·Spy Shop 
Online over 2500 investigation - surveillance 
countermeasure products, books & videos!! 

GET 
LEGAL 
FAST! . 

I 
LEARN HOW YOU CAN GET A~ I 

~~~~~ii ~~~NUSEE i~~;~~~~~~ : 
EVERYTIME REGARDLESS OF YOUR : 
PAST RECORD. 100% GUARANTEED. 1 

FOR SOME VERY REVEAL/NG INFORMATION! I 
e QUALITY RESEARCH, DEPT. SB : 

'-••••••~~s~~!~-~~~'lL~!~~~~~~!S3~~:~~~---· 

HARVESTING NATURE'S BOUNTY©: A guide· 
book of wilderness survival, nature lore, wild 
edible, medicinal, utilitarian plants and animals. 
Over 200 species and 75 photographs. 
$18.90PPD. www.hootervillefarm.com 

HOW TO CHANGE YOUR IDENTITY & ERASE 
BAD CREDIT. Call James Doolin 1-800-886· 
2653. juliandoolin@hotmail.com. Available at 
spy stores nationwide. 

SECURE NEW IDENTITY -- 100% Effective -· 
Easy ·- Fast -· Book Shows System. $60.00 
Money Order. Morphiss Press, Dept. SOF, 1000 
W. 4th St. #359, Ontario, CA 91762 www.mor· 
phiss.com 

FREE CATALOG politically incorrect books & 
music. Send $1.00 for postage. Bohica Concepts, 
POB 546, Dept. SF, Randle, Washington 98377 
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Need NEWID? 
CREDIT·PRIVACY • 
Our Books Help You Get• New idenlity •Credit • New SSN 
• ID by mail • College degrees • Setler jobs •Credit repair 
• Cash businesses • "Free Money" www.edenpress.com 

FREE PRIVACY CATALOG: 1-B00-338-8484 
EDEN PRESS•Box 8410-AB•Fountain Valley, CA 92728 

spyoutlet.com 
Your direct source for 

Surveillance/Countersurveillance 
Electronic Devices 

Mini spy pinhole cameras 
• hidden video • wireless video 

• vehicle tracking • bug detectors 
• phone tap detectors • voice 

changer • 12 hour telephone tape 
recorder $125°0 •locksmithing 
tools • disappearing ink pens 

•and more 
FOR CATALOG SEND $5°0 TO: 

SPY OUTLET 
2468 NIAGARA FALLS BLVD 

TONAWANDA NY 14150 (716) 695-8660 

NUDISM LIFESTYLE: 
FAMILY RECREATION 
Publications • Videos 

$3 for details: 
LIFESTYLES-SF 

Box 661268, Los Angeles, CA 90066 

BECOME A PUBLISHED AUTHOR. Company 
with 80-year tradition of qual ity seeks manuscripts. 
For free Author's Guide to Subsidy Publishing, call 
Dorrance Publishing 1-800-695-9599. 

WARS FROM 1730s TO VIETNAM in origin al 
newspapers. Yesterday's News, 43 Dundonald 
Road, Colwyn Bay, Clwyd LL29 7RE , United 
Kingdom. Tel: 011-44-1492-531195 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES AND MILI
TARY MANUALS. Combat Skills , Weapons, 
Tactics, NBC, more. Cata log $5.00 . llPD/ACCP, 
Box 1237, Alpine, TX 79830 

MAKE $500,000 WITH CLOSEOUTS. Buy mer
chandise 90% below wholesa le. Complete busi
ness package $2. Legacy, P.O. Box 140884, SI , 
NY 10314. 

WHO KILLED KENNEDY? Government assas
sination conspiracy exposed. Videocassettes , 
manuscripts, ph otog raphs, books. Cata log: 
$3.00. COLLECTOR 'S ARCHIVES; Box 2, 
Beaconsfield, Quebec H9W 5T6 CANADA. 

COLLECTORS 
BRITISH/SCOTTISH MILITARIA COLLEC
TORS. Regimental insignia and accessories of 
elite Regiments; including SAS; Paratroops; 
Roya l Marines; Black Watch ; Guards, etc . 60-
page illustrated Import Catalog $6. 00. BRITISH 
REGALIA IMPORTS, Department 6A, PO Box 
37, Palm Harbor, FL 34682. 

r------------~ V\ORLD'S LARGEST 
SURPLUS MARKET 

for military vehicles: jeeps, trucks, 
armor, Mules; tools , manuals, parts. 
Each issue has 100's of ads , tech 
tips and helpful how-to articles on 
restoration , maintenance and 
operation. 

JllIU'l'AUY m \TEIIICI.ES 
€)ti!f1jUmt 

I y r 6 is.sues - U.S. $18.00, Canada $28.00, Foreign Air 
$40.00, Sample issue $5.00 - U.S. F1111ds 

700 E. State St., Dept. ABAZWJ, Iola,. WI 54990-0001 
www.militaryvchiclcsmagazinc.com 

Cri:Ji1 C;ird Cu~tOnK'~ Dial Toll·Frcc 

800-258-0929, Dept. ABAZWJ 
M·f. 7:im-Spm · Sat.8am-2pm:CTA 

~------------ .. 
Extended Slide tock for ls9.9s P.P.0. 1 

GLOCK@ 
• DROP IN REPLACEMENT• FITS IN ALL HOLSTERS 

Manufactured in U.S.A. by: 
Ranch Products PO BOX 145 Malinto, OH 43535 

ltllll:OM COUNTtlY 

~ 
20 big acres in WESTERN MONTANA, starting at 
$19,950.00. Trout fishing, backpacking, camping, Elk, 
deer, moose, bear. ADJACENT to National Forest, near 
established towns. Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks 
nearby. GUARANTEED ACCESS, INSURED TITLE, 
WARRANTY DEED. FREE color brochure, photos, maps. 

FULL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
"Video Available" 

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-592-5990 
TREASURE STATE RANCHES 

210 Milwaukee Street, Dept. S 
Deer Lodge, Montana 59722 - (406) 846-1000 

TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR DESERT STORM 
pictures. Send list and prices to: Outback, P.O. 
Box 645, St. Paris , OH 43072 

v' SOLDIER OF FORTUNE BACK ISSUES 
ARE available. Most years/issues still in stock. 
Only $5 each includes domestic S&H. Write , fax 
or e-mail to request a comprehensive li st. SOF 
Back Issues, 5735 Arapahoe, Sui te A-5 , 
Boulder, CO 80303. Fax: 303-444-5617 ; 
e-mail : hetty@ sofmag.com or v iew entire back 
issue list onl ine at www.sofmag.com 

EDUCATION 
TERMPAPER assistance. 19,278 topics available! 
Catalog on CD-ROM -- ru sh $2.00. Research, 
11270 Washington Blvd., Dept. EX, Culver City, 
CA 90230. TOLL-FREE HOTLINE: 800-351-0222 
or www.sf.research-assistance.com 

FINANCIAL 
PROTECT YOUR PRIVACY AND ASSETS. 
Offshore solutions, compan ies, trusts, founda
tions, fu ll backup! www.offshorespecialists.com, 
Tel. 011 501231168, Fax 011 501234306 
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HAND CUFFS 
Black or Chrome Thumb Cuffs 

rw Ill> 
$20 ~ 

$1 oftandcuff Keys 

LOCK PICKS 

~70 
Plus Instructional Video 

WARNING: check State & Local Laws, 

must be 18 years or older to order. 

price includes USA shipping, 
Checks, Money Orders & Credit Cards 
(U.S. funds only) NO GA SALES 

TACTICAL SUPPLY 
P.O. Box 681085 

Marietta, Georgia 30068-00 l 9 

MONEY AVAILABLE NOW! Let the government 
finance your business idea. Satisfaction guaran
teed! Call Now: 1-800-226-3601 , ext BF7770 
www.NationalinfoCorp.com 

FREE 
FREE HACKER CATALOG! 300 Underground 
Plans, New 1.0., Money Making Plans, Mobile 
Magnetic Stripe Readers & Writers. T.l.C. , P.O. 
Box 876-SF, Hurst, TX 76053. www.theinforma
tion center.com 

HUNTING 
ATTENTION: FREE CROSSBOW!!! The new 
21st century Electronic Gunlock/Free Crossbow 
... Free details: write Spynet, Box 3366G, Lisle, 
IL 60532. www.spynetglobalsystems.com 

I : 4 : BI j t I I : t: \'l I J : !j E II 
COLD STEEL Spyderco, Gerber, SOG, 
Benchmade, Smith & Wesson and more. Huge 
discounts! Free list. KNIVES PLUS MAIL 
ORDER, (800) 687-6202 

MISCEllANEOUS 
50,000 MAPS: Topographic, Tactical Quads, 
Travel, Political, Vietnam, Nevis, Roswell , 
Anyplace! 7700 Air Photos. Catalog $4.00 
(refundable} . MONARCH, Box 14490-SF 
Phoenix, AZ 85063. 

BO 

SEND $2.00 for 12-PAGE CATALOG 
MILITARY AWARDS I CERTIFICATES I MEDALS 

UNIVERSITY I COLLEGE I HIGH SCHOOL 

FOR ENTERTAINMENT & COLLECTORS 

Couch Potato Publishing 
443 FOX RUN DRIVE, BLUE RIDGE, GA 30513 

BRITISH/SCOTTISH REGIMENTAL 
INSIGNIA & ACCESSORIES ETC 

•SAS •PARA • ROYAL MARINES 
•RAF •GUARDS •BLACK WATCH ETC 

®
60 PAGE ILLUSTRATED IMPORT CATALOG $6.00 

BRITISH REGALIA IMPORTS 
Department 6, P.O. Box 37 
Palm Harbor, FL 34682 

• SPECIAL FORCES Daily PT, work out , 
weights, diet. Get you hard. $1 O to G.S. Large, 
633 John Marshall Dr. NW, Vienna, VA 22180 

NON-METALLIC HANDCUFF KEY, opens all 
standard police style handcuffs. Easily conceal
able, undetectable by metal detectors. $2 each 
or 3 for $5. Send payment to PO Box 888, 
Penrose, CO 81240. 

MARK YOUR CALENDAR! SOF THREE-GUN 
MATCH, SHOOT FEST AND GUN SHOW. NRA 
Whittington Center, Raton, New Mexico, 6-9 
September 2001. Details at www.sofmag.com 

• Did this get your attention? It's a "Dingbat." So 
are v' and e. Add them to your SOF classified ad 
for $5/each. 

SALE: Male Power Pack. Creates/builds mus
cle, strength, stamina, endurance. Elevate 
Testosterone level 200%. Enhances virility
Instant recovery. Safe. 1-800-878-8844 

LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or 
existing home. Hundreds of programs. 
(www.usgovernmentinformation.com) Free 
recorded message: (707) 448-3210. (8KW5) 

OPTICS 
WORLD'S TOUGHEST BINOCULARS -- Full 
line Steiner Military/Marine. Also Nikon, 
Leupold, etc. rifle scopes and binoculars. Great 
prices. (570) 620-9743. www.ysdusa.com 

SURPlUS 
GOVERNMENT AUCTIONS in your area! Must 
sell : Cars, trucks, computers, more! Great deals! 
Call: 1-800-601-2212, Ext. SP7770. 
www.NationalinfoCorp.com 

• Complete Covert 
Equipment Headquarters 
• Hidden Video & Audio 
• Infidelity Lab Testing 

• Self-Defense Products 

www.spycountry.com 

Federally owned land currently available in AK, AZ., AR, CA, 
CO, ID, MT, NV, NM, OR, UT, WA, WY for $2.50 per acre. 
U.S. citizens entitled to purchase up to 160 acres per 
person. For complete information package including maps, 
telephone helpline, filing forms, etc. send $20 check or money 
order to: FEDERAL LAND CO., Dept L, Box 21598, 
Washington, DC 20009. (Note: this is not homestead
ing -- lands are sold outright.) MONEYBACK GUARANTEE! 

SURVElllANCE 
MAKE GREAT MONEY INSTALLING CCTV. 
NO SCAM. Easy. Weekend job. Send $5.00. 
J. Terrozas, 3100 Jane #F207, Albuquerque, 
NM 87111 

ESPIONAGE UNLIMITED: Your one stop shop 
for survei llance, counter survei llance, privacy, 
new ID's and new identity, asset protection, 
covert weapons, investigations, and more. (802) 
864-0951. www.espionage-store.com 

TRAINING 
DAVID ALLOWAY'S SKILLS OF SURVIVAL. 
World renowned wilderness survival training. 
U.S. , Mexico, Australia. Distributor of Australian 
Mark Ill Survival Kit. DASOS, P.O. Box 772, 
Dept. SOF, Presidio, TX 79845. 1-877-371-2634, 
www.skillsofsurvival.com 

MILITARY SKILLS AND TRAINING INTERNA
TIONAL. August 2001 Basic to Specialist cours
es, visit www.militaryskills.btinternet.co.uk or 
403-289-0571 

SUPERIOR TRAINING for Professionals! 
Maritime Security, Executive Protection, 
Counter-Intelligence, Corporate Investigations, 
Tactical Fi rearms, Business Intelligence, 
Technical Survei llance. P.O.S.T. Approved! 
Enterprising Securi ties (770) 723-1 683 or 
www.enterprisingsecurities.com 

VIDEOS 
STREET COMBAT TACTICS: Commando 
Fighting System, Three Videos $99.95. Includes: 
Certificate and patch. Order online 
www.icmaa.com or 336-838-4292. We certify 
instructors. 

WEBSITES 
FOR ONLY $25/month you can list your 
Website or Internet URL + 10 words right 
here. This is a great way to get out the word 
on your site! 
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JIERCENAR\7 AVIA'l'ION BADGE 
Silver wings with clutch back attachment. 

LAFFERTY, P.O. Box 358, Bay Pines, FL 33744 

COVERT ACCESS GEAR. Amazing gear that 
gets you in anywhere! CovertAccess.com 

FUTURE FREEDOMS, USA. IRS Mass action 
Law Suit , BAR vs USFCA? http://www.daddab
bopublishing .com 

CREATE A VETERAN ID CARD unique to your 
military experience, visit www.veteranidcard.com 

VISIT OUR WEBSITE www. militarykit.com or 
www.brit isharmykit.com 

The truth shall set you free: cyanews.com 

SCOPE MOUNTS, RINGS -- M-14, M-1 match 
rifle construction Tanker Garands built. 
www.smithenterprise.com 

DAVE'S POCKET KNIVES & STUFF. Free Ship
ping & Lifetime Warranty. www.DavesStuff. com 

RANGER ARMS Specializing in tactical gear, 
military equipment, firearms and firearms acces
sories. www.rangerarms.com 

e SUPERIOR QUALITY FIREARMS CLEAN
ING SUPPLIES -- 16 page catalog -- complete 
line. www.proshotproducts.com 

TACTICAL GEAR ONLINE CATALOG 
International orders we lcome! Recon Supply 
www.ReconSupply.com 

ADVERTISERS 
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Automatic Knife 
Resource Guide _ ...... 67 

Barrett Firearms 
Manufacturing Co. . .. .. . 6 

Brigade Quartermasters 

........ .. ..... . ..... - .16 
Burris Optics ........ Cover 2 
Bushrag.com ... . ........ 20 
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Direct Action Video ..... 10-11 
Eden Press .............. 76 
Excalibur Electro 
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PRODUCT INDEX 

Advanced Technology, Inc. . .. 26 

Adventure Medical Kits ...... 68 

Bantam Books ............. 53 

PHOTO l.D. CARDS 
Birth Certificates 

High School Diplomas 
College Degrees 

Trade School Diplomas 
Martial Arts Certificates 

Investigator, Security Certificates 
Marriage, Divorce Certificates 

Much More! 
Call Now! FREE BROCHURE! 

1-702-360-9340 
M.P.C. 

HIGH CAPACITY CLIPS, GRIPS & thousands of 
related shoot ing products. www.gunacces
sories.com 

AUTHENTIC U.S. GOVT. ISSUE Army/Navy 
Surplus. Best pri ces -- Online catalog 
www.americanarmynavy.com Phone 1-888-592-
8014 

ISRAEL MILITARY PRODUCTS -- Webgear, 
Uniforms, T-sh irts, Insignias, Golani , Helmets, 
Memorabilia www.imp.co. il 

FREE -- MILITARY, SURVIVAL AND OUT
DOOR Tips, Tricks, Ideas and More! Visit The 
RangerDigest.Com (www.therangerdigest.com). 

NIGHT VISION WEAPON SCOPES. Giant 
Binoculars, Spotting Scopes, Rangefinders , 
Rifle scopes. www.americansupply.net 

You can now ATTRACT BEAUTIFUL LADIES!! 
This pheromone co log ne never fail s!! 
www.cicara.com 

Global School 
of Investigation ___ .. __ .77 

Glock .. . ............... 15 

Greene Military ........... 75 
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Inter-American 
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Elite Training Books 
and Videos! 

The secrets of renowned Tactical and VIP Protection expert 
Mark Yates revealed! Yates' Men in Black bodyguard 

training manual now available for the first time in the U.S. 
Wide range of videos. including professional "Extreme COB" 

skills in high-risk arenas. Call or send for info today. 
Berkeley & Asociates, Inc. 

Redefining Bite for the New Millennium. 

Berkeley & Associates.Inc. 
E-mail: berkassoc@aol.com 

3600 Watermelon Rd, Suite 205, Northport, AL 35473 
Tel: (205) 342-3306 ·Website: www.GroundZeroUSA.com 

SERIOUS MONEY PART TIME FROM HOME. 
No fee. No inventory. www.li fepluskick 
start .com/earl.asp 1-888-784-1704 

THE FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION -- A Guide
book to Joining . $37 USO -- go to 
www.Salvobooks.co.uk 

" COWBOY ACTION SHOOTERS, action work, 
etc. Recommended by Mike Ventu rino." 
www.ycsi.neVusers/gunsmith 

NIGHT VISION WEAPON SCOPES. Giant 
Binoculars , Spotti ng Scopes, Rangefinders, 
Rifle scopes. www.americansupply.net 
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7.62 Design .... . .. .. .... 75 
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Here We Go Again 

P laying cat-and-mouse off the coast of 
China is bad news. These high-risk 
missions aren't about gaining intelli

gence; they're about twisting a tiger's tail -
and it's doubtful if anything of military 
value will come from our high-profile 
snooping. But for sure the missions will 
ratchet-up our new Cold War, not to men
tion the profits of the weapon peddlers. 

Perhaps there's little we can do to make 
our Washington leaders learn from the past 
[except] break out Sun T zu and figure out 
where the folks from Beijing are coming 
from. But we can demand of Congress that 
all of our uniformed sons and daughters be 
as well-trained as Shane Osborn and crew. 

At least this time around our Air Force 
RC-135 recon planes won't be 50 years old 
like our now-stripped-and-searched Navy 
surveillance bird. And for Round Two, our 
aircraft will be protected by F-15 fighters 
- backed up by even more sharp teeth. 

Expect the Chinese to react. They said 
stay away, and if history is any indicator, 
they mean what they say. 

On 1 October 1950, during the early 
months of the Korean War, Mao Tse-tung 
said, "The Chinese people will not tolerate 
foreign aggression and will not stand aside 
if the imperialists [read USA] wantonly 
invade the territory of their neighbor." 

Col. David Hackworth (Ret.) also writes 
a syndicated weekly column titled 
"Defending America. " "Hack" doesn't 
pull any punches and many liberal rags 
won't carry his writing. If your local 
paper falls into that category, call the 
editor and let him. know you'd like to see 
"Def ending America " on the Op-Ed 
page. It 's syndicated by King Features, 
235 E. 45th St., New York, NY 10017. 

Every crew member of his downed 
recon plane said their training was what 
got tllem through - from crash to grilling 
to yellow-ribbon extravaganza. They were 
so rigorously ready for their dangerous 
mission that they could run through every 
drill blindfolded. Most of our other elite 
troops today, such as Rangers, SEAls, 
Marine Recon and Special Forces, achieve 
that same razor's edge. 

But, sadly, the training of our regular 
forces has been allowed to shrivel and 
marshmallow since Desert Storm. 

Defense dollars are going to wonder gear 
rather tllan sharpening the combat edge, 
while a Gen-X-and-Y-oriented military 
mindset - motivated by preventing the 
newbies from quitting - hasn't helped. Mao also said that if our forces contin-

ued to roar up the North Korean Peninsula while chewing up 
what was left of Kim 11 Sung's mob, he'd have a "severe shock" 
for Douglas MacArthur's Army. 

An arrogant MacArthur and an out-of-touch Washington 
wrote off Mao's warnings, concluding, "The Chinese would 
not dare to intervene." Except that's exactly what they dared 
to do when hundreds of thousands of tennis-shoe-clad sol
diers padded across the Yalu River in 20-degrees-below weath
er and kicked our frozen superpower butt. 

The assessment of General Walton Walker, MacArthur's 
Army commander when China entered the fray, says it all: 
"We should not assume the Chinese are c01mnitted in force; 
after all, a lot of Mexicans live in Texas." The primitive Red 
Army clobbered our modern forces in spite of seas full of our 
ships, skies full of our aircraft, our mass artillery and more 
than 1,000 tanks. The score in January 1951, six weeks after 
they put muscle to their threat: Chinese 100, Yanks 0. 

We were whipped because our top leaders didn't under
stand the enemy; much of our military team was poorly 
trained; and our soldiers were badly prepared and disciplined. 

Today, we're in the same boat, only chances are it'll sink 
faster than it did in 1950 without the combat-savvy vets of 
World War II who saved us yet again. 

Self-improvement, self-indulgence and sensitivity have become 
the standard rather than kill-the-enemy-and-stay-alive drills. 

Other reasons for deterioration are an officer corps that's 
been conditioned to fear that their careers could go down the 
chute if a Jane or Joe gets hurt during hard training; and too 
many peacekeeping missions in places such as Kuwait, Bosnia 
and Kosovo - where our warriors direct traffic in the mud 
and drill holes in the sky instead of preparing for war; not to 
mention the near-disappearance of the vital warrior ethic. 

As a result, our soldiers and sailors are far from combat
ready in terms of toughness, battlefield skills, discipline and 
fire in their bellies - exactly the same deficiencies we suf
fered in 1950 when we went to war with Mao's China. 

Read T. R. Fehrenbach's This Kind of War to see the horri
ble price paid by young men back then. Will we ever learn? 

http://www.hackworth.com is the address of 
David Hackworth's home page. 

Copyright 2001 David H. Hackworth 
Distributed by King Features Syndicate, Inc. 

Hackworth's new book, a novel, 
The Price of Honor, is now available. ~ 
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M erlinGold® M edallions or Key 
chains are treated with an 
antique fini sh, emphasizing the 
detail of the design. 

T he Medallions are presented in 
these beautifully designed cases 
with the SOF image stamped in 
gold fo il on the inside puff 

SOF has commissioned Northwest Territorial Mint, 
the premier manufacturer of military Medallions, to 

design and mint our 25th Anniversary Medallion and 
the SOF Medallion. Both Medallions have been 

minted in a variety of specifications for you to 
choose from and each 'proof' quality Medallion 

comes in a custom imprinted leatherette case. 

Shown Actual Size 
39mm Diameter O ne "fray O unce 

Both Medallions have been minted in a variety of 
specifications for you to choose from: 

Pure Silver Proof with 24k Gold Select ...... $ 55.00 
Pure Silver Proof.. ........................................... $ 35.00 
MerlinGold®Medallion or Key chain ............ $ 7.50 

Northwest Territorial Mint is proud to present these 
exquisite Medallions honoring the Anniversary of the 
SOF Magazine and the Soldier of Fortune readers who 
look to this Magazine as their source for up-to-date 
factual coverage from the world's hot-spots. 

If your organization would like to 
mint its own Medallion, contact us 
for a free packet of information. 

NORTHWEST . 
TERRITORIAL MINT . 

P.O . Box 2148 Auburn , WA 9807.1-2148 

Fax: (253) 735-2210 
C heck out our Web address: nwtmint.com 
Custom Medallions ... Minted with Pride! 
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